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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Introduction 
The past decade has seen the rapid development and proliferation of 
computers in organizations of all sizes and types. Often, as this 
growth proceeded, security was not considered in the system design 
stages. Except where security has been very obviously of major impor-
tance (e.g., in banking systems or top secret military or defense 
research projects) it has often been conveniently ignored by designers 
of computer systems. According to Farr {1972, p. 16), 11 This attitude may 
well have resulted from lack of understanding by company management of 
the functioning of their computer systems and their peculiar vulner-
ability to novel forms of fraud and malicious interference. 11 However, 
recently it has been recognized that computing systems are easily com-
promised. This is especially true since most security systems have 
evolved on an ad hoc basis with 11 patches 11 made in elements of the ~stem 
to thwart any perceived weaknesses. 
The growth of the interest in data security stems from two main 
directions--awareness by companies that data stored in computer systems 
is vulnerable, and concern on the part of certain individuals and social 
bodies about intrusions into individual privacy. 
The problem of data security becomes even more paramount and com-
plex as our present office environment becomes increasingly automated. 
1 
Prince (1980) in his article entitled, "What It Will Take to Manage in 
the 180 1 s," said, 
The office environment will consist of such things as advanced 
word processing systems, minicomputers, reprographics, micro-
graphics, teleconferences, video conferencing, and telecommuni-
cations--all interrelated through integrated networks (p. 34). 
2 
Managers will have to be versatile and innovative in "juggling" the 
demands of technology, information, and people. The threats to security 
become even more numerous as systems increase in complexity. 
In order for office personnel to be prepared for such roles, col-
leges and universities must begin to recognize the urgent need to enhance 
their curricula by including data security topics so that college gradu-
ates entering the business environment are cognizant of the importance of 
data security. 
Society's Dependence on Information Systems 
As society moves toward electronic mail and other large extensively 
used information systems, likely new issues and topics will need to be 
considered regarding how public policy can help balance the risks versus 
the benefits society may encounter. Other issues to be considered along 
with these risk factors are: 
• Retaining the option to end dependence on a particular system 
(avoiding becoming "locked in"). 
• Providing alternatives for those who prefer not to use 
electronic services. 
Gibbons (1981, p. 9) states that "Research on the risks of system 
failure is needed, as is careful attention to how technology can be used 
to reduce these risks (for example, through distributed data bases and 
back-up computers)." 
Gibbons (1981) cites three problem areas to be considered: 
• Constitutional rights--Little legal precedent exists, in 
many cases, for applying constitutional law to issues raised 
by computer-based information systems. Areas of constitu-
tional rights that may be affected by information systems 
include: freedom of speech and press (first amendment), 
protection against unreasonable search and seizure (fourth), 
protection against self-incrimination and guarantee of due 
process of law (fifth), right to a trial by impartial jury 
(sixth), and State guarantees of due process and equal pro-
tection of the laws (14th). 
• Regulatory boundaries--Evolving computer-based systems are 
crossing over and blurring traditional regulatory bound-
aries. Regulatory policy issues are likely to recur with 
respect to computer- v. communication-based services, elec-
tronic interstate branch banking, and electronic mail. As 
these systems expand geographically and move away from tra-
ditional definitions of industry structure, policy issues 
concerning interstate conflict of laws, Federal-State rela-
tionships, and antitrust may also arise. 
• Other issues--Four other issue areas were identified as 
tmportant although not analyzed in great detail: computer 
crime, transborder data flow, information gap (for those who 
would be denied access due to technological illiteracy or 
other reasons), and computer software protection (p. 9). 
Issues of Data Security 
3 
The areas involved in data security are spread throughout the organ-
ization. Data are vulnerable, regardless of where processed. The fol-
lowing are the main areas that will be considered in the focus of this 
research: 
1. Computer fraud 
2. Violations of private information 
3. Threats to file security 
4. Threats to the security of terminals and communications 
equipment 
5. Hardware protection 
6. Safeguarding computers 
7. Software protection 
8. Screening personnel 
9. Security audits 
10. Physical access control 
11. Waste disposal control 
12. Privacy of output 
13. Fire protection 
14. Protection against rioting 
15. Backup files 
16. Secondary generators and air conditioning 
17. Limiting access to the computer room 
18. Insurance 
19. Telecommunications control 
20. Data base protection 
The nature of data--along with the necessary resulting security 
measures--are of two distinct types and is derived from its use. 
Basically, these two attributes (types) apply: confidentiality and 
essentiality • 
••• Confidentiality 
If some data concern a private party or person (e.g., 
client or patient), and if only certain persons are permitted 
access to it, it possesses a degree of confidentiality • 
••• Essentiality 
If some data have a high degree of importance for a user 
such that, if lost through unintentional modification or theft 
it can be recovered only at a high expense, then it possesses 
a degree of essentiality (Madnick, 1975). 
4 
An example of the differentiation between the two types of data 
could be as follows: 
--A proprietary software package possesses high confidentiality 
because parties outside the vendor-buyer relationships are not 
allowed examination or use of the package. Essentiality may 
be very high to the owner, whereas for the buyer, it is rather 
low (an extra copy can always be obtained). Zip codes have 
low essentiality because of their public nature and availa-
bility (Madnick, 1975). 
Co11111on Security Threats and Countermeasures 
5 
Co11111on threats against data security are computer insta1lation 
sabotage, accidental system breakdown, fraud, embezzlement, interception 
errors, disclosure of data, theft, sabotage, or unauthorized copying of 
data. (See the Dimensions of Computer Security chart, Figure 1, on the 
following page.) Data security can be created and maintained by some or 
all of the following elements: 
--Technical Protection (automated): 
• computer system integrity (such as operating systems, backup 
power, and fire protection) 
• remote access control (such as terminal authorization, and 
user identification) 
• data encoding (encryption) 
--Procedural Protection {manual) 
• physical access control (such as guards, badges, and locks) 
• data handling rules (such as offsite storage and written 
requisition of storage volumes) 
• program modification rules 
' 
Physical 
Operational 
Procedural 
Managerial 
Personnel 
Technical 
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I I Accounts 
I I Receivable 
I E A I 
I x p I Management 
I p Security p I Information 
I E Dimensions L I 
I R I I Inventory 
I T c I Control 
I I A I 
I s T I Operating 
I E I I System 
I 0 I 
I N I Time Sharing 
I s I 
I I Audit 
I I 
I I • 
I I • 
I I • 
I Data Processing Activities I 
I I 
Operations Application Systems Systems 
Programming Programming Planning & 
Standards 
Source: Parker, 1981, p. 56. 
Figure 1. Dimensions of Computer Security 
• input/output separation 
• input/output controls 
o audit 
--Personnel Protection 
• preemployment screening 
• supervision 
• division of responsibility (Madnick, 1975). 
Parker (1981) cites the following areas as being most vulnerable: 
Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
(p. 134). 
Physical access to facilities 
Handling of input data 
Logical access to assets 
Business ethics 
Handling of output data 
Access to application programs 
Handling of machine-readable data 
Access to systems programs 
Backup/recovery 
Data communications 
Percent 
25 
23 
15 
8 
8 
7 
7 
3 
2 
1 
In addition, Parker (1981) lists the following assets as being 
subject to computer security: 
Data processing staff 
Computer system services 
Computer-related facilities 
Power, water, and communication utilities 
Computer and peripheral equipment 
Supplies and data storage media 
System and utility computer programs and documentation 
Application computer programs and documentation 
Data 
Safeguards (p. 43). 
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The sources of threats to computer security encompass virtually all 
areas in the computer environment. (See Threat Model on the following 
page, Figure 2.) Measures should be instituted to ensure that all areas 
are sufficiently covered in order to insure an efficient ongoing secur-
ity program. 
I I 
I Sources Motives Acts Results Losses I 
I I 
I l 
IADP Employees Incompetence Overt Disclosure None I 
Employees Human failure Covert Modification Monetary I 
Vendors Irrational behavior Descriptive Destruction Denial of use/possession! 
Outsiders Personal problems Single event Use of services Denial of exclusive use/I 
Natural forces Personal gain Multiple events possession I 
Professional crime Continuous Denial of access I 
Business gain Physical Personal values I 
Economic advocacy Logical Health/life I 
Political advocacy Local/remote Privacy I 
Social advocacy access Other I 
Religious advocacy Real-time I 
Nonreal-time I 
Collusion I 
Testing I 
Other 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~~------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
Source: Parker, 1981, p. 136. 
Figure 2. Threat Model 
CX) 
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Recent Violation 
During the summer of 1983, seven youths ranging in age from 15 to 
22, in the Milwaukee, Wisconsin area, gained access to computers spread 
across the United States and Canada. Penetration was made by the 414's 
(as the group called themselves after the Milwaukee area's telephone 
area code) into such vital computers as: 
1. Memorial Sloan-Kettering Center in New York City 
2. A bank in Los Angeles 
3. A cement company in Montreal, Canada 
4. An unclassified computer at a nuclear weapons laboratory in Los 
Alamos, New Mexico 
According to Elmer-Dewitt (1983), 
The Sloan-Kettering Caper and this summer's hit movie 
[1983] War Games--the story of a young computer buff who 
nearly sets off a nuclear war when he accidentally gets into 
one of the Defense Department's most sensitive machines--have 
focused attention on a serious question: How to safeguard 
information stored inside the computer (p. 34). 
The potential for fraud is awesome. "The American banking system 
alone moves more than $400 billion between computers everr day" (Elmer-
DeWitt, 1983, p. 34). Corporate data banks hold consumer records and 
business plans worth untold billions. Military computers contain 
secrets that, if stolen, could threaten United States' security (Elmer-
DeWitt, 1983). Many of these machines are linked into the telephone 
system, which enables them to communicate with other computers and with 
users in remote locations. 
Need for Security Awareness 
The business sector is attempting to stay "one step ahead" in the 
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data security problem. Today's managers must be acutely aware of pos-
sible breaches to their system--no matter how small or how sophisti-
cated. Business students in university and college business and com-
puter science courses are offered very little in terms of data security 
awareness. Many instructors include a small segment of computer 
security topics in an introductory data processing course. Another 
option is to offer a complete course in EDP audit, which usually 
requires a strong accounting background, thus eliminating some students 
being enrolled in that particular course. Unfortunately, very little is 
being offered in colleges and universities today in terms of general 
awareness to students who are soon to be entering the business environ-
ment and will be faced with the recurring problems of data security 
(see Appendix A for complete listing of Computer Security: A Manager's 
Gui de 11 ). 
Curricular Considerations 
11 Programs must be designed to give the student a broad-based back-
ground ••• with a high emphasis on ••• new technological equipment 
found in the business office 11 (Loston, 1981, p. 8). "It is up to us as 
educators to change the thinking philosophy of businesses regarding the 
capabilities of our graduates through an ongoing means of updating our 
curricula 11 (Loston, 1981, p. 8). 
In order to keep our curricula as current as possible, we must con-
stantly assess whether or not we are meeting the needs of business. 
"Business training should be as adjustable and flexible as business. It 
has to be constantly evaluated, improved, and revised. It is not 
static; it is dynamic 11 (Crumley, 1948, p. 14). 
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Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was tg provide information indicating 
\t!..b.ether computer center personnel feel college students in Computer 
Information Systems programs should become more aware of the importance 
of computer security. This was accomplished by an interpretative analy-
sis of data obtained from questionnaires mailed to DPMA members on the 
operational or data processing management level. 
Need for the Study 
T.ck.date, the issue of data security has been addressed individually 
by managers, computer science educators, computer security analysts, and 
business faculty. There appears to be a pronounced void in linking the 
individual approaches to data security and a lack of cohesiveness in the 
parameters of data security. 
Educators have long struggled with the issue of whether to ignore 
the data security issue in order to avoid opening a "Pandora's Box" or 
whether to face the issue 11 head-on 11 in the hope that the students pre-
paring for business and industry will be cognizant of the problem and 
will be acquainted through college coursework with the basis of 
approaching and analyzing the situation. Industry and business, after 
the students' initial exposure in college, then must acquaint their 
employees with the specifics of data security that are applicable to 
their particular environment. In the past, the issue has tended to fall 
into the "gray" area that educators and industry alike have avoided for 
fear that too little knowledge could be hazardous and too much could be 
dangerous. 
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Limitation of the Study 
This study was limited to asking industry respondents to ,assess the 
Computer Information Systems (CIS) program withj}n the College or School 
/ 
of Bu.s.iness Curricula. Vocational school curricula was not assessed in 
order to limit the scope of the study. The study was also limited to a 
survey of Data Processing Management Association (DPMA) members at the 
operational or data processing management level, randomly chosen from 
DPMA's national membership listing. 
Definition of Terms 
In order to clarify the wide variety of definitions used in the 
data processing area, the following terms are defined as used in this 
study: 
Access Control - The facilities, procedures, and restrictions for 
establishing access controls to be enforced by the system. 
Access Time - "The time interval between the instant of a request 
for data from memory and the instant the data is retrieved" (Johnson, 
1981, p. 46). 
Audit - "The operations developed to correlate the evidence in 
regard to authenticity and validity of the data that are introduced into 
the data-processing problem or system" (Sippl and Sippl, 1972, p. 36). 
Back up - 11 Duplicate disk of important data and prograJT1s stored as 
insurance against the possible loss or destruction of an original disk 
copy" (Johnson, 1981, p. 46). 
Communications System -
A computer system which handles on line, real-time applica-
tions •••• An important element of any communications 
system are the modems (MODulator/DEModulator) which connect 
the communications multiplexor from the remote output to the 
interface device in the computer center. On the transmission 
end, the modulator converts the signals or pulses to the right 
codes and readies them for transmission over a communication 
line. On the receiving end, a demodulator reconverts the 
signals for communication to the computer via the computer 
interface devise (Sippl and Sipp1, 1972, p. 93). 
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Computer Security (or Data Security) - 11 Protection of data against 
unauthorized access or disclosure, and against its intentional or unin-
tentional modification or destruction. Security involves control of, ac-
cess to, and use of information 11 (Adams, Wagner, and Boyer, 1983, p. 369). 
Control -
The part of a digital computer or processor which determines 
the execution and interpretation of instructions in proper 
sequence, including the decoding of each instruction and the 
application of the proper signals to the arithmetic unit and 
other registers in accordance with the decoded information 
(Sippl and Sippl, 1972, p. 110). 
Copy-Protection - "Various methods (often cryptic or diabolical) 
used to prevent the copying of data or programs from one disk to 
another" (Johnson, 1981, p. 46). 
CRT Terminal (Cathode Ray Tube Terminal) - "An I/0 device which 
uses a television-like screen to display data and a typewriter-like 
keyboard to input data 11 (Johnson, 1981, p. 46). 
Data - A general term used to denote any or all facts, numbers, 
letters, and symbols that refer to or describe an object, idea, condi-
tion, situation, or other factors. It connotes basic elements of infor-
mation which can be processed or produced by a computer. 
Data Base - "The set of data or information on which operations and 
conclusions can be based. This is the set of data that is internally 
accessable to the computer and on which the computer performs" (Sippl 
and Sippl, 1972, p. 126). 
Data Security - The state of data (or information) in which it is 
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safe from unauthorized or accidental modification, destruction, or 
disclosure (see Computer Security). 
E. D. P. (electronic data processing) - Data processing performed 
largely by electronic equipment (related to automatic data processing). 
Embezzlement - To appropriate fraudently for one's own use. 
Encryption E!.. Encoding -
1. To apply a code, frequently one consisting of binary 
numbers, to represent individual characters or groups of 
characters in a message (synonymous to encipher}. 
2. To substitute letters, numbers, or characters, usually to 
intentionally hide the meaning of the message except to 
certain individuals who know the enciphering scheme (Sippl 
and Si ppl, 1972, p. 163). 
Fraud - Deceit, trickery, or breach of confidence, used to gain 
some unfair or dishonest advantage. 
Hacker - "A person who prefers to interact with a computer to the 
exclusion of all other activities" (Johnson, 1981, p. 47). 
Hardware - The mechanical, magnetic, electrical and electronic 
devices or components of a computer (Sippl and Sippl, 1972). 
Identification - "A code number or code name that uniquely 
identifies a record, block, file, or other unit of information" (Sippl 
and Sippl, 1972, p. 207). 
Input - "Information or data transferred or to be transferred from 
an external storage medium into the internal storage of the computer" 
(Sippl and Sippl, 1972, p. 213). 
Integrated Networks -
Basically, two or more interconnected computers with advan-
tages for permitting geographical distribution, and thus econ-
omy of computer operations. Such a network also permits 
parallel processing (usually time-sharing), combinations of 
send-receive communications, multipoint remote entry and out-
put, locally controlled data banks and switching centers, and 
less requirement for centralized facilities (Sippl and Sippl, 
19 7 2 , p • 288 ) • 
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Memory - "Internal component of a computer where data and programs 
can be stored temporarily" (Johnson, 1981, p. 47). 
Microcomputer - "A computer system designed around a microprocessor 
as its CPU" (Johnson, 1981, p. 47). 
Micrographics - "Information gathering, processing, and retrieval 
using microfilm technologies and optical display techniques 11 (Thomas, 
Schubert, and Lee, 1983, p. 277). 
Offsite Storage (or external storage) - "Storage facilities 
divorced from the computer itself but holding information in the form 
prescribed for the computer, e.g., magnetic tapes, magnetic wire, 
punched cards, etc." (Sippl and Sippl, 1972, p. 419). 
Operating System -
1. An organized collection of techniques and procedures on 
operating a computer. 
2. A part of a software package (program or routine) defined 
to simplify housekeeping as input/output procedures, 
sort-merge generators, data-conversion routines, and tests 
(Sippl and Sippl, 1972, p. 300). 
Output - "Computer results, such as answers to mathematical 
problems, statistical, analytical or accounting figures, production 
schedules, etc." (Sippl and Sippl, 1972, p. 310). 
Program Modification - 11 The abi 1 i ty of a program to modify itself 
or to set a switch so that a set of events occurring at one time can 
affect the action of the program at a later time" (Sippl and Sippl, 
1972, p. 346). 
RAM (Random-Access Memory) - 11 0r memory where each location is 
uniformly accessible and is often used for the storage of a program and 
the data being processed" (Johnson, 1981, p. 48). 
Reprographics - "Facsimile reproduction of graphic material. 
Utilization of many different types of duplicating, printing, and 
photocopying processes to produce copies 11 (Thomas, Schubert, and Lee, 
1983, p. 243). 
ROM (Read-Only Memory) -
Or memory which cannot be altered either by the user or a loss 
of power. In microcomputers, the ROM usually contains the 
operating system and the programming language necessary to 
make a computer functional once the power is turned on 
(Johnson, 1981, p. 48). 
Sabotage - Any underhanded interference with computer operation. 
Software -
The internal programs or routines professionally prepared to 
simplify programming and computer operations. These routines 
permit the programmer to use his own language (English) or 
mathematics (Algebra) in communicating with the computer 
(Sippl and Sippl, 1972, p. 407). 
Telecommunication - 11The transmission or reception of signals, 
writing, sounds, or intelligence of any nature by wire, radio, light 
beam, or any other electromagnetic means" (Sippl and Sippl, 1972, 
p. 447). 
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Terminals - "An input/output device designed to receive data in an 
environment associated with the job to be performed, and capable of 
transmitting entries to, and obtaining output from, the system of which 
it is a part" (Sippl and Sippl, 1972, p. 450). 
User - "Describes a simple person or a group of persons, all of 
whom have equal rights with respect to accessing a particular body of 
data and who have a common identity to the system" (Ralston and Reilly, 
1983, p. 494). 
Vendor - A person or agency that sells products or service. 
Word Processing - 11The process of creating, modifying, deleting, 
and formatting textual material" (Johnson, 1981, p. 49). 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
[/.This study was.-desi gne<I to-.ad<lr.es.s the issue of computer security 
J:>.x_~_nalyzi ng tt)e opin·i-O·A,S . of-Data Processing Management Association 
meJnbers coru:ernirg inclusion of security-related topics into the 
'· 
Computer Information Systems (CIS) curricufom. ln order to assess these 
opinions fully, a-thorough review of related.literature was conducted to 
fully address the two main emphasis areas: 
, 1. Review of computer security 
2. Curricular concerns relating. tp· computer security 
The review of related literature is divided into the following 
sec ti ans in order to cover all parameters .o.f computer security: 
1. Losses from Computer Fraud 
2. Classification of Breaches 
3. Business Installations 
4. Data Security Risk Analysis 
5. Federal Government Installations 
6. World-Wide Security Problems 
7. Need for Security Problems 
8. Curricular Concerns of Computer Security 
9. The ACM Model Curriculum 
10. The DPMA Model Curriculum 
11. Comparison of ACM vs. DPMA Models 
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12. Conclusion 
The following table is provided to illustrate th~ extent .. ...of the 
computer security issue: Data Security Risk Analysis Matrix 
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A complete listing of the ACM and DPMA Model Curricula are provided 
in Appendices Band C for reference. 
Losses From Computer Fraud· 
Estimates of losses from computer security violations have reached 
staggering figures in the last few years. Enger and Howerton (1980) 
, -'"' ... , 
address the extent of computer crime as follows: 
The expectations of annual losses from computer fraud range 
from an estimate of $100 million by the U. S. Chamber of 
Commerce to an estimate of $3 billion in a recent article 
published by the Harvard Business Review. According to the 
U. S. Department of Commerce, only one of 100 such crimes is 
detected so these figures are only gross estimates. It is 
further estimated that only 20 percent of computer crimes are 
reported and even fewer are prosecuted (p. 13). 
Potter (1984) states: 
There are no accurate estimates of the total losses to busi-
ness and to the government each year through computer 
crimes • • • Many companies and agencies are reluctant to 
admit that their computer systems are vulnerable to 
thievery ••• Experts feel that only about one computer theft 
in 10 is discovered {p. 448). 
Classification of Breaches 
There are three general types of security breaches: 
1. People inside the organization who have enough tech-
nical knowledge of the system to enter false commands 
or to change programs, usually to steal money or 
materials. 
2. People outside the organization who learn enough 
about the system to break the security codes and 
enter false commands, usually to steal money. 
3. People outside the organization, such as business 
competitors, who breach the system's security codes to 
obtain information they can use to their own 
advantage (Potter, 1984, p. 449). 
Business Installations 
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Every computer installation is vulnerable to criminal activity. In 
the computer environment today, the possibilities of fraud, abuse, and 
theft are limited only by the criminal's imagination. 
White collar thieves have misused computers to embezzle 
funds, pilfer time sharing services and programs, eavesdrop on 
the bids of business competitors, divert inventory, disclose 
tax and banking records, snatch valuable mailing lists, moni-
tor private medical and pharmaceutical records, print payroll 
checks and other documents that can be converted into ready 
cash, reduce and eliminate premiums on insurance and other 
installment-type payments, and alter transcripts at colleges 
and universities (Howe, 1982, p. 120). 
Too often MIS (Management Information Systems) managers concentrate on 
hardware and software rather than on personnel as a means of checking 
computer abuse. "But security is, first and last, a people problem," 
says Parker (1981, p. 5), Senior Management Systems Consultant at SRI 
International, a research and consulting firm in Menlo Park, California. 
The computer environment, from an overall point of view, is defined by: 
••• corporate policies, operative procedures, and daily 
practice. From a practical point of view, the security 
environment has been characterized by and combined with the 
concept of controls (Hodge, Fleck, and Honess, 1984, p. 414). 
Computer crime does not always involve just the loss of money. Loss 
of vital data--sometimes forever--or such things as invasion of corporate 
or personal privacy can occur. "Although embezzlement of funds is 
believed to be the most common form of computer crime" ("Computer Crime," 
1981, p. 105) there are other ways in which organizations can suffer such 
as: 
1. Theft of services--employees using computer time for other than 
company business. 
2. Selling or changing information stored in the employer's 
computer. 
3. Invasion of privacy where the victims might sue the negligent 
organization. 
Potter ( 1984) states: 
There are three general ways to gain unauthorized access 
to a computer system: 
1. Accidental access 
a. Someone, in normal use of a terminal, accidentally 
transmits a security code that causes another per-
son's data to be sent. 
b. Often, the person who has done this does not rea-
lize what he has done or does not desire to get 
into someone else's data. 
2. Actively breaking in 
a. Impersonation of an authorized user. 
b. Entry by people who understand the security safe-
guards and know how to get around them. 
3. Passively breaking in 
a. Wire-tapping a telephone line between a terminal 
and the computer. 
b. Unauthorized examination of a printout. 
c. The use of microwave receivers to intercept data 
transmissions from satellites or from long 
distance telephone relay transmitters (p. 352). 
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The actual abuses of computers and the potential for even more 
occurrences are well documented, and research indicates repeatedly that 
businesses must be aware of the security issue and ward off possible 
violations before these intrusions occur. 
There is a growing recognition by top management of the need 
to design computer systems with security as a primary objec-
tive and to implement security countermeasures to effectively 
prevent or deter the exploitation of threats and vulner-
abilities ••• (Srinwsasan and Dascher, 1981, p. 1167). 
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In the May, 1981, issue of Infosystems, Srinwsasan and Dasher suggest 
that organizational management should formally recognize the need for a 
computer security program thus ensuring the implementation of effective 
countermeasures. 
In the September 26, 1983, issue of Business Week, the authors sug-
gest that, "above all, management must start taking the break-in problem 
seriously •11 Many experts put the blame for poor computer security 
squarely on top management. To executives at most companies "security 
is one of the lower priorities" ( 11 Computer Security: What Can Be 
Done," 1983, p. 127), due mainly to cost justification and concentration 
on the bottom-line profit. This article goes on to indicate many 
instances where organizations feel it is difficult to justify invest-
ments in security measures. 
In addition to guarding the central main-frame computers, the 
problem is now compounded as organizations must start paying attention 
to the small personal computers spreading throughout their organizations. 
Data Security Risk Analysts 
Knapp (1983, p. 23) suggests that "an effective mechanism for con-
vincing management of the importance of data security is the use of the 
data security risk analysis." Knapp states that 11 one of the most criti-
cal and difficult roadblocks information processing managers face when 
implementing a data security program is selling the concept to upper-
level management" {p. 23). Knapp's Data Security Risk Analysis Matrix 
includes: 
1. Organizational and administrative controls designed to 
provide effective segregation of duties and restrictions 
on accessing data, supplemented by the tests of the 
effectiveness of security protection procedures. 
2. Authentication of system users supplemented by the addi-
tional verification procedures designed to validate users. 
3. Physical security measures designed to provide for contin-
uity of data processing services in the event of natural 
and man-made disasters, and to control access to computer 
equipment. 
4. Co1001unication line protocol provisions specifically incorpor-
ated to provide for data security. 
These controls are labeled as general controls because 
they apply to all application systems processed within a 
computer installation. 
The data security risk analysis should be organized to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the general controls within 
the organization, and to analyze the related risks associ-
ated with four general types of security penetration or 
breach [see Table I] (Knapp, 1983, p. 24). 
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Hodge, Flech, and Honess (1984) suggest the list of controls should 
include the following: 
1. Internal controls 
2. Administrative and physical controls 
3. Qualifications and training of staff 
4. Data integrity 
5. Software integrity 
6. Communication controls 
7. Cost processing controls 
8. Interactive controls. 
Federal Government Installations 
In a rather lengthy document issued by the Congress of the United 
States, Office of Technology Assessment, in Washington, D.C., in 1981, 
entitled Computer Based National Information Systems ••• Technology and 
Public Policy Issues, the following was excerpted. 
The security of computer systems, particularly those operated by 
T~BLE I 
DATA SECURITY RISK ANALYSIS MATRIX 
R 1 sit Category 
,ntroauct1on of Unauthorized 
dnauthor1 zed Progra111 
Gata Security Clll!trols Data Hod1fication 
l. Organ1zat1ona1 Structure (Management of 
!l1ti Securl ty I 
l. Jrganiution's oersonnei n1rinq, 
~ransferring, terl1!inat1on pol 1cies 
2. Jrganiutlonal respons1bfl lty ana 
1uthority •or data security 
L Segregation of duties within datd processing 
'l,:1Mrtllent X 
i;. Authentication/4uthorizat1on (Control of remote 
tertinal s I 
1. 5ecur1ty faci 11t l es of data security sub· 
system 
2. Password structure, distribution and 
protection procedures 
Ill. Act1v1ty logging (Control of program/data files) 
l. Log and rev1ew of syste111 assess/usage 
2. rrogra• ltbrary protection and maintenance 
logs 
3. Access to syste11 programs 
h'. File Integrity Procedures 
x 
x 
x 
x 
1. Data Integrity rlsks X 
2. Integrity rlsk related to reconcf11atlon 
of controls X 
3. Job control risks X 
v. Physfcal Security 
1. Prewentive measures against natural and 
man-made catastrophe 
2. Unauthorized access 
3. 8ack-up/;;ont1 ngency arrangements 
VI. Controls Oyer Data Transmission 
l. Communication line protocol provisions for 
data secu r1 ty 
Risk Assessment Score 
X = Indicates a Risk Assess111ent Score should be entered 
In the matrl x 
Ai= Total Oata Security Risk Assessment 
Source: Knapp, 1983. 
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the Federal Government, has increasingly concerned Congress. Hearings 
have been held, studies have been published by the general accounting 
office, and legislation has been introduced, all addressing the problem 
of meeting threats to federal data installations. 
Gibbons {1981) states that: 
It appears that, in general, the Federal Government is rapidly 
falling behind the private sector in its use and management 
of up-to-date computer and information technology. The 96th 
Congress enacted Public Law 96-511 (Paperwork Reduction Act 
of 1980) to help address this problem. And other issues may 
arise with respect to the effects of large-scale information 
systems on Federal decision making (the "automated bureau-
cracy") and the process by which social values are reflected 
in information system design (p. 8). 
Security concerns have also appeared in congressional reaction to 
proposals for new advanced information systems by federal agencies, such 
as the proposed Social Security System, the Tax Accounting System of the 
Internal Revenue Service, and the upgrading of the National Crime 
Information Center (NCIC) system of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
All of these proposals have been scrutinized carefully by congressional 
committees, with particular emphasis on the security of the systems. 
Similar concerns have also been expressed by the Executive branch. 
Presidential Directive 24, published in February, 1979, established 
policy for the security of federal communications and assigned responsi-
bility for the protection of nonmilitary but sensitive government 
communications. This directive was motivated by a concern for national 
security, that is, the potential value of intercepted communications to 
an enemy {Ruthberg, 1977). 
· To further set standards on computer security for the federal 
government, the National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C., 
Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology, approaches the issue of 
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computer security by indicating that computer security is a very complex 
subject that must be considered from a total system perspective. It 
involves all the controls necessary to ensure: 
(1) the accuracy and reliability of the data maintained on or 
generated by an automated data processing system, 
(2) an appropriate degree of protection of the organizational 
assets to include the hardware, software, and data from all 
significant anticipated threats or hazards, and 
(3) the economy and efficiency of computer operations. 
Computer security, according to the National Bureau of Standards, 
does not include: 
(1) the justification of a computer system 
(2) the full range of meeting all management objectives, and 
determining an acceptable level of risk for an organization, 
but all are areas for audit involvement (Ruthberg, 1977). 
Federal and State laws Relating to 
Computer Security 
Parker {1981) states that the following Federal and state laws 
directly ~late to computer abuse and theft: 
• The Privacy Act of 1974 (Public Law No. 90-579) imposes 
controls on the data banks containing personal information 
in federal agencies and among federal contractors. It also 
established the Privacy Protection Study Commission that 
has completed its mission and published a series of reports 
now being used by Congress as the basis for new legislation 
in the federal and private sectors {p. 98). 
The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977, which applies to 
most corporat1ons, corporate managers, and directors, 
establishes personal liability for noncompliance and sanc-
tions up to $10,000 in fines and up to five years' 
imprisonment. It also imposes fines on corporations for 
noncompliance and permits civil suits from stockholders. 
The first key provision requires that a corporation 'make 
and keep books, records and accounts which, in reasonable 
detail, accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and 
dispositions of the assets of the issuer.' Computer secu-
rity is required to assure the safekeeping of computer-
stored data representing these records. In addition, 
security requires the same kind of information for the 
prevention and detection of crime and error and recovery 
capabilities. 
The second key provision that a corporation must 'devise 
and maintain a system of internal accounting controls suf-
ficient to provide reasonable assurances that transactions 
are properly authorized, transactions are properly 
recorded, access to assets is properly controlled, and 
assets and asset records are periodically compared.' To 
be in compliance, a system of cost-effective internal con-
trols must exist in application systems and computer 
operating systems. These form a major part of the safe-
guards needed for computer security. Cost-effectiveness 
requires periodic risk assessments and an ongoing computer 
security program to assure the implementation of controls 
to the degree necessary, as indicated by the risks. The 
law also implies the need for action by management in 
establishing adequate funding and staffing of computer 
security programs (p. 99). 
• State Computer Crime Laws -- Florida was the first state to 
enact a computer crime law based on the original 1978 Ribicoff 
Computer Crime Bill (S 1766). 
Its law covers acts for theft of and damage to computer 
equipment, supplies, programs, and data. It also covers 
willful, unauthorized access to computers and denial of 
services to users. The offenses to programs and data apply 
whether or not the property is stored inside a computer. 
It applies to programs and data contained in listings, 
tapes, discs, cards, and other off-line or on-line media. 
The law does not require the media of storage to be a mate-
rial object; consequently, electronic pulses would be 
considered acceptable representations of programs or data 
and would be subject to the law. This broad definition will 
facilitate the finding of theft when a program is taken 
over a telephone line. Because the word 'unauthorized' is 
not defined by the law and because access is defined so 
poorly, the intended prohibition against theft of computer 
services is not clear (p. 100). 
The Colorado computer crime law 
is modeled on the Florida law but is narrower in cov-
erage because data and programs must be 'contained in the 
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computer' to be the subject of the prov1s1ons for damage, 
alteration, or destruction. Further, it appears that theft 
or fraud involving property that includes electronically 
representaed data and 'software' must be accomplished by 
use of a computer to fall within the proscriptions of the 
law (p. 100). 
• Other Applicable Federal Laws --
Other applicable federal laws include the Federal Copyright 
Act, theft, miscellaneous theft and theft-related offenses, 
abuse of federal channels of communication, national secu-
rity offenses, trespass and burglary, deceptive practices, 
property damage, and other miscellaneous provisions such as 
derivative crimes and conspiracy {p. 101). 
World-Wide Security Problems 
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The United States Government and American industry are not the only 
institutions closely monitoring the problem of computer security. In a 
study of computer abuse in Australia, the Caulfield Institute of 
Technology reported that: 
General management tends to be blissfully ignorant of the 
capabilities, limitations and risk exposures associated with 
their EDP systems and con1ciously or subconsciously seem to 
strive to stay that way. What they are concerned with is 
efficiency and operating cost. Hence the EDP manager, whilst 
he may be aware of the dangers faced by the organization won't 
always feel like sticking his neck out to try to convince 
management to spend more on tighter controls and better pre-
ventative measures ("Study in Computer Abuse," 1979, p. 16). 
Need for Security Awareness 
After assessing the numerous occurrences of security breaches, it 
may be imperative to al so assess the role of management in the issue of 
computer security. Hutt (1973) states that: 
••• the emergence of computer security as a major problem 
has been caused by the relative success of the computer ••• The 
rapid growth and acceptance of computer technology has not 
been accompanied by a paral 1 el growth in the management of 
this technology. The management lag, coupled with the fact of 
concentration, gives rise to an exposure that can be detri-
mental to the very existence of even a large organization 
( p. 41). 
The fact that today's organizations are dependent upon data processing 
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services creates a unique vulnerability for many organizations never 
before experienced in the business environment. Management must recog-
nize the potential risks and identify the consequences for each type of 
threat. 
Absolute security, while unattainable, should not necessarily be 
eliminated as an objective of a total EDP security program. Reasonable 
security can be achieved at a moderate cost to the organization. 
Sound management and leadership are essential to a com-
puter security program. Management concern and effort are 
needed to plan, guide, mot·ivate and control an effective com-
puter security program. A balanced program, with proper con-
cern for human values, will enhance the overall effectiveness 
of the data processing function (Hutt, 1973, p. 49). 
When considering awareness and training of computer security's 
importance, Ruthberg (1977) suggests two aspects that should be 
considered: 
• training for those who implement, maintain, and operate the 
system, and 
• training for those who use the system. 
The first group should have a more formal training cur-
riculum coupled with an established career path in ADP 
security administration. A variety of subjects ranging from 
technical aspects of design and use of ADP hardware and soft-
ware to the provisions of the Privacy Act should be taught on 
a regular basis. 
The users of the system should be given training on the 
consequences of a security violation, etc. These users should 
be examined periodically to ensure that they are properly 
trained (p. 82). 
In a May, 1982, survey conducted by Cook, Eure, Johnston, and 
Mattord (1982), a questionnaire was mailed to randomly-selected DPMA 
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chapters within the United States. The primary purpose of this study 
was to determine what current computer users consider important to the 
area of computer security. About half of the DPMA chapters in the 
United States surveyed administered the questionnaire to their members. 
The result was 712 returned questionnaires. 
A breakdown of the respondents of the results of the study by Cook, 
Eure, Johnston, and Mattord (1982) are given below: 
--Ninety-three percent of the respondents were from the private 
sector. The rest were from state and local government, Federal 
government and colleges and universities. 
--Fifty-two percent of the respondents were cl assi fi ed "other 
managers", while 32 percent were "programmer analysts". Less 
than one percent were security officers. 
--The smallest site had only two employees; the largest, 12,000. 
There was a mix of small, medium, and large-scale organizations. 
--The dollar values of EDP equipment at the various sites ranged 
from $10,000 to $55 million. 
The results of the study by Cook et al. (1982) are summarized in 
the following paragraphs. 
--Physical access protection is important to most institutions. 
Larger companies with more expensive equipment are more concerned 
about physical access security than small companies. 
--Most computer installations are concerned with disaster 
protection. Again, more expensive installations show a greater 
concern for disaster protection than do less expensive 
installations. 
--When rating the effectiveness of procedures to prevent 
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unauthorized data access, larger installations overall considered 
this area of security more important than small installations--
although most of the respondents considered it important to limit 
unauthorized access. 
--About 39 percent of the respondents reporting used either 
software or hardware encryption. Those reporting with equipment 
under 1 million used both software and hardware encryption. 
Almost 65 percent of the small sites reporting used software 
encryption only, compared to about 28 percent of the larger 
sites. About 59 percent of the larger sites reported the use of 
both software and hardware encryption compared to about 18 per-
cent of smaller sites. 
--Larger installations carried insurance above the range of 
depreciated value and closer to replacement value, while small 
companies were more in the depreciated value range. 
--More than 40 percent of companies surveyed neither investigated 
prospective employees nor bonded key employees. The distribution 
between companies over $1 million and under $1 million was not 
drastically different. 
--Companies with equipment under $1 million placed considerably 
less importance on software systems control than the companies 
with more than $1 million. 
--Companies with equipment value of less than $1 million placed 
less importance than the larger installations on defined rules 
for data security within application systems. 
--Most computer operations consider site backup and other 
contingency planning much more important than previously thought, 
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larger sites placing far more emphasis in this area than smaller 
sites. 
--Both small and large sites considered backup of programs and data 
very important (6.11 on a Likert Scale of 1-7). 
--Sites under $1 million rated their overall site security 3.83; 
sites over $1 million rated security 4.87 (on a Likert scale of 
1-7). 
The authors state in their conclusions that: 
••• good security is everyone's respons1b1lity--from the 
lowest echelon to highest management •••• Many profes-
sionals believe that the industry's awareness of the security 
issue is only the beginning. Computer security is and will 
continue to be a prime target during the next decade before an 
acceptable level of sophistication is achieved (Cook, Eure, 
Johnson, and Mattord, 1982, p. 46). 
Another survey conducted in November, 1983, by DPMA shows similar 
results. Weber (1984), Editor of COMP-U-FAX (The Corporate Information 
Resource Newsletter) states in the article, "Security Advice for Execs" 
that: 
Sixty-five percent of the DPMA members surveyed indicated that 
their organizations allocate a portion of the annual budget to 
data security. In fact, an average of 2.71 percent of the cor-
porate budget is targeted toward data security •••• But of 
those information processing managers who indicated a data 
security budget, only 40 percent said that it would increase in 
the next fiscal year. DPMA members also said their organiza-
tions would lose an average of $142,676.58 per day in the event 
of a system failure (p. 1). 
Taking a positive attitude that security is everyone's business 
seems to be a vital concern when considering the issue of data security. 
Weber (1984, p. 2) reported that 11 when asked to rank the areas of 
greatest vulnerability within their organization, DPMA members responded 
saying DP/MIS staff was most vulnerable to a security breach." 
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Curricular Concerns of Computer Security 
In assessing the computer security issue and management's role in 
the control of the EDP function, the purpose of this research is also to 
assess the curricular considerations of the compute.r security J~_sue. 
When evaluating curriculum, the following issues should be 
considered: 
1. Scope - the latitude or the breadth of the curriculum 
2. Sequence - the order of time in which educational 
experiences are to be had. 
J. Continuity - continuousness with which the same kinds 
of experiences are had over a period of time 
4. Balance - providing varied but appropriate amounts of 
experience for learners (Doll, 1970, p. 69). 
The two model curriculums reviewed for this study were: ACM Cur-
riculum for Computer Information Systems Education (Association of 
Computer Machinery) and DPMA Model Curriculum for Computer Information 
Systems Education (Data Processing Management Association) (see Appendices 
Band C for complete curriculum content). 
The ACM Model Curriculum 
The recommendations of the 1972 and 1973 ACM Curricu-
lum Committee on Information Systems Programs have 
been influential in the development of degree programs 
at the bachelor's, master's, and doctoral levels •••• 
The report discusses the continuing need for education 
related to the definition, analysis, design, construc-
tion and management of information systems in organ-
izations (Nunamaker, Coufer, and Davis, 1982, p. 781). 
Historically, "the ACM Curriculum efforts for information systems 
(as contrasted with computer science) began with the ACM Curriculum 
Committee on Computer Education for Management" (Nunamaker, Coufer, and 
Davis, 1982, p. 781). 
ACM goals for an IS (Information Systems) Curriculum are: 
1. The IS Curriculum teaches information systems 
concepts and processes with two contexts, organi-
zation functions and management knowledge and 
technical information systems knowledge, whereas 
computer science tends to be taught within an 
environment of mathematics, algorithms, and 
engineering technology. 
2. The IS graduate is expected to work within the 
environment of an organization and to interact 
with both organizational functions and computer 
technology. 
3. In technical expertise, the IS curriculum places 
substantial emphasis on the ability to develop an 
information system structure for an organization 
and to design and implement applications. 
The graduate of the professional IS program should be equipped 
to function in an entry level position and should also have a 
basis for continued career growth. The IS graduate should, 
furthermore, possess the ability to identify in an ongoing 
\lrsan i.uti vna, ~, tuta t, vn ti\t! t-t!y issue$ and µrub 1 e,ns in eJch 
functional area (Nunamaker, Coufer, and Davis, 1982, p. 781) • 
. 
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Even though computer security issues touch every level of the 
organi za.tion, the ACM model curriculum addresses the issue of security 
specifically only at the graduate level in a subsequent course entitled, 
Information Systems Policy. 
The following is a suggested outline for the course topics: 
TOPICS 
1. Planning an Organiz.ational Information System (30%) 
Information to meet organizational functions, operations, and pro-
cesses: The information system pl an in rel ati onshi p to organizational 
strategy and organizational. Effect of organizational learning and 
stage of development. Selection of projects and establishing of 
development priorities in the plan. Strategies for achieving infor-
mation system goals. 
Suggested deliveries by student: comprehensive case analysis and 
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high-level master plan defining the application portfolio and classes of 
data needed by an organizational and priorities for change from existing 
infonnation system. Also report of the effect on organization of new 
system and change presentation costs and difficulties. 
2. Organizing the Information System Function (20%) 
Alternatives for design and placement of information system organi-
zation as part of overall organization: centralization, decentraliza-
tion, division of functions between users and information systems 
department. Matching information system organization to host organiza-
tion. Internal organization of information systems department: job 
functions, flow of work, alternative organizations. Interaction of 
information system job function with other organizational functions. 
Suggested deliveries by students: analysis of case on organization 
considering restructuring of information systems within organization and 
case on information system organization considering internal restruc-
turing. 
3. Computer Center Administration {10%) 
Physical security and backup. Scheduling and control of operations. 
Quality assurance and error handling. Performance evaluation of opera-
tions. Evaluation of alternatives for computer resources: on-site 
computer, remote job entry, time sharing. Conversion management. 
Hardware and software acquisition. 
4. Management of Information Systems Development (10%) 
Strategies and procedures for management of development and main-
tenance. Project management. Controls and standards. Estimating and 
scheduling. Implementation management. Evaluation of development. 
5. Selection and Development of Information Systems Personnel (10%) 
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Motivational characteristics of information system eersonnel selec-
tion procedures. Career path planning. Training. Behavioral issues. 
Strategies for achieving job productivity and job satisfaction. 
Evaluation. 
6. The Social and legal Environment (10%) 
pata privacy. Information access policy. Data security. 
Contracts. 
7. The Information Systems Executive (10%) 
A review of the role the information systems manager plays in the 
organization and a general discussion of the challenges and opportuni-
ties associated with the position. Managing the relationship between 
organizational functions and information systems. 
The DPMA Model Curriculum 
The primary objective of the OPMA Model Curriculum or Computer 
Infonnation Systems is: 
To provide graduates with the knowledge, abilities, and 
attitudes to function effectively as application 
programmer/analysts, and with the educational background 
and desire for lifelong professional development (Athey, 
1981 , p. 10) • 
The specific curriculum objectives of the DPMA Curriculum are: 
1. To provide understanding of the goals, functions, and 
operations of business organizations; 
2. To provide understanding of the information needs and the 
role of information systems in these organizations; 
3. To provide the analytical and technical skills for identi-
fying, studying, and solving information problems within 
organizations; 
4. To provide communications and human relations skills for 
effective interaction with organization members. especially 
with the users and developers of information systems; 
5. To provide knowledge and ability for effective management 
of information systems projects; 
6. To instill a professional attitude and seriousness of pur-
pose about Computer Information Systems as a career field; 
and 
7. To provide the background for further study of and profes-
sional advancement in the field of Computer Information 
Systems (Adams and Athey, 1981, p. 10). 
The Computer Information Systems (CIS) Model Curriculum contains 
three main elements, according to Pierson (1984): 
1. Seven required CIS core courses 
2. Three additional CIS courses to be chosen from eight selective 
offerings 
3. A minimum set of business support courses. 
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Since the DPMA Model Curriculum was first published in 1982, more 
than 4,000 copies have been distributed to educators, educational 
administrators, and information systems professionals. 
As part of this ongoing project to support Computer Informa-
tion Systems (CIS) education, DPMA has standing committees 
that carry on the continuing development and refinement of 
curriculum recommendations and track the progress of colleges 
and universities implementing them •••• Understanding the 
current status of CIS education is a necessary prerequisite to 
designing mechanisms that promote future growth and develop-
ment (Souder and Adams, 1984, p. 40). 
In contrast to the ACM curriculum, the DPMA Model Curriculum 
suggests several courses where EDP security concepts may be introduced. 
CIS-1 Introduction to Computer-Based Systems 
Topic: Future of Computers in Society (10%) 
Trends in hardware and software technology. Trends in 
distributed data processing, database management systems, and 
administration. Networks, switching, and protocols, and 
office of the future. Merging of data processing, word 
processing and communications. Concepts of packaged software, 
firmware, and natural languages. Standardization in the 
industry. Effects of computers in organizations and 
individuals. Computer errors. Implications of data banks for 
personal and commercial privacy. Computer crime, vulner-
ability and security. Forms of physical and logical safe-
guards. Administrative controls and EDP auditing. 
Data processing legislation. Computer selection and con-
tracts. Employment opportunities, including applications 
programmer, maintenance programmer, systems programmer, sys-
tems analyst, data base administrator, project leader, opera-
tions manager, data processing manager. Career tracks from 
data entry to overall management of data processing and infor-
mation systems. Certification for computer professionals 
(Adams and Athey, 1981, p. 23). 
CIS-13 Audit and Controls 
1. EDP Audit Environment and Computer Information Systems (10%) 
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The EDP audit environment and its relationship with and effect on 
computer-based information systems. Relationships between the internal 
audit function, the external audit function, the public accounting func-
tion and the information systems function. EDP audit definitions. Dis-
cussion of major examples of computer abuse and their impacts on the 
business community. 
2. Information Systems Controls (25%) 
Types of information systems controls: application controls, system 
development controls, information processing facility controls and hori-
zontal control versus vertical controls. Preventive, detective and car-
rective controls. Controls and security. 
3. Computer Audit Techniques (30%) 
Types of EDP audits: audits of applications, audits of systems 
development, audits of information processing facilities and SAS-3 
reviews. Computer-assisted audit techniques such as test decking, 
integrated test facility, parallel simulation, system control audit 
review file, sample audit review file, snapshot, extended records, etc. 
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Uses of audit software to verify results: confirmation, comparison with 
file or physical and edit and reasonableness tests. Advantages and dis-
advantages of computer-assisted audit techniques. 
4. Auditing Advanced Information Systems ( 20%) 
Techniques used to audit advanced systems which utilize a combina-
tion of any one of the following information processing techniques: on-
line, real-time, teleprocessing, telecommunication, distributed proces-
sing, minicomputer, microcomputer, data bases, etc. Techniques used to 
audit data base systems. Cost of advanced controls. Audit technical 
expertise needed. Examination of minicomputer and microcomputer appli-
cations and environment. 
5. Systems Approach to Auditing (15%) 
Concept and application of risk assessment. Concept and application 
of threat analysis. Concept and application of cost/benefit analysis in 
analyzing exposures and recommending controls (Adams and Athey, 1981). 
Comparison of ACM vs. DPMA Models 
Yanacek and Guynes (1981-82, p. 18) in comparing the two curriculums 
state: "Both curriculum development activities seem to have zipped 
along as though the other did not exist." The authors state that "both 
curriculums attempt to cover about the same topics when viewed 
superficially. 11 Their conclusion is that 11 the DPMA curriculum has done 
a much better job of maintaining the business emphasis within their 
curriculum while the ACM curriculum still has the computer science 
orientation." 
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Conclusion 
In relation to the issue of computer security, it would appear that 
the DPMA model does, in fact, suggest more than a superficial view of 
the security problem, particulary in the EDP audit course. 
The purpose of this study is to assess whether or not more emphasis 
should be given (1) throughout the curriculum or (2) as a separate 
course, to the issue of data security in order to update the curriculum 
with today's current issues. The input by industry is vital in terms of 
curriculum assssment in order to avoid the "trendiness" of adding topics 
and courses that may not transcend and be relevant in the future. 
Knapp (1983, p. 23) suggests that "a data security 'frame of mind' 
and discipline must be developed. 11 Mr. Bill Stanley of Conoco, Inc., 
Ponca City, Oklahoma, added this relevant comment to his response to the 
research pilot questionnaire that was mailed to him for this study: "It 
is more important to teach data security as an attitude rather than 
as a technology. Most businesses have corooton attitudes toward data 
security but the technology can vary between companies and vendors." 
The teaching of attitude might well guide educators when 
considering curricular changes in the computer environment. Technology 
will indeed change and update but an ethical, moral attitude toward 
computer security must remain constant. 
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN ANO PROCEDURES 
This study was designed to obtain data from selected members of the 
Data Processing Management Association (DPMA) concerning their opinions 
concerning inclusion of computer security topics into the Computer 
Information Systems {CIS) Program in collegiate schools of business. 
For the purpose of clarification, computer security may be defined as 
any activity that involves the functions of avoidance, deterrance, pre-
vention, detection, recovery, and correction of data so that privacy and 
security of the data and equipment are not violated. 
Detailed descriptions of the procedural steps in the study included 
in this chapter are as follows: 
1. Sample Selection 
2. Development of the Study Instrument and Cover Letter 
3. Pretesting the Study Instrument (Pilot Study) 
4. Mailing of the Study Instrument 
5. Follow-up Letter and Mailing 
6. Statistical Analysis of the Questionnaire Responses 
7. Sulllllary 
The principal objectives of this study are: 
1. To determine if data processing managers believe there is 
a need for students enrolled in the CIS program in colleges 
and universities to develop some basic knowledge of computer 
security while pursuing their college degrees. 
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2. If respondents answer "no" to the apparent need question, there 
will be an attempt to determine why these data processing mana-
gers see no apparent need at this point in the education pro-
cess to include computer security topics. 
3. If the data processing ntanagers believe there is a need to 
acquaint students with the basic elements of data security 
(indicated by a 11yes 11 response), the following information will 
be obtained: 
a. The recommendation that data security be offered as a 
complete course in the curriculum. A listing of potential 
topics will be listed and respondents will be asked to 
indicate the topics they believe would be relevant. 
b. If the respondents believe that data security should be 
incorporated into various courses throughout the curricu-
lum, the respondent will be asked to check off courses from 
the Data Processing Management Association's (DPMA) Model 
Curriculum that may possibly be considered for inclusion. 
By analyzing the results given by the respondents, the researcher 
will be able to obtain current information from data processing managers 
concerning: 
1. Whether a college or school of business should be offering 
a separate course in data security; 
2. Whether data security should be offered as an incorporation 
into courses throughout the Computer Information System (CIS) 
curriculum; 
3. Whether the topic of data security should not be offered in any 
form in the curriculum. 
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Sample Selection 
The respondents selected for this study are members of the Data 
Processing Management Association (DPMA). After considering several 
other groups for the study, it was decided that DPMA members should be 
queried as they represent a broader grouping of data processing profes-
sionals than other groups. DPMA is one of the largest world-wide organ-
izations serving the information processing and computer management com-
munity. It is comprised of all levels of management personnel and, 
through its educational and publication activity, OPMA seeks to 
encourage high standards of performance in the field of data processing 
and to promote a professional attitude among its members. 
DP~A's support of research and inquiry 1s stated in its interna-
tional bylaws as follows: 11 To foster, promote and develop education and 
scientific inquiry in the field of data processing and data processing 
management11 (Ralston and Reilly, 1984, p. 492). 
The sample of 700 OPMA members chosen to be surveyed were in the 
Data Processing and Operational Management category (Job Function 
Category B). These 700 members were randomly selected from the United 
States listing only. Foreign countries were excluded in order to limit 
the scope of the study. 
The mailing list was purchased from: 
Data Processing Management Association 
International Headquarters 
505 Busse Highway 
Park Ridge, Illinois 60068-3191 
The 700 members were selected at random by DPMA from the approxi-
mately 16,000 members in category B prior to their printing the listing. 
(See Appendix F for correspondence relating to the mailing list.) 
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Development of the Study Instrument and Cover Letter 
The study instrument designed to gather data for this study was a 
six-page questionnaire. After thoroughly reviewing literature relating 
to questionnaire design, analysis of numerous sample questionnaires, and 
consultations with various faculty members in both the College of 
Business and Department of Applied Behavioral Sciences at Oklahoma Stae 
University, the completed questionnaire was printed on both sides of 
8-1/2 x 11 sheets to facilitate ease of completion by the potential 
respondent. 
The questionnaire was designed according to guidelines stated by 
Bowman and Branchaw (1984) and could be completed in approximately 15 
minutes by the respondent. 
The six sections of the questionnaire were: 
I. Business Information 
• Includes computer equipment at respondent's location, number 
of employees, whether designated person is responsible for 
computer security, title of person directly responsible for 
computer security. 
II. Personal Information 
• Includes position of respondent, years in respondent's 
present position, how long respondent has been employed in a 
computer-related position, highest educational level of 
respondent, education or training of respondent in computer 
security, how many emploees respondent supervises, membership 
in data processing professional organization, familiarity 
with various Computer Information Systems Model Curricula. 
III. Need for Computer Security Knowledge 
• Includes whether respondent feels computer center employees 
should possess some knowledge about computer security. If 
"no", gives the respondent choices on reasons for "no" 
response. The "no" respondent then goes to Section V. If 
"yes 11 , the respondent goes on to Section IV. 
IV. Analysis of Computer Security Topics 
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• Respondent indicates the importance of various topic areas 
that might bo considered for inclusion in the Computer Infor-
mation Systems (CIS) Curriculum relating to the topic of com-
puter security. A rating scale of 1-5 is used with 1 repre-
senting Very Important and 5 representing Very Unimportant. 
• Respondent is asked to indicate the method to best develop 
computer security knowledge. The choices are: 
A. Complete course in computer security in addition 
to incorporation of computer security topics in 
the Computer Information Systems Curriculum. 
B. Complete course in computer security ONLY. 
C. Incorporation of computer security topics into 
the current courses in the Computer Information 
Systems (CIS) Curriculum ONLY. 
• Using the DPMA Model Curriculum for Undergraduate Computer 
Information Systems Education, the respondent is asked to 
rate the importance of inclusion of computer security topics 
into the DPMA Model Curriculum, using a scale of 1-5, where 1 
represents Very Important and 5 represents Very Unimportant. 
(See Appendix B for DPMA Model Curriculum.) 
v. Optiona1 
• Respondent may include name, organization, address, and 
position. Also includes instructions for returning the 
completed questionnaire. 
VI. Additional Comments 
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• provides space for additional comments and suggestions 
relating to the questionnaire, the study being conducted, or 
the subject of computer security. 
An identification number was written in the top right-hand corner 
to be used for follow-up purposes on the second mailing. (See Appendix 
E for the study instrument.) 
The cover letter used appeals to professionalism and cooperation, 
citing the growth of data security violations in recent years. The main 
emphasis was that the respondent's input would greatly aid in the assess-
ment of current college curricula in the CIS area. The cover letter was 
signed by both the researcher and dissertation chairperson, Dr. 
Herbert M. Jelley. The cover letter was offset print on Oklahoma State 
University College of Business Administration letterhead to aid in pro-
fessional appearance. (See Appendix E for cover letter.) 
Pretesting the Study Instrument (Pilot Study) 
After careful consideration of the design of the questionnaire and 
cover letter, a pilot study was mailed on February 13, 1984, to the 
following in order to pretest the questionnaire and cover letter: 
1. Researcher's doctoral committee members. 
2. Five information processing instructors in the College of 
Business Administration at Oklahoma State University. 
3. Two statisticians in the Department of Statistics at Oklahoma 
State University. 
4. Two instructors in Educational Research/Statistics in the 
Applied Behavioral Studies Department at Oklahoma State 
University. 
5. Three employees of the Oklahoma State University Computer 
Center. 
6. One Director of Management Information Systems at Oklahoma 
State University. 
7. One faculty member of Management Information Systems, 
Department of Management, College of Business Administration, 
Oklahoma State University. 
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8. Twelve managers of data processing centers located in Oklahoma, 
Illinois, and Texas. These names were provided by 
Mr. Davis Sellers, Instructor in the Information Processing 
Program, Department of Administrative Services and Business 
Education, College of Business Administration, Oklahoma State 
University. Mr. Sellers has been employed for several years in 
computer-related positions in the Tulsa area and was acquainted 
with each of the industry persons on the pilot study. These 
data processing managers were chosen as they closely resembled 
the targeted population to be receiving the actual 
questionnaire. 
A letter thanking all pilot study respondents for their participa-
tion and assistance in revising the questionnaire was sent to both the 
respondents at Oklahoma State University and respondents in industry. 
(See Appendix D for thank-you letter.) 
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Mailing of the Study Instrument 
After the appropriate revisions were made according to suggestions 
given from the pilot study respondents, the questionnaire was mailed to 
700 randomly selected DPMA members. Self-sticking labels printed by 
DPMA were adhered to Oklahoma State University College of Business 
Administration envelopes with the researcher's name stamped above the 
return address (see Appendix E for envelopes). A self-addressed 
Oklahoma State University Central Mailing Services envelope with the 
researcher's name stamped at the bottom-left corner was included along 
with the cover letter and study instrument, thus enabling the respondent 
to return the completed study instrument easily. (See Appendix E for 
return envelope.) 
Funding for the initial and return mailings was provided by a doc-
toral dissertation funding grant awarded to the researcher by the Office 
of Business and Economic Research, College of Business Administration, 
Oklahoma State University. 
Envelopes containing the initial mailing were sent on April 6, 1984, 
and the response date for completion and return was stated as May 1, 
1984. 
Follow-up Letter and Mailing 
Approximately one week after the initial mailing deadline, a follow-
up mailing was sent to those DPMA members who did not respond to the 
initial mailing. The identification numbers on the returned question-
naires were used to identify those responding. Using a duplicate DPMA 
mailing list, the non-respondents were drawn from the list of those whose 
labels had not been removed when the initial questionnaire was returned. 
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Using the same questionnaire as in the first mailing, the non-
respondents were then sent a follow-up letter and a second copy of the 
questionnaire. The only change that was made to the questionnaire was 
that the color was changed to green (initial mailing was blue) in order 
to determine whether the response was from the first or second mailing. 
The follow-up mailing was sent on May 7, 1984, and the response date 
was given as June l, 1984. {See Appendix E for a copy of the 
follow-up cover letter.) 
The response rate for the mail survey was 43.8 percent calculated by 
the following method recommended by Dillman {1978): 
Response = Initial Mailing Number Returned 
Rate Rumber in (noneligible and 
Response = 
Rate 
Sample nonreachable) 
700 ,n 
Sample 
299 Returned 
9 + 9 
(ineligible and 
nonreachable) 
x 100 
x 100 = 43.8% 
A further breakdown of the percentages of returns and nonreturns 
is shown in Table II on the following page. 
Statistical Analysis of the 
Questionnaire Responses 
The responses gathered from the study instrument were coded and 
transformed into computer readable format utilizing the NCS Trans-optic 
MB0-15514-321 scanner sheets provided by the Bureau of Tests and 
Measurements, Oklahoma State University. 
The SPSS-X (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) was used 
TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RETURNS AND NONRETURNS 
Category 
Total Number in Population 
(First Mailing) 
Total Returns from the 
First Mailing 
Total Returns from the 
Follow-up Mailing 
Total Respondents 
(Both mailings) 
Number 
700 
217 
91 
308 
308 
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Percent 
100.0 
31. 0 
13.0 
44.0 
44.0 
=======-===============-=·-=-=-====----====-- -------
Non-Respondents 
(Both mailings) 
(Data incomplete and unuseable) 
Returned Questionnaire 
(Respondent unreachable 
due to outdated address) 
Response Rate 
9 • 01 
9 .01 
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to determine frequencies, cross tabulations, descriptive and demographic 
statistic r?nkings, and Chi-squares. According to the Oklahoma State 
Computer Center User Manual (Second Edition, 1984, p. 4134), "SPSS-Xis 
an integrated system of computer programs for the analysis of social 
science data. The system has been designed to provide the social 
scientist with a unified and comprehensive package enabling him to per-
form many different types of data analysis in a simple and convenient 
manner. SPSS-Xis a major revision of SPSS ••• most of the changes 
between SPSS and SPSS-X affect file defi ni ti on. 11 
Using the SPSS-X statistical package, the data analysis will be 
divided in five sections: 
Section I - Frequency Distributions 
Percentages are calculated on demographic information (both 
business and personal), analysis of need for computer security 
knowledge, analysis methods to best develop computer security knowledge. 
Since many of these questions elicited more than one response, multiple 
responses are duly noted with the appropriate table. 
Section II - Rankings of Topics by Mean 
Using means as the criteria for ranking, the topics listed in IV-1 
of the questionnaire are ranked on a Likert scale of 1 - 5. 
Section III - Rankings of Courses by Mean 
Using means as the criteria for ranking, the core and elective 
courses listed in IV - 3 of the questionnaire are ranked on a Likert 
seal e of 1 - 5. 
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Section IV - Cross Tabulations 
Cross tabulations of III - 1 of the questionnaire, requesting the 
respondent 1 s opinion concerning the need for computer security knowledge 
(indicated by a 11yes 11 or 11 no 11 response are cross-tabulated with: 
1. Number of employees in the computer center 
2. Whether organization has a designated security person(s) 
3. Title of person directly responsible for computer security 
4. Number of employees directly responsible for computer security 
5. Respondent's present position 
6. Number of years respondent has been in his/her present position 
7. Number of years respondent has been employed in a computer-
related position 
8. Respondent 1 s highest educational level 
9. Respondent's major field of study 
10. Computer security training untilized by the respondent 
11. Number of employees supervised by respondent 
12. Respondent's membership in professional organizations 
13. Respondent 1 s familiarity with model curricula 
14. Best method to develop computer security knowledge 
The "yes" responses and the "no" responses were tabulated 
separately to be able to compare the results of the two responses. 
These same criteria (1-14) were then compared to the question 
in Section IV - 2 of the questionnaire where the respondents were asked 
their opinions on methods that would best develop computer security 
knowledge. 
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Section V - Chi-square 
The same criteria used in the cross-tabulations were then analyzed 
using Chi-squares in order to test for significance. 
This chapter described the survey instrument, the survey pro-
cedures, and the method of data compilation and analysis. 
A thorough analysis of the data interpretation is given in Chapter 
IV. Conclusions and recommendations made on the basis of these findings 
are reported in Chapter v. 
A detailed description of the development of the study instrument 
was presented, as well as the pilot study and original and follow-up 
mailings. The study instrument and cover letter are exhibited in 
Appendix E. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The study instrument (questionnaire) was sent to 700 Data Process-
ing Management Association (DPMA} members, randomly selected from cate-
gory B of the members in the data processing or operations management 
group, categorized by job function. These OPMA members were selected 
from all 50 states of the United States and, thus, represented a nation-
wide samp1'1ng. 
The data gathered from the study instrument focused on these OPMA 
members' opinions concerning inclusion of computer security topics into 
the Computer Information Systems (CIS) program in collegiate schools of 
business. Data was obtained from the respondents regarding the 
following: 
• The educational background and work histories of the DPMA 
members. 
• Opinions concerning importance of selected computer security 
topics to be considered for inclusion in the Computer 
Information Systems (CIS) curriculum. 
• Opinions concerning methods to best develop computer 
security knowledge. 
• Opinions concerning importance of inclusion of elements of 
data security into the various core and elective courses 
within the CIS. 
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The findings resulted from a detailed analysis of the responses to 
the study instrument~. 
The items selected for inclusion in the study instrument were 
chosen after thoroughly reviewing literature relating to questionnaire 
design. analyses of numerous sample questionnaires, and consultations 
with various faculty members in both the College of Business Administra-
tion and the Department of Applied Behavioral Sciences at Oklahoma State 
University • 
. As a pi lo.t study, the study 1 nstrument was sent to various 
faculty members and computer center managers in both industry and uni-
versity operations (Chapter III contains a complete listing of the pilot 
study members). 
Allowances for 11 other 11 responses that may not be included in the 
statement of the question were made throughout the questionnaire in 
order to include all possible responses. 
Plan for Analyzing the Gathered Data 
Section I of the study instrument was designed to obtain from the 
DPMA members selected data regarding business information as follows: 
• Computer equipment presently being utilized in the 
respondent's operation. 
• Number of employees presently employed in the respondent's 
computer center. 
• Whether the respondent's computer center has a designated 
person directly responsible for computer security. 
• Number of people in the respondent's organization who are 
directly responsible for computer security. 
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• The title of the person(s) directly responsible for computer 
security. 
• Reasons for not having a designated person responsible for 
computer security. 
kSection II of the study instrument was designed to obtain data from 
,,<'< -··' 
--~ 
the selected DPMA members regarding the following personal information: 
• Respondent's present position. 
• Length of time that the respondent has been employed in 
his/her present position. 
• Length of time that the respondent has been employed in a 
computer-related position. 
• The respondent's highest educational level. A space was 
also provided for the respondent to specify their major area 
of study. 
• Educational or training areas that the respondent has 
utilized in computer security. 
• Number of employees that the respondent directly supervises 
at the present time. 
• Professional organization(s) in which the respondent 
currently holds memberships. 
• The respondent's familiarity with selected Computer 
Information Systems (CIS) Model Curricula. 
/Section II I of the study instrument requests the respondent's 
,/ 
opinion concerning the need for computer security knowledge by persons 
employed in computer centers. Respondents indicating a "no" response 
to need are then requested to choose an appropriate response for their 
response. The "no" respondents are then requested to exit the study 
instrument. Those respondents indicating a "yes" for need are then 
asked to continue with the remainder of the study instrument. 
Section IV is completed by only those respondents indicating a 
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11yes 11 response in Section Ill, indicating that they, feel computer center 
employees should possess knowledge about computer security. The respon-
dents are asked the following: Rate the importance of 18 topic areas 
that relate to computer security. A Likert scale was utilized using the 
following scale: 
1 - Very Important 
2 - Important 
3 - Average Importance 
4 - Unimportant 
5 - Very Unimportant 
• Indicate the methods that would best develop computer 
security knowledge by choosing from a listing of options. 
• Rate the importance of including elements of computer 
security into the seven core and eight elective courses 
listed in the Computer Information Systems (CIS) Curriculum. 
Course titles and descriptions were taken from the 11 DPMA 
Model Curriculum for Undergraduate Computer Information 
Systems Education" (Adams and Athey, 1981). 
The following Likert rating scale was utilized: 
1 - Very Important 
2 - Important 
3 - Average Importance 
4 - Unimportant 
5 - Very Unimportant 
Section Vis optional and asks the respondent to fill in his/her 
name, organization, address, and position. 
Section VI provides the respondent space for any additional com-
ments and suggestions he/she may have relating to the questionnaire, the 
study being conducted, or the subject of computer security. 
A Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS-X) program was 
utilized to tabulate the responses to each item of the questionnaire. 
The results of each response were tabulated according to frequency of 
occurrence, cumulative frequency, percentage, and cumulative percentage. 
Two-way tables (cross tabulations) were used to compare the respondent's 
business and personal information with the results in Section IV. 
Chi-squares were also computed on the cross tabulations. 
Tables of specific findings are presented in the following 
discussion. Interpretation of the statistics follows each table. 
Data Analys1 s 
Responses were received from 299 DPMA members throughout the United 
States. Nine of these responses were deleted from the population for 
the following reasons: 
1. One respondent indicated that his/her installation no 
longer had a computer. 
2. One respondent felt he/she could better analyze the topic 
of data security by using a narrative format. The 
comments given will be included in the listing of 
"Additional Comments" at the end of Chapter IV. 
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3. One respondent indicated that he/she was employed at a 
remote job entry site and the mainframe computer was 
located in another state. The respondent indicated that 
he/she was, therefore, unable to respond to the 
questionnaire. 
4. One respondent failed to complete Section III which deals 
with the need for computer security knowledge and failed 
to complete various portions of Section IV which deals 
with the analysis of computer security topics. 
5. Five respondents failed to complete various portions of 
Section IV which deals with the analysis of computer 
security topics. 
Three returned questionnaires were deleted as the respondent 
returned both the original and the follow-up questionnaire. In all 
three cases, the original response was used and the follow-up response 
was deleted so that only one response per DPMA member was added to the 
total data analysis. 
A total of nine questionnaires were returned to the researcher with 
indications from the United States Postal Service of: 
• Insufficient address 
• Moved--left no address 
• Moved--not forwarded 
• Address unknown 
• Forwarding order expired 
• Unclaimed 
• Return to sender 
There were 290 questionnaires returned that were used for the 
analysis of the data. The analysis is divided into seven sections: 
1. Frequency distributions that analyze the use of electronic 
data processing by the respondent's firm, an analysis of 
the personal information about the respondent, and 
analysis of the business information about the respondent. 
2. Ranking by means of computer security topics. 
3. Ranking by means of courses, both core and elective, from 
the DPMA Model Curriculum. 
4. Cross tabulations of Sections 2 and 3 above where 
comparisons are made between demographic data (Sections I 
and 11 of questionnaire) and selected security topics and 
core and elective courses. 
5. Chi-squares on Section IV to test for significance. 
6. An Interpretative Summary of the respondents' narrative 
comments. 
7. Summary. 
Section I - Frequencies 
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The first portion of the study instrument, regarding the analysis 
of the use of electronic data processing by the respondent's firm, was 
subdivided into six areas: 
1. Make and model of computer presently being utilized for 
the respondent's operation. 
2. Number of people presently employed in respondent's 
computer center. 
3. Whether respondent's computer center has a designated 
person(s) directly responsible for computer security. 
4. Number of people in respondent's organization directly 
responsible for computer security as stated in the job 
description. 
5. Title of person(s} directly responsible for computer 
security. 
6. If respondent checked "no" in number three indicating that 
there was no designated person directly responsible for 
computer security, this position analyzes the reasons for 
the "no" response. Each of the six areas was analyzed 
using frequencies and percentages. 
Make and Model of Computer (Section 
1-1 of Questionnaire) 
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Since the respondent could check all that applied, many respondents 
had multiple responses to this item. A total of 431 responses were 
given by the 290 respondents. 
IBM, as was anticipated, tended to dominate the utilization with 
198 respondents, or 45.9 percent, indicating that their computer 
operation utilized that particular make. Apple was utilized by 29 
respondents, or 6.7 percent. Hewlett Packard was used by 26 respondents, 
or 6.0 percent. Burroughs was used by 25 respondents, or 5.8 percent. 
Radio Shack was used by 14 respondents, or 3.3 percent. NCR (National 
Cash Register) was used by 10 respondents, or 2.3 percent (see Table 
III). 
A total of 129 respondents, or 30.0 percent, indicated that they 
used computer makes other than those listed on the questionnaire. These 
computers are listed in Table IV. 
TABLE II I 
MAKE OF COMPUTER PRESENTLY UTILIZED BY RESPONDENT'S 
COMPUTER CENTER OPERATION 
Valid 
Make Frequency Percent Percent 
IBM 198 45. 9 45.9 
Burroughs 25 5.8 5.8 
Hewlett Packard 26 6.0 6.0 
NCR 10 2.3 2.3 
Apple 29 6.7 6.7 
Radio Shack 14 3.3 3.3 
Other 129 30.0 30.0 
Total 431** 100.0 100.0 
*Other-hand tallied. 
**Multiple responses. 
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Cumulative 
Percent 
45. 9 
51. 7 
57. 7 
60.0 
66.7 
70.0 
100.0 
TABLE IV 
OTHER MAKES OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT UTILIZED BY 
RESPONDENT'S COMPUTER CENTER OPERATION 
Make 
Four Phase 
Tektronix 
Texas Instrument 
Data General 
Amdahl 
Honeywell 
Digital Equipment 
ACT OS 
ONYX 
Control Data 
Sperry Systems 
Epson 
WAtJG 
Univac 
Microdata 
QANTEL 
COMPAQ 
SANYO 
Data General 
NS 1000 
Xerox 
SDS 
Perkin-Elmer 
North Star Horizon 
Data Point 
U. S. Design Corporation 
Mohawk 
Superbrix 
Intertec-CAD 
Harris 
ITEL 
NAS 
Total 
Number of Respondents 
1 
2 
8 
2 
5 
11 
38 
2 
2 
2 
7 
2 
4 
2 
3 
4 
2 
2 
5 
1 
2 
1 
3 
2 
4 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
3 
129 
62 
63 
Due to the number of responses involved, the "other" responses are 
not broken down by percentages in Table IV. A breakdown of model 
numbers used by the respondents for the six categories listed on the 
questionnaire are shown in Table v. 
Number of People Presently Employed 
in Respondent's Computer Center 
(Section 1-2 of Questionnaire) 
Table VI indicates that 171 respondents,or 59.0 percent had from 
l - 20 employees in their computer center. Forty respondents, or 13.8 
percent, indicated that there were from 21 - 40 employees. Twenty-four 
percent indicated that their computer center had from 41 - 60 people. 
Seven, or 2.4 percent, indicated that their computer center had from 
61 - 80 employees. Thirteen percent indicated that their computer 
center employed from 81 - 100 persons. Thirty-five, or 12.1 percent, of 
the respondents had over 100 employees in their computer center. 
Of the 35 respondents who indicated that the number of people 
presently employed in his/her computer center was over 100, the break-
down is listed in Table VII. 
Number of Computer Centers Having a Designated 
Person Directly Responsible for Computer 
Security {Section I-3 of Questionnaire) 
The "yes" and "no 11 responses were not spread very widely. There 
were 141 "yes" responses (48.6 percent) indicating that their computer 
center had a designated person directly responsible for computer 
security. The "no 11 responses were slightly greater in number with 149 
Value 
IBM 
TABLE V 
MODEL OF COMPUTER UTILIZED BY RESPONDENT'S 
COMPUTER CENTER OPERATION 
Valid 
Frequency Percent Percent 
4341 (includes PC) 63 31.8 31.8 
3083 22 11.1 11.1 
4331 8 4.0 4.0 
3033 19 9.7 9.7 
3031 3 1. 5 1. 5 
370 8 4.0 4.0 
System 34 14 7.1 7.1 
System 36 3 1. 5 1. 5 
System 38 14 7 .1 7.1 
Series I 4 2.0 2.0 
4361 8 4.0 4.0 
3081 11 5.7 5.7 
System 3 3 1.5 1.5 
5340 3 1.5 1. 5 
5120 4 2.0 2.0 
4381 2 1. 0 1. 0 
8100 2 1.0 1.0 
4300 3 1. 5 1. 5 
3651 1 .5 • 5 
2031 1 .5 .5 
3084 2 1.0 1. 0 
Total 198 100.0 100.0 
Burroughs 
B 800 2 8.0 8.0 
B 2900 2 8.0 8.0 
B 1955 8 32.0 32.0 
B 1905 3 12.0 12.0 
B 1985/1855 4 16.0 16.0 
B-92 3 12.0 12.0 
B-1990 3 12.0 12.0 
Total 25 100.0 100.0 
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Cumulative 
Percent 
31.8 
42.9 
46.9 
56.6 
58.1 
62.1 
69.2 
70.7 
77 .8 
79.8 
83.8 
89.5 
91.0 
92.5 
94.5 
95.5 
96.5 
98.0 
98. 5 
99.0 
100.0 
8.0 
16.0 
48.0 
60.0 
76.0 
88. 0 
100.0 
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TABLE V (Continued) 
Valid Cumulative 
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
Hewlett Packard 
3000 Series 11 42.3 42.3 42.3 
1000 Series 4 15.4 15. 4 57. 7 
HP-100 2 7.7 7.7 65.4 
Model 44 2 7.7 7.7 73.1 
Model 48 3 11. 5 11. 5 84.6 
HP-800 4 15. 4 15. 4 100.0 
Total 26 100.0 100.0 
NCR 
8450 1 10.0 10.0 10. 0 
8565 1 10.0 10.0 20.0 
NAS-5 1 10.0 10.0 30.0 
8251 4 40.0 40.0 70.0 
DPI 1 10.0 10.0 80.0 
725 1 10.0 10.0 90.0 
8271 1 10.0 10.0 100.0 
Total 10 100.0 100.0 
Apple 
11e 12 41.4 41.4 41.4 
I II 2 6.9 6.9 48.3 
Lisa 4 13.8 13.8 62.1 
II 8 27. 6 27. 6 89.7 
Macintosh 3 10.3 10.3 100. 0 
Total 29 100.0 100.0 
Radio Shack 
Model 1 4 28.6 28.6 28. 6 
TRS-80 Series 10 71.4 71.4 100.0 
Total 14 100.0 100.0 
Number of 
People 
l - 20 
21 - 40 
41 - 60 
61 - 80 
81 - 100 
Over 100 
Total 
TABLE VI 
NUMBER OF PEOPLE PRESENTLY EMPLOYED 
IN RESPONDENT 1 S COMPUTER CENTER 
Valid 
Frequency Percent Percent 
171 59. 0 59.0 
40 13.8 13.8 
24 8.3 8.3 
7 2.4 2.4 
13 4.5 4.5 
35 12.1 12.1 
290 100.0 100.0 
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Cumulative 
Percent 
59.0 
72.8 
81.0 
83.4 
87 .9 
100.0 
Table VII 
BREAKDOWN OF OVER 100 RESPONSES REGARDING NUMBER OF PEOPLE 
PRESENTLY EMPLOYED IN RESPONDENT'S COMPUTER CENTER 
Number of 
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People Frequency Accumulation 
101-199 105 1 
115 1 
123 1 
138 1 
140 3 
149 1 
150 2 
160 1 
162 1 
164 1 
181 1 
185 1 
190 1 
Subtotal 16 16 
200-299 200 2 
220 1 
250 2 
Subtotal 5 21 
300-399 320 1 
Subtotal 1 22 
400-499 450 1 
Subtotal 1 23 
Number of 
People 
500-599 
Subtotal 
600-699 600 
Subtotal 
700-799 
Subtotal 
800-899 
Subtotal 
900-999 1 
Subtotal 
1000-1099 
Subtotal 
1100-1199 
Subtotal 
1200-1299 1200 
Subtotal 
TABLE VII (Continued) 
Frequency 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
Total of 11 over 10011 who indicated number: 
There were nine respondents who checked 
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Accumulation 
23 
24 
24 
24 
25 
25 
25 
26 
26 
"over 10011 but did not provide a number: 9 
Total 35 
= 
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respondents, or 51.4 percent, indicating that their computer center did 
not have a designated person. 
Number of People in Respondent's Organization 
Directly Responsible for Computer Security 
(Section I-4 of Questionnaire) 
The 141 respondents who indicated that their computer center had a 
designated person (Table VIII) were then asked to list the number of 
persons directly responsible for computer security. The breakdown is 
shown in Table IX. 
The number of persons responsible for security tends to be rather 
small in number. Sixty-four, or 22.1 percent, indicated that they had one 
person. Forty eight respondents had two. In the five, six, seven or more 
categories, the number becomes much smaller with two, one, three listed, 
respectively (.7, .3, and 1.0 percent). 
Title of Persons Directly Responsible 
for Computer Security (Section I-5 
of Questionnaire) 
The titles given to persons directly responsible for computer secur-
ity vary from organization to organization. Table IX details the break-
down of these various titles. The first three titles (Security Analyst, 
Operations Analyst, and Director of Computer Security) were listed on the 
questionnaire. The remaining three groupings were hand tallied by the 
researcher for ease of interpretation. 
Fifty-five respondents, or 17.1 percent, had the title Data Processing 
or Information Systems Director or Manager. One-hundred-thirty, or 40.4 
Yes 
No 
Total 
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TABLE VIl l 
NUMBER OF COMPUTER CENTERS HAVING A DESIGNATED PERSON 
DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE FOR COMPUIER SECURITY 
Frequency 
141 
149 
290 
Percent 
48. 6 
51. 4 
100. 0 
Valid 
Percent 
48. 6 
51.4 
100.0 
Cumulative 
Percent 
48.6 
100.0 
Value 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 or more* 
Total 
TABLE IX 
NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN RESPONDENT'S ORGANIZATION 
DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE FOR COMPUTER SECURITY 
Frequency 
149 
64 
48 
14 
9 
2 
1 
3 
290 
Percent 
51.4 
22.1 
16.6 
4.8 
3.1 
.7 
.3 
1.0 
100.0 
Valid 
Percent 
45.4 
34.0 
9.9 
6.4 
1.4 
.7 
2.1 
100.0 
71 
Cumulative 
Percent 
45.4 
79.4 
89.4 
95.7 
97 .2 
97. 9 
100.0 
*The three respondents in the 11 7 or more 11 category listed the 
following number of people as being directly responsible for computer 
security: 
1. 10 
2. 14 
3. 12 
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percent, had the title Operations Manager, Supervisor, or Director. 
Sixty-two percent, or 19.2 percent, had a title other than that listed on 
the questionnaire. Since some of the respondents had more than one 
designated person, there was more than one title listed (See Tables X 
and XI). 
Reasons for Not Having Person Directly 
Responsible for Computer Security 
(Section I-6 of Questionnaire) 
Of the 149 respondents who indicated that their organization did not 
have a designated person directly responsible for computer security, a 
further analysis for the "no" answer is shown in Table XII. 
Over one-third, or 35.9 percent, indicated that the computer 
security function is performed as part of other responsibilities and not 
listed as a separate job function. Nearly one-fifth of the respondents, 
or 19.7 percent, indicated that their organization has no formal program 
in computer security. Only five respondents, or 1.6 percent, indicated 
that consultants are utilized for computer security analysis purposes. 
Nearly one-half, or 42.8 percent, of the respondents indicated that other 
methods of computer security analysis are utilized. Of these 137 
responding to the 11 other" category, only eight were willing to state the 
methods used. These "other" methods utilized are stated as follows: 
1. Special security measures are employed in accordance with 
Federal Government Standards. Exact measures cannot be 
revealed. 
2. Use of password when using C.R.T. 
3. A separate Data Security Unit outside computer center. 
TABLE X 
TITLE OF PERSON(S) DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE 
FOR COMPUTER SECURITY 
Valid 
Value Frequency Percent Percent 
Security Analyst 24 7.4 7.4 
Operations Analyst 15 4.7 4.7 
Director of 
Computer Security 15 3.4 3.4 
Operations Manager/ 
Supervisor/Director 130 40.4 40.4 
Data Processing or 
Information Systems 
Director/Manager 55 17 .1 17.1 
Data Security Manager/ 
Officer/Administrator/ 
Analyst 24 7.8 7.8 
Other * 62 19.2 19.2 
Total 321** 100.0 100.0 
* Other. 
**Multiple responses. 
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Cumulative 
Percent 
7.4 
12.1 
15. 5 
55.9 
73.0 
80.8 
100.0 
TABLE XI 
11 0THER 11 TITLES OF PERSONS DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE 
FOR COMPUTER SECURITY 
Title 
Manager, Technical Services 
Technical Support 
Network Manager 
Lab Services Manager 
Data Entry Supervisor 
Staff Specialist 
Con troll er 
Director or Superintendent of 
Building and Security 
Warehouse Manager 
Internal Control/EDP Audit 
Manager 
Quality/Standards Assurance 
Coordinator 
President 
Vice President 
Consultant 
Data Librarian 
Data Communications Manager/ 
Di rector 
Director of Loss Prevention 
Senior Research Engineer 
Total 
74 
Number 
6 
4 
2 
2 
2 
7 
5 
6 
2 
8 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
62 
TABLE XII 
REASONS FOR ORGANIZATIONS NOT HAVING DESIGNATED PERSON(S) 
DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE FOR COMPUTER SECURITY 
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Valid Cumulative 
Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
Computer Security function 
is performed as part 
of other responsi-
bil i ti es and not 
listed as a 
separate job 
function 115 35. 9 35. 9 35. 9 
Have no formal pro-
gram in computer 
secur1 ty 63 19.7 19.7 55.6 
Consultants are 
uti 11 zed for 
computer security 
analysis purposes 5 1.6 1. 6 57 .2 
Other methods of 
computer security 
analysis are 
utilized* 137 42.8 42.8 100.0 
Total 320** 100.0 100.0 
*other methods. 
**Multiple responses. 
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4. Computer Security is performed as part of other responsibilities 
but is listed as a concurrent job function. 
5. Security is the responsibility of manager; however, not in the 
job description. 
6. Title/function assigned to a systems programmer as an 
additional duty. 
7. Security sign or procedure used, restricting access. 
8. We are a small remote job entry site to a large data center. 
Security staff is at data center location. 
Almost 75 percent of the respondents, 73.4 percent, were in the data 
processing management category. Ten percent, or 29 respondents, were in 
the operational management category. It is interesting to note that only 
.7 percent, or two respondents, have the title of Security Analyst. The 
DPMA membership operation category B that was used for the mailing list 
was to include only data processing or operational management members so 
this selected grouping may account for the largest percentages in those 
two categories. There were 46 respondents in the 11 other 11 category. Their 
titles are somewhat varied and many of them reflect a particular industry 
or government operation. These 11 other11 positional titles are as follows: 
1. Systems Engineer (two responses) 
2. Systems Analyst ( two responses) 
3. Director, Internal Audits 
4. Manager, Engineering Services 
5. Administrative Supervisor 
6. Business System Analyst-Consultant 
7. Systems Manager 
8. Manager, Planning and Control 
9. Data Security Management 
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10. Programming Supervisor 
11. Project Manager 
12. Office Manager 
13. Assistant Manager/Analyst, Data Processing 
14. Programming Special 1st 
15. Director of Education 
16. Consultant 
17. Senior Analyst 
18. Chief, Program Control Branch 
19. Information Systems Manager 
20. Systems Analyst 
21. Applications Programming Manager 
22. Computer Operations Supervisor 
23. Technical Staff Supervisor 
24. Data Communication Manager 
25. Vice President 
26. Project Analyst 
27. Manager/MIS Staff 
28. Technical Support Manager 
29. Director, Information Center 
30. Systems Analyst/Programmer 
31. Project Manager 
32. Systems Engineer Manager 
33. Manager-Systems Planning and Quality Assurance 
34. Site Manager 
35. Systems Administrator (Systems Support Staff Analyst) 
36. Salesman of Offsite Storage of Computer Backup Media 
37. Engineering Computer Services Supervisor 
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38. Systems Manager 
39. Supervision of Administrative Application (includes operations) 
40. E.O.P. Auditor 
41. Systems Programming 
42. Senior Systems Analyst 
43. Marketing Representative 
44. Corporate Director-Information Systems 
Length of Time Respondent Has Been in Present 
Position (Section 11-2 of Questionnaire) 
Nearly one-third, or 30.7 percent, of the respondents have been in 
their present position for three to four years. Over one-fourth, or 26.6 
percent, have been in their present position for more than six years. 
These figures indicate also that only 12.8 percent had been in their 
present position for less than one year (see Tables XIII and XIV). 
Length of Time in Computer-Related Position 
(Section 11-3 of Questionnaire) 
Nearly three-fourths of the respondents have been in a computer-
related position for more than 10 years. This high percentage reflects, 
no doubt, the level of the position of the respondent. Only .7 percent, 
or two respondents, had been in a computer related positon for less than 
one year (see Table XV). 
Highest Educational Level of Respondent 
(Section 11-4 of Questionnaire) 
The respondents were asked to indicate their highest educational 
level (see Table XVI below). Nearly one-fourth, 22.1 percent, indicated 
Value 
Data Processing 
Manager 
Operational Manage-
ment 
Security Analyst 
Other 
Total 
Value 
Less than 1 year 
1 - 2 years 
3 - 4 years 
5 - 6 years 
More than 6 years 
Did not respond 
Total 
TABLE XI II 
PRESENT POSITION OF RESPONDENT 
Valid 
Frequency Percent Percent 
213 73.4 73.4 
29 10.0 10.0 
2 .7 .7 
46 15. 9 15. 9 
290 100.0 100.0 
TABLE XIV 
LENGTH OF TIME RESPONDENT HAS BEEN 
IN PRESENT POSITION 
Valid 
Frequency Percent Percent 
37 12.8 12.8 
43 14.8 14.8 
89 30.7 30.7 
43 14.8 14.8 
77 26.6 26.6 
1 .3 .3 
290 100.0 100.0 
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Cumulative 
Percent 
73.4 
83.4 
84.1 
100.0 
Cumulative 
Percent 
12.8 
27. 6 
58. 3 
73.1 
99.7 
100.0 
TABLE XV 
LENGTH OF TIME RESPONDENT HAS BEEN EMPLOYED 
IN COMPUTER-RELATED POSITION 
Valid 
Value Frequency Percent Percent 
Less than 1 year 2 .7 .7 
1 - 2 years 4 1.4 1.4 
3 - 4 years 11 3.8 3.8 
5 - 6 years 15 5.2 5.2 
7 - 10 years 41 14.1 14.2 
More than 10 years 215 74.1 74.7 
Did not respond 2 .7 Missing 
Total 290 100.0 100.0 
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Cumulative 
Percent 
.7 
2.1 
5.9 
11.1 
25. 3 
100.0 
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TABLE XVI 
HIGHEST EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF RESPONDENTS 
Valid Cumulative 
Level Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
High School Graduate 13 4.5 4. 5 4.5 
Some College Work 64 22.1 22.1 26.7 
Associate Degree 32 11.0 11.1 37 .8 
Vocational/Trade 
School Certificate 16 5. 5 5.6 43.4 
Bachelor's Degree 112 38. 6 38.9 82.3 
Master's Degree 49 16.9 17. 0 99.3 
Doctoral Degree 2 .7 .7 100.0 
Other 2 .7 
Total 290 100.0 100.0 
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that they had some college work. Eleven percent held an associate 
degree. Over one-third, 38.6 percent, were awarded a Bachelor's Degree, 
16.9 percent held Master's Degrees. Only two, or .7 percent, of the 
respondents held doctoral degrees. Two respondents, or .7 percent, 
listed "other" educational levels. One of these respondents indicated 
that the certificate was received from a two-year business school. The 
other respondent earned the CDP certification. The Certificate of Data 
Processing (CDP) according to Ralston and Reilly (1983) was, 
••• first awarded by DPMA ••• in 1962. The CDP examination 
program is dedicated to the advancement of data processing and 
information management and to this end has established high 
standards based on a broad educational framework and practical 
knowledge (p. 493). 
To further assess the educational level of the respondents, they 
were asked to specify their major area of study at the highest educa-
tional level. Table XVII indicates the results. 
Nearly one-third, 32.1 percent, majored in business. About 
one-fourth, 23.1 percent, indicated a computer science or data 
processing major. Engineering majors comprised 5.9 percent, math majors 
were 8.6 percent, arts and science were 9.0 percent, and accounting 
majors were 8.3 percent. Twelve respondents listed other various 
majors, ranging from Japanese studies, English, music, to agriculture. 
A total of 26 respondents, or 9.0 percent, indicated an educational 
level but did not specify a major. 
Educational or Training Areas in Computer 
Security (Section II-5 of Questionnaire) 
Table XVIII summarizes five possible areas that the respondent has 
utilized to gain education or training in computer security. The 
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TABLE XVII 
MAJOR AREA OF STUDY OF RESPONDENT 
Valid Cumulative 
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
Computer Science/ 
Data Processing 67 23.1 25.4 25. 4 
Business 93 32.1 35. 2 60.6 
Engineering 17 5.9 6.4 67. 0 
Math 25 8.6 9.5 76.5 
Arts and Sciences 26 9.0 9.8 86.4 
Accounting 24 8.3 9.1 95. 5 
Other 12 4.1 4. 5 100.0 
Did Not Specify 26 9.0 
Total 290 100.0 100.0 
TABLE XVIII 
EDUCATIONAL OR TRAINING AREAS IN COMPUTER 
SECURITY UTILIZED BY RESPONDENT 
Valid 
Value Frequency Percent Percent 
Regular college courses 
or college extension 
courses 25 5.7 5.7 
In-house training pro-
grams presented by a 
member of their 
organization 54 12.3 12.3 
Seminars offered by 
other private com-
panies and presented 
by a member of their 
staff, including 
vendor-sponsored 
seminars 114 25.9 25.9 
Self-education (i.e. 
independent reading 
and study 189 42.9 42.9 
No training/education 
in data security 58 13.2 13.2 
Total 440 100.0 100.0 
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Cumulative 
Percent 
5. 7 
18. 0 
43.9 
86.8 
100.0 
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largest grouping, 42.9 percent, indicated that they were self-educated, 
25.9 percent indicated they attended seminars, 12.3 percent attended 
in-house training programs, 5.7 percent attended regular college or 
college extension courses. Fifty-eight, or 13.2 percent, indicated that 
they had no training or education in data security. 
Number of Employees Presently Supervised 
(Section II-6 of Questionnaire) 
Table XIX indicates that over one-third, 39.0 percent, of the 
respondents directly supervised one to five employees at the present 
time. Nearly one-fifth, or 19.0 percent, supervised six to 10 employ-
ees, 13.1 percent supervised 11 to 15 employees. It is interesting to 
note that 11.7 percent directly supervised more than 25 employees. 
Memberships in Data Processing Organizations 
Table XX shows that 278 of the 290 respondents currently hold 
memberships in DPMA. Twenty-four respondents, or 6.7 percent, are 
members of ACM. Only 1.7 percent are members of the Data Security 
Institute. 
The 49 respondents who indicated that they held memberships in 
"other" data processing professional organizations are listed in Table 
XXI. Many of these organizations not identified apparently are local or 
regional organizations and are not listed in Ralston and Reilly 1 s 
Encyclopedia For Computer Science and Engineering. 
Familiarity With CIS Model Curricula 
Table XXII shows that 85.4 percent, or 146 of the 171 respondents 
who responded "yes" to this question were familiar with the DPMA 
Value 
None 
1 - 5 
6 - 10 
11 - 15 
16 - 20 
21 - 25 
More than 25 
Total 
TABLE XIX 
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES DIRECTLY SUPERVISED 
AT THE PRESENT TIME BY RESPONDENT 
Valid 
Frequency Percent Percent 
24 8.3 8.3 
113 39.0 39.0 
55 19.0 19.0 
38 13.1 13.1 
18 6.2 6.2 
8 2.8 2.8 
34 11. 7 11. 7 
290 100.0 100. 0 
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Cummulative 
Percent 
8.3 
47. 2 
66.2 
79.3 
85.5 
88.3 
100.0 
TABLE XX 
DATA PROCESSING PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION($) IN 
WHICH RESPONDENT CURRENTLY HOLDS MEMBERSHIPS 
Valid 
Value Frequency Percent Percent 
DPMA 278 77 .9 77 .9 
ACM 24 6.7 6.7 
Data Security 
lnsti tute 6 1. 7 1.7 
Other * 49 13.7 13. 7 
Total 357** 100.0 100.0 
*others. 
**Multi pl es. 
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Cumulative 
Percent 
77 .9 
84.6 
86.3 
100.0 
TABLE XX! 
OTHER DATA PROCESSING PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION(S) 
IN WHICH RESPONDENT CURRENTLY HOLDS MEMBERSHIP 
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Name Frequency 
Newspaper Systems Group 1 
Association of Systems Management (ASM) 4 
Association for Educational Data Systems (AEDS) 4 
Association of Information Systems Professionals (AISP) 2 
AGA/EEI Information Systems Committee 1 
CODE 1 
MDPA (State Organization) 1 
LUBE/CUBE 1 
EDP Auditors Foundation 1 
Data General User's Group 1 
American Management Association (AMA) 1 
Institute for Certification of Computer Professionals (ICCP) 4 
Guidance (New York State Organization) 1 
Society for Information Management (SIM) 4 
ACUTE (Local organization) 1 
Association of Small Systems of Northern California 1 
URISA (Local organization) 1 
38 & 38 User's Group (IBM) 2 
INSUA (Local organization) 1 
AFCOM (Local organization) 1 
APICS (Materials Related) 2 
Network of Women in Computer Technology 1 
ECHO 1 
Wisconsin Prime User's Group 1 
ADS EI 1 
Communication Management Association (CMA) 1 
Institute of Electronic and Electrical Engineers 2 
FORUM-SINGER User's Group 1 
GMIS 1 
SHARE 1 
AUL SA 1 
Chinese Computer User's Association 1 
KSSA (Kentuckiana Small Systems Users) 1 
Total 49 
Value 
DPMA 
ACM 
Other* 
Total 
* 
TABLE XXII 
RESPONDENT 1 S FAMILIARITY WITH COMPUTER INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS MODEL CURRICULA 
Valid 
Frequency Percent Percent 
146 85.4 85.4 
16 9.3 9.3 
9 5.3 5.3 
111** 100.0 100.0 
Other. 
**Multiples. 
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Cumulative 
Percent 
85.4 
94.7 
100.0 
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Computer lnformati on Systems (CIS) model curriculum. If computed on the 
290 respondents, 50. 3 percent indicated familiarity. This 50 percent is 
interesting, however. Half of the DPMA members responding were at least 
familiar with the curriculum models. 
Sixteen percent, or 9.3 percent, indicated a familiarity with the 
ACM model. If computed by the 290 possible respondents, the perce11tage 
falls to 5.5. The ACM model, as stated before, is generally considered 
more scientific and it is, therefore, not surprising that the difference 
in the familiarity with the models differs so markedly. 
Nine respondents indicated a familiarity with other curriculum 
models. These findings are shown in Table XXIII. 
Should Computer Center Employees Possess 
Computer Security Knowledge (Section 
III-1 of Questionnaire) 
Table XXIV indicates that 85.5 percent of the respondents feel that 
computer center employees should possess some knowledge about computer 
security. Only 42 respondents, or 14.5 percent felt that employees did 
not need to possess security knowledge. The high response to the "yes" 
opinions would seem to indicate that there is a need to address the 
issue of computer security and determine how this knowledge may be 
acquired. 
Reasons for "No" Response to Knowledge Question 
(Section III-2 of Questionnaire} 
The 42 respondents who indicated a 11 no 11 response to the question 
concerning whether computer center employees should possess some 
TABLE XXI II 
FAMILIARITY WITH 11 0THER 11 CIS MODEL CURRICULA 
Model 
Association for Educational Data Systems (AEDS) 
Kentuckiana Small Systems User's (KSSA) 
EDP Auditors Foundation 
Financial Management Society 
CDC 
C.O.D.E. 
Total 
TABLE XXIV 
RESPONDENT FEELS COMPUTER CENTER EMPLOYEES SHOULD 
POSSESS SOME KNOWLEDGE ABOUT COMPUTER SECURITY 
Value 
Yes 
No 
Total 
Frequency Percent 
248 85.5 
42 14.5 
290 
Valid 
Percent 
85.5 
14.5 
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Frequency 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
9 
Cumulative 
Percent 
85.5 
100.0 
knowledge about computer security were then asked to indicate the 
reasons for the 11 no 11 response. Table XXV shows that over half, 
53.5 percent, felt that computer security should be handled only by 
those who are directly involved in administering security programs. A 
smaller percent, 43.7, indicated that it is not necessary for most 
employees to possess security information in order to efficiently 
perform their jobs. 
Of the two respondents who indicate 11 other11 responses, the 
following reasons were given: 
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1. 11 To many people, a little kn owl edge is dangerous. For most 
people a password and a briefing on security procedures is 
adequate. Too much information in the hands of people who do 
not need it to perform their job may turn some into "hackers II 
which would become self-defeating." 
2. 11 The fewer people that have knowledge in the security used, the 
better the security. 11 
Best Methods to Develop Computer Security 
Knowledge (Section IV-2 of Questionnaire) 
When querying the members concerning the best methods to develop 
computer security knowledge, the 248 respondents who felt that computer 
center employees should possess some knowledge about computer security 
knowledge were then asked to give their opinions concerning what methods 
would best develop that knowledge in the CIS curriculum. 
Table XXVI shows that 39 percent felt that a complete course in 
computer security in addition to incorporation of computer security 
topics in the CIS curriculum would be best. Almost the same number, 
37.2 percent, felt that incorporation of computer security topics into 
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TABLE XXV 
REASONS FOR 11 N0 11 RESPONSE CONCERNING WHETHER COMPU ffR CENTER 
EMPLOYEES SHOULD POSSESS SOME KNOWLEDGE 
ABOUT COMPUTER SECURITY 
-------
Valid Cumulative 
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
--,·--~·--
It is not necessary 
for most employees 
to possess security 
information in order 
to efficiently per-
form their jobs 31 43.7 43.7 43.7 
Computer security should 
be handled only by 
those who are directly 
involved in admin-
istering security 
programs 38 53. 5 53. 5 9"/.2 
Other 2 2.8 2.8 100.0 
Total 71** 100.0 100.0 
------·----
**Multiples 
Value 
TABLE XXVI 
METHODS RESPONDENT FEELS WOULD BEST DEVELOP 
COMPUTER SECURITY KNOWLEDGE 
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
94 
Cumulative 
Percent 
--------------------------·---------
Complete course 1n 
computer security 
in addition to 
incorporation of 
computer security 
topics in the Com-
puter Information 
Systems Curriculum 
Complete course in 
computer security 
only 
Incorporation of computer 
security topics into 
the current courses in 
the Computer !formation 
Systems Curriculum only 
Other method 
Did not respond 
Total 
113 
20 
108 
7 
290 
39.0 
6.9 
37.2 
2.4 
14.5 
100.0 
39.0 
6.9 
37.2 
2.4 
14.5 
100. 0 
* Answered 11 no 11 in Section III-1 of questionnaire. 
39. 0 
45. 9 
83.1 
85.5 
100.0 
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the current courses in the CIS curriculum ONLY would be best. Only 6.9 
percent felt that a complete course only in computer security would be 
best. 
Seven respondents indicated that other methods would best develop 
knowledge. These "other" responses were: 
1. "Experience a compromise or loss." 
2. "Information security should be stressed in all areas of a 
business curriculum and not just data processing." 
3. "Develop a minor in complete security. One course is not 
enough." 
4. "Also include in other management curriculums so that non-data 
processing people have an understanding of why it is required." 
5. "In-house instruction or on-the-job training." 
6. "They need to be made aware, not taught how. 11 
7. "Awareness overview in course on data processing issues and 
trends. 11 
The frequencies and percentages shown in Tables III-XXVI will be 
used in later sections to show relationships and comparisons. 
Section II - Ranking of Topics By Mean 
Using the computer security topics listed in Section IV-I of the 
questionnaire, the respondents were asked to rate the topics on a Likert 
scale from 1 - 5 by the following scale: 
1. Very important 
2. Important 
3. Average Importance 
4. Unimportant 
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5. Very Unimportant 
The 18 topics listed (plus one for "other") were then computed to 
obtain a mean and standard deviation for each topic. It is important to 
note before discussing these means that the 1 - 5 scale was reversed in 
reporting the findings so that one represents the lowest and five the 
highest. 
In order to limit the length of the discussion, the means of the 
top five topics were then selected for analysis. The data on the 
remaining 13 topics is shown in Appendix G. 
Table XXVII lists the topics as they were listed on the 
questionnaire. 
Table XXVIII then lists the topics ranked by mean to show the 
importance of the topic. The top five topics, ranked by mean, are shown 
in Table XXIX. 
The 11other 11 topics written in by the respondents are shown in Table 
XXX. Many of these topics are applicable to specific types of computer 
application and may not be considered important to the entire computer 
profession. Some of the topics listed could also be considered as 
being included in some of the titles listed, i.e., recovery could be 
considered in disaster protection and security conscientiousness could 
be considered in overview of computer security. For the sake of com-
pleteness, all "other" will be listed, however. 
Section III - Rankings of Courses by Means 
Using the same Likert scale, the 15 courses in the DPMA Model 
Curriculum for Undergraduate Computer Information Systems Education were 
listed. The respondents were asked to rate the importance of including 
elements of computer security into these courses. 
Topic 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
TABLE XXVII 
ANALYSIS OF THE IMPORTANCE OF SELECTED TOPICS THAT MIGHT 
BE CONSIDERED FOR INCLUSION IN THE CIS CURRICULUM 
RELATING TO THE TOPIC OF COMPUTER SECURITY 
Standard 
Mean Deviation Minimum Maximum 
Overview of com-
puter security 4.621 • 637 3.000 5.000 
Company computer 
security programs 3.903 .968 1.000 5.000 
Embezzlement: 
Detection and 
control 3.496 1. 038 1.000 5.000 
EDP controls and 
auditing 4.105 .916 1.000 5.000 
Program error 3. 593 .994 1.000 5.000 
Operator error 3. 593 .969 1.000 5.000 
Programmer fraud 3. 714 1. 023 1.000 5.000 
Operator fraud 3.669 1. 039 1. 000 5.000 
Software 
protection 4.073 • 915 1.000 5.000 
Hardware 
protection 3. 972 .933 1.000 5.000 
Fire protection 4. 040 1. 037 1. 000 5.000 
Disaster 
protection 4.177 .986 1.000 5.000 
Insurance 
against loss 3.407 1.120 1.000 5.000 
Cryptographic 
techniques 2.734 1. 035 1.000 5.000 
Protection when 
using service 
bureaus 3.453 1.046 1.000 5.000 
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Valid 
N 
248 
248 
248 
248 
248 
248 
248 
248 
248 
248 
248 
248 
248 
248 
247 
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TABLE XXVII (Continued) 
Standard Valid 
Topic Mean Dev1ati on Minimum Maximum N 
16. Time-sharing 
protections 3. 717 1. 052 1.000 5.000 247 
17. Protection 
and privacy 
considerations 3. 774 .968 1.000 5.000 248 
18. Security Soft-
ware packages 
(i.e. RACF) 3.216 .978 1.000 5.000 245 
19. Responded to 
"other" 
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TABLE XXVIII 
COMPUTER SECURITY TOPICS RANKED BY MEAN 
Topic Mean Rank 
1. Overview of computer security 4.621 1 
12. Disaster protection 4.177 2 
4. EDP controls and auditing 4.105 3 
9. Software protection 4.073 4 
11. Fire protection 4.040 5 
10. Hardware protection 3. 972 6 
2. Company computer security programs 3.903 7 
17. Protection and privacy considerations 3. 774 8 
16. Time-sharing protections 3. 717 9 
7. Programer fraud 3. 714 10 
8. Operator fraud 3.669 11 
6. Operator error 3. 593 12 
5. Program error 3. 593 12 
3. Embezzlement: detection and control 3.496 13 
15. Protection when using service bureaus 3.453 14 
13. Insurance against loss 3.407 15 
18. Security software packages 3. 216 16 
14. Cryptographic techniques 2. 734 17 
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TABLE XXIX 
TOP FIVE COMPUTER SECURITY TOPICS, RANKED BY MEAN 
Topic Mean Rank 
1. Overview of computer security 4.621 1 
12. Disaster protection 4.177 2 
4. EDP controls and audit 4.105 3 
9. Software protection 4. 073 4 
11. Fi re protection 4.040 5 
TABLE XXX 
"OTHER" COMPUTER SECURITY TOPICS, 
SUPPLIED BY THE RESPONDENT 
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Topic Frequency 
1. Security conscientiousness 1 
2. Physical security - including clearances and controls 1 
3. Phone line protection 1 
4. Communication-options and risks associated with each 2 
5. Risk assessment 1 
6. Personal safety and security 2 
7. Legal issues and considerations 2 
8. Application programming techniques to support a 
security program 1 
9. Back-up 2 
10. Documentation 1 
11. Disaster 2 
12. Awareness of the need for security 1 
13. Cost of security (having it verses not having it) 1 
14. Network security 1 
Total 19 
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The same Likert scale used in rating the topics above was utilized. 
The one to five scale was again reversed, as was done with the topics, 
so that one represents 11 very unimportant" and five represents "very 
important." 
The means of the courses are given in Table XXXI, listed in order 
of CIS number. Table XXXII lists the courses, ranked by mean. Table 
XXXIII lists the top five courses, ranked by mean. To limit the length 
of the comparative analysis of the data, only the top five courses will 
be used. The data for the other 10 courses is shown in Appendix I. 
Section IV - Cross Tabulations of 
Topics and Courses 
The top five topics chosen by means to be analyzed are: 
1. Overview of computer security 
2. Disaster protection 
3. EDP controls and auditing 
4. Software protection 
5. Fire protection 
The statistical summaries for the additional topics not shown here 
are listed in Appendix H for reference. 
The top five CIS courses chosen by means to be analyzed are: 
1. CIS-13 EDP Audit and Controls 
2. CIS-6 Database Program Development 
3. CIS-7 Applied Software Development Project 
4. CIS-12 Distributed Data Processing 
5. CIS-15 Information Resource Management 
The statistical summaries for the additional courses not shown here 
are listed in Appendix I for reference. 
TABLE XXXI 
ANALYSIS OF IMPORTANCE OF INCLUDING ELEMENTS 
OF COMPUTER SECURITY INTO CIS COURSES 
Standard 
Course Mean Devi atfon Minimum Maximum 
Core Courses 
CIS-1 3. 534 1.147 1.000 6.000 
CIS-2 3.077 1.060 1.000 5.000 
CIS-3 3.423 .999 1.000 5.000 
CIS-4 3.806 .956 1.000 5.000 
CIS-5 3. 773 1.023 1.000 5.000 
CIS-6 4. 016 • 915 1.000 5.000 
CIS-7 3.942 .992 1.000 5.000 
Elective Courses 
CIS-8 3.453 .951 1. 000 5.000 
CIS-9 3.427 1. 019 1.000 5.000 
CIS-10 3.465 .998 1.000 5.000 
CIS-11 3.813 1. 013 1.000 5.000 
CIS-12 3.911 .986 1.000 5.000 
CIS-13 4.484 .846 1.000 5.000 
CIS-14 3. 769 .958 1.000 5.000 
CIS-15 3.834 .950 1.000 5.000 
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Valid 
N 
247 
248 
248 
247 
247 
247 
242 
245 
246 
245 
246 
246 
246 
247 
247 
TABLE XXXII 
ANALYSIS OF IMPORTANCE OF INCLUDING ELEMENTS OF COMPUTER 
SECURITY INTO CIS COURSES RANKED BY MEAN 
Course Title Mean 
CIS-13 EDP Audit and Controls 4.484 
CIS-6 Database Program Development 4.016 
CIS-7 Applied Software Development Project 3.942 
CIS-12 Distributed Data Processing 3.911 
CIS-15 Information Resource Management 3.834 
CIS-11 Advanced Database Concepts 3.813 
CIS-4 Systems Analysis Methods 3.806 
CIS-5 Structured Systems Analysis and Design 3.773 
CIS-14 Information Systems Planning 3.769 
CIS-1 Introduction to Computer-based Systems 3. 534 
CIS-10 Decision Support Systems 
CIS-8 Software and Hardware Concepts 
CIS-9 Office Automation 
CIS-3 Applications Program Development II 
CIS-2 Applications Program Development I 
3.465 
3.453 
3.427 
3.423 
3.077 
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Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
TABLE XXX II I 
LISTING OF TOP FIVE COURSES FOR INCLUSION 
OF COMPUTER SECURITY TOPICS 
Courses Mean 
CIS-13 EDP Audit and Controls 4.484 
CIS-6 Database Program Development 4. 016 
CIS-7 Applied Software Development Project 3.942 
CIS-12 Distributed Data Processing 3.911 
CIS-15 Information Resource Management 3.834 
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Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
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Table XXXIV shows that when comparing the top five topics to the 
number of employees in the respondent's computer center, the highest 
mean on the one to five scale is 4.8000 in the 41 - 60 employee category 
for topic one. The highest mean. 4.3243, for Topic Two is in the 21 -
40 category. The highest mean for Topic Three is 1 n the 61 - 80 category 
4.3333. The highest mean in Topic Four is in the 21 - 40 category, 
4.2973. The highest mean in Topic Five is in the 21 40 category, 
4.1892. The categories are shown together in Table XXXV. 
Tables XXXVI and XXXVII show a breakdown of the top five topics 
compared to whether the respondent's computer center had a designated 
person directly responsible for computer security. The missing cases 
indicate that 42 respondents did not respond to this question. Of the 
248 respondents who did respond, the largest overall mean was in Topic 
One - Security Overview, with 11yes 11 as 4. 6480, "no" represented by 
4.5935, and an overall mean of 4.6210. 
Tables XXXVIII and XXXIX show the breakdown when comparing 
individual top five topics to the number of designated security persons 
in the respondent's computer center. Again, the largest mean is shown 
in Topic One - Security Overview with an overall mean of 4.6720. The 
165 missing cases indicate that the respondent did not have a designated 
person and, therefore, did not respond to the question. These figures 
represent only those 125 persons who indicated in the previous question 
a 11yes 11 response. 
Tables XXXX and XXXXI show that when co~paring the individual top five 
topics to the respondent's present position, again Topic One - Security 
Overview, has the highest mean, 4.6210. The missing 42 are representative 
of those who indicated in an earlier response that their computer center 
did not have a designated person responsible for computer security. 
Number of 
Employees 
1 - 20 
21 - 40 
41 - 60 
61 - 80 
81 - 100 
Over 100 
Total Cases= 290 
TABLE XXXIV 
COMPARING INDIVIDUAL TOP FIVE TOPICS 
TO NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 
Mean Std Dev 
Topic 1 - Security Overview 
4.6210 
4. 6357 
4.4054 
4.8000 
4.6667 
4.6923 
4.6563 
• 6375 
• 6141 
• 7979 
.4104 
• 5164 
.6304 
.6530 
Missing Cases= 42 or 14.5 PCT. 
Topic 2 - Disaster Protection 
4.1774 .9861 
1 - 20 4.2071 .9407 
21 - 40 4.3243 .8836 
41 - 60 4.3000 .8013 
61 - 80 4.1667 .9832 
81 - 100 4.0000 1. 2910 
Over 100 3.87 50 1.2378 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 42 or 14.5 PCT. 
Topic 3 - EDP Controls and Auditing 
4.1048 .9161 
1 - 20 4. 0357 .9400 
21 - 40 4.3243 • 7474 
41 - 60 4.2500 .9665 
61 - 80 4.3333 .8165 
81 - 100 4.1538 .8006 
Over 100 4.0000 1. 0160 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 42 or 14.5 PCT. 
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Cases 
248 
140 
37 
20 
6 
13 
32 
248 
140 
37 
20 
6 
13 
32 
248 
140 
37 
20 
6 
13 
32 
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TABLE XXXIV (Continued) 
Number of 
Employees Mean Std Dev Cases 
Topic 4 - Software Protection 
4. 0726 .9148 248 
1 - 20 4. 0786 .9450 140 
21 - 40 4. 2973 .8119 37 
41 - 60 3.8500 .9333 20 
61 - 80 3.6667 .8165 6 
81 - 100 4. 0769 .9541 13 
Over 100 4.0000 .8799 32 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 42 or 14. 5 PCT. 
Topic 5 - Fi re Protection 
4.0403 1. 0370 248 
1 - 20 4.1000 1. 0199 140 
21 - 40 4.1892 .9672 37 
41 - 60 4.1000 .7881 20 
61 - 80 3.6667 1. 2111 6 
81 - 100 3. 7692 1.3009 13 
Over 100 3. 7500 1.1640 32 
Total Cases = 290 
Missing Cases= 42 or 14. 5 PCT. 
Number of 
Employees 
1 - 20 
21 - 40 
41 
- 60 
61 - 80 
81 - 100 
Over 100 
TABLE XXXV 
TOP FIVE TOPICS COMPARED TO NUMBER OF 
EMPLOYEES IN COMPUTER CENTER 
Security Disaster EDP Controls Software 
Overview Protection and Auditing Protection 
4. 6357 4. 2071 4. 0357 4. 0786 
4.4054 4.3243 4.3243 4. 2973 
4.8000 4.3000 4. 2500 4.8500 
4. 6667 4.1667 4.3333 4.6667 
4.6923 4.0000 4.1538 4. 0769 
4.6563 3. 87 50 4.0000 4.000 
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Fire 
Protection 
4.1000 
4.1892 
4.1000 
3.6667 
3.7692 
3. 7500 
TABLE XXXVI 
COMPARING INDIVIDUAL TOP FIVE TOPICS TO PRESENCE 
OF DESIGNATED SECURITY PERSON 
Mean Std Dev 
Topic 1 - Security Overview 
4.6210 • 6375 
Yes 4.6480 • 6255 
No 4. 5935 .6508 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 42 or 14. 5 PCT. 
Topic 2 - Disaster Protection 
4.177 4 .9861 
Yes 4.1280 1. 0699 
No 4. 2276 .8945 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 42 or 14. 5 PCT. 
Topic 3 - EDP Controls and Auditing 
4.1048 • 9161 
Yes 4.0506 .9445 
No 4.1545 .8874 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases = 42 or 14. 5 PCT. 
Topic 4 - Software Protection 
4. 0726 .9148 
Yes 4.1520 .8619 
No 3.9919 .9624 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 42 or 14.5 PCT. 
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Cases 
248 
125 
123 
248 
125 
123 
248 
125 
123 
248 
125 
123 
Yes 
No 
Total Cases= 290 
TABLE XXXVI (Continued) 
Mean Std Dev 
Topic 5 - Fire Protection 
4.0403 
4.0160 
4.0650 
1. 0370 
1.1070 
.9644 
Missing Cases= 42 or 14.5 PCT. 
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Cases 
248 
125 
123 
Designated 
TABLE XXXVII 
TOP FIVE TOPICS COMPARED TO PRESENCE 
OF DESIGNATED SECURITY PERSON 
Security Security Disaster EDP Controls Software Fire 
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Person Overview Protection and Auditing Protection Protection 
Yes 4.6480 4.1280 4.0560 4.1520 4.0160 
No 4.5935 4.2276 4.1545 3.9919 4.0650 
TABLE XXXVII I 
COMPARING INDIVIDUAL TOP FIVE TOPICS TO 
NUMBER OF DESIGNATED SECURITY PERSONS 
Mean Std Dev 
Topic l - Security Overview 
4. 6720 .6061 
1 4.6034 .6196 
2 4. 7073 .5587 
3 4.6667 .7785 
4 4. 7778 .6667 
5 5.0000 .0000 
6 5.0000 .0000 
7 5.0000 .0000 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 165 or 56.9 PCT. 
Topic 2 - Disaster Protection 
4.1440 1. 0754 
1 4.2241 1.0603 
2 4.1463 1. 0854 
3 4. 5833 .6686 
4 3.2222 1.0929 
5 3. 5000 2.1213 
6 3.0000 .0000 
7 4.5000 • 7071 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 165 or 56.9 PCT. 
Topic 3 - EDP Controls and Auditing 
4.0320 .9413 
1 4.1207 .8801 
2 4.0000 .8944 
3 4.0000 1. 0445 
4 3.8889 1. 0541 
5 4.0000 1. 4142 
6 1.0000 .0000 
7 4.5000 • 7071 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 165 or 56.9 PCT. 
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Cases 
125 
58 
41 
12 
9 
2 
1 
2 
125 
58 
41 
12 
9 
2 
1 
2 
125 
58 
41 
12 
9 
2 
1 
2 
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TABLE XXXVIII (Continued) 
Mean Std Dev Cases 
Topic 4 - Software Protection 
4.1440 .8586 125 
1 4.0517 .9986 58 
2 4.2195 • 7250 41 
3 4.2500 • 6216 12 
4 4.1111 .7817 9 
5 4.0000 1. 4142 2 
6 4.0000 .0000 1 
7 5.0000 .0000 2 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 165 or 56.9 PCT. 
Topic 5 - Fire Protection 
4.0480 1.1061 125 
1 4.0862 1. 0807 58 
2 4.0000 1. 2247 41 
3 4.5000 • 6742 12 
4 3.3333 .8660 9 
5 3.5000 2.1213 2 
6 4.0000 .0000 1 
7 5.000 .0000 2 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 165 or 56.9 PCT. 
Designated 
Security 
Person 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 or more 
TABLE XXXIX 
TOP FIVE TOPICS COMPARED TO NUMBER OF 
DESIGNATED SECURITY PERSONS 
Security Disaster EDP Controls Software 
Overview Protection and Auditing Protection 
4.6034 4. 2241 4.1207 4.0517 
4.7073 4.1463 4.0000 4.2195 
4.6667 4. 5833 4.0000 4.2500 
4. 7778 3.2222 3.8889 4.1111 
5.0000 3. 5000 4.0000 4.0000 
5.0000 3.0000 1.0000 4.0000 
5.0000 4.5000 4.5000 5.0000 
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Fire 
Protection 
4.0862 
4.0000 
4.5000 
3.3333 
3.5000 
4.0000 
5.0000 
TABLE XXXX 
COMPARING INDIVIDUAL TOP FIVE TOPICS TO 
PRESENT POSITION OF RESPONDENT 
Position Mean Std Dev 
Topic 1 - Security Overview 
4.6210 • 6375 
Data Processing 
Management 4. 5989 • 6637 
Operational 
Management 4. 6154 • 6373 
Security Analyst 5.0000 .0000 
OTHER 4. 7105 • 5151 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases = 42 or 14. 5 PCT. 
Topic 2 - Disaster Protection 
4.177 4 .9861 
Data Processing 
Management 4.1593 .9927 
Operational 
Management 4. 5385 • 7606 
Security Analyst 2.0000 1. 4142 
OTHER 4.1316 .9349 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases = 42 or 14. 5 PCT. 
Topic 3 - EDP Controls and Auditing 
4.1048 .9161 
Data Processing 
Management 4.1209 .9022 
Operational 
Management 4.0769 .9348 
Security Analyst 4.5000 • 7071 
OTHER 4. 0263 .9996 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases = 42 or 14. 5 PCT. 
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Cases 
248 
182 
26 
2 
38 
248 
182 
26 
2 
38 
248 
182 
26 
2 
38 
117 
TABLE XXXX (Continued) 
Positions Mean Std Dev Cases 
Topic 4 - Software Protection 
4.0726 .9148 248 
Data Processing 
Management 4. 0549 .9503 182 
Operational 
Management 4.1154 .8162 26 
Security Analyst 3.5000 • 7071 2 
OTHER 4.1579 .8229 38 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases = 42 or 14.5 PCT. 
Topic 5 - Fi re Protection 
4.0403 1. 0370 248 
Data Processing 
Management 4.0385 1. 0319 182 
Operational 
Management 4.2308 .9081 26 
Security Analyst 2.0000 1. 4142 2 
OTHER 4.0263 1. 0523 38 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 42 or 14.5 PCT. 
Present 
Position 
Data 
Processing 
Management 
Operational 
Management 
Security 
Analyst 
Other 
TABLE XXXXl 
TOP FIVE TOPICS COMPARED TO RESPONDENT'S 
PRESENT POSIT ION 
Security Disaster EDP Controls Software 
Overview Protection and Auditing Protection 
4. 5989 4.1593 4.1209 4. 0549 
4. 6154 4. 5385 4. 0769 4.1154 
5.0000 2.0000 4.5000 3.5000 
4. 7105 4.1316 4.0263 4.1579 
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Fi re 
Protection 
4. 0385 
4.2308 
2.0000 
4. 0263 
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Tables XXXXII and XXXXIII show that when comparing the top five 
topics to the respondents• time at their present position, the highest 
mean is again shown in Topic One - Security Overview. The 42 missing 
cases represent those respondents who do not have a designated 
security person in their computer center. 
Tables XXXXIV and XXXXV compare the individual top five topics to 
the length of time the respondent has been in a computer-related 
position. The 44 respondents shown in missing failed to answer this 
question. The highest mean was again shown in Topic One - Security 
Overview, 4.6179. 
Tables XXXXVI and XXXXVII compare the individual top five topics to 
the highest educational level of the respondent. The 44 responses 
missing are the result of respondent 1 s who failed to complete this 
question. The highest mean is again recorded in the Security Overview 
Topic, 4.6179. 
Breakdown by Courses 
Tables XXXXVIII and XXXXIX compare the number of employees in the 
respondent 1 s computer center to the individual top five courses in the 
CIS curriculum. The highest mean, 4.4837, is in the CIS-13 category. 
The highest individual mean of 4.8333 is contained in the 61 - 80 
category in this same course. The missing numbers represent either 
those who did not respond due to a 11 no 11 response to Section II I-1 of the 
questionnaire or the fact that the respondent merely failed to rate all 
the categories listed. 
Tables Land LI show that respondents whose computer centers have 
a designated person directly responsible for computer security tended to 
rate the topics slightly higher than those who did not have a designated 
Topic 
TABLE XXXXII 
COMPARING INDIVIDUAL TOP FIVE TOPICS TO 
RESPONDENT'S TIME AT PRESENT POSITION 
Mean Std Dev 
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Cases 
-----------------------·--------
Less l year 
1 - 2 years 
3 - 4 years 
5 - 6 years 
Over 6 years 
Did not respond 
Total Cases= 290 
Topic l - Security Overview 
4. 6210 
4.5455 
4. 5882 
4.6623 
4. 7250 
4.5556 
5.0000 
• 6375 
• 7111 
.6089 
• 5761 
• 5057 
• 7573 
.0000 
Missing Cases= 42 or 14.5 PCT. 
Less l year 
1 - 2 years 
3 - 4 years 
5 - 6 years 
Over 6 years 
Did not respond 
Total Cases= 290 
Topic 2 - Disaster Protection 
4.177 4 
4.1818 
3. 9706 
4.3247 
4.3000 
4. 0794 
1.0000 
.9861 
.9505 
1. 0867 
.9381 
.8533 
1. 0049 
.0000 
Missing Cases= 42 or 14.5 PCT. 
Less l year 
1 - 2 years 
3 - 4 years 
5 - 6 years 
Over 6 years 
Did not respond 
Total Cases= 290 
Topic 3 - EDP Controls and Auditing 
4.1048 
4.1818 
4.0588 
4.1948 
4.2000 
3.9048 
5.0000 
.9161 
.9170 
1. 0714 
• 7954 
• 7579 
1.0429 
.0000 
Missing Cases= 42 or 14.5 PCT. 
248 
33 
34 
77 
40 
63 
1 
248 
33 
34 
77 
40 
63 
1 
248 
33 
34 
77 
40 
63 
1 
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TABLE XXXXII (Continued) 
Topic Mean Std Dev Cases 
Topic 4 - Software Protection 
4. 0726 .9148 248 
Less 1 year 3. 7879 .9924 33 
1 - 2 years 3.8824 .9460 34 
3 - 4 years 4.1818 .8695 77 
5 - 6 years 4.0000 .8165 40 
Over 6 years 4. 2540 .9327 63 
Did not respond 3.0000 .0000 1 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 42 or 14.5 PCT. 
Topic 5 - Fire Protection 
4.0403 1. 0370 248 
Less 1 year 3.9697 .9515 33 
1 - 2 years 3.8529 1.1582 34 
3 - 4 years 4.1948 .9739 77 
5 - 6 years 4.2000 .8533 40 
Over 6 years 3.9365 1.1198 63 
Did not respond 1.0000 .0000 1 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 42 or 14.5 PCT. 
TABLE XXXXII I 
TOP FIVE TOPICS COMPARED TO RESPONDENT'S 
LENGTH OF TIME IN PRESENT POSITION 
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------------------------·------· -
Length 
of Time 
Less than 
one year 
1 - 2 years 
3 - 4 years 
5 - 6 years 
Over 6 years 
Security Disaster EDP Controls Software Fire 
Overview Protection and Auditing Protection Protection 
4. 5455 4.1818 4.1818 3. 7879 3. 9697 
4. 5882 3. 9706 4. 0588 3.8824 3. 8529 
4.6623 4.3247 4.1948 4.1818 4.1948 
4. 7250 4.3000 4.2000 4.0000 4.2000 
4.5556 4. 0794 3.9048 4. 2540 3.9365 
TABLE XXXXIV 
COMPARING INDIVIDUAL TOP FIVE TOPICS TO LENGTH OF TIME 
RESPONDENT HAS BEEN IN A COMPUTER-RELATED POSITION 
Topic Mean Std Dev 
Topic 1 - Security Overview 
4.6179 .6391 
Less 1 year 5.0000 .0000 
1 - 2 years 5.0000 .0000 
3 - 4 years 4.7143 • 7559 
5 - 6 years 4.7692 .4385 
7 - 10 years 4. 6857 • 5827 
Over 10 years 4. 5851 .6607 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 44 or 15. 2 PCT. 
Topic 2 - Disaster Protection 
4.1870 .9676 
Less l year 5.0000 .0000 
1 - 2 years 5.0000 .0000 
3 - 4 years 4. 2857 1.1127 
5 - 6 years 4. 2308 1. 0127 
Over 6 years 4.1429 .9438 
Did not respond 4.17 55 .9735 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases = 44 or 15. 2 PCT. 
Topic 3 - EDP Controls and Auditing 
4.1057 • 9153 
3.0000 .0000 
Less 1 year 4.0000 .0000 
1 - 2 years 4.0000 1.0000 
3 - 4 years 4.0000 1.1547 
5 - 6 years 4. 0571 .9375 
Over 6 years 4.1330 .9006 
Did not respond 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 44 or 15.2 PCT. 
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Cases 
246 
1 
2 
7 
13 
35 
188 
246 
1 
2 
7 
13 
35 
188 
246 
1 
2 
7 
13 
35 
188 
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TABLE XXXXIV (Continued) 
Topic Mean Std Dev Cases 
Topic 4 - Software Protection 
4. 0772 .9159 246 
Less 1 year 4.0000 .0000 1 
1 - 2 years 5.0000 .0000 2 
3 - 4 years 4. 2857 .9512 7 
5 - 6 years 4.3846 .7679 13 
7 - 10 years 4. 0857 .8869 35 
Over 1 O years 4. 0372 .9329 188 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 44 or 15. 2 PCT. 
Topic 5 - Fire Protection 
4.0488 1. 0210 246 
Less 1 year 4.0000 .0000 1 
1 - 2 years 5.0000 .0000 2 
3 - 4 years 4.4286 .9759 7 
5 - 6 years 3.9231 1. 0377 13 
7 - 10 years 3.9714 .9848 35 
Over 10 years 4. 0479 1. 0356 188 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 44 or 15. 2 PCT. 
TABLE XXXXV 
TOP FIVE TOPICS COMPARED TO LENGTH OF TIME RESPONDENT 
HAS BEEN IN COMPUTER-RELATED POSITION 
Length Security Disaster EDP Controls Software 
of Time Overview Protection and Auditing Protection 
Less than 
one year 5.0000 5.0000 3.0000 4.0000 
1 - 2 years 5.0000 5.0000 4.0000 5.0000 
3 - 4 years 4. 7143 4.2857 4.0000 4. 2857 
5 - 6 years 4. 7692 4.2308 4.0000 4.3846 
7 - 10 years 4. 6857 4.1429 4. 0571 4. 0857 
Over 10 years 4. 5851 4.17 55 4.1330 4.0372 
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Fire 
Protection 
4.0000 
5. 0000 
4.4286 
3.9231 
3. 9714 
4.0479 
TABLE XXXXVI 
COMPARING INDIVIDUAL TOP FIVE TOPICS TO HIGHEST 
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF RESPONDENT 
Topic Mean Std Dev 
Topic 1 - Security Overview 
4.6179 • 6391 
High School Graduate 4.5556 • 7265 
Some College 4.5556 • 6914 
Associate Degree 4. 5926 .6360 
Vocational/Technical 
School Certificate 4. 4167 .7930 
Bachelor 1 s Degree 4. 6733 .6018 
Master's Degree 4.6429 • 6177 
Doctoral Degree 5.0000 .0000 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 44 or 15. 2 PCT. 
Topic 2 - Disaster Protection 
4.1789 .9859 
High School Graduate 4.3333 • 7071 
Some College 4.2963 .8385 
Associate Degree 4.3333 .6794 
Vocational/Technical 
School Certificate 4. 5833 .6686 
Bachelor's Degree 4.0594 1.1298 
Master's Degree 4. 0952 1. 0548 
Doctoral Degree 3.0000 .0000 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 44 or 15. 2 PCT. 
Topic 3 - EDP Controls and Auditing 
4.1098 .9170 
High School Graduate 4.2222 .9718 
Some College 4.2407 .8673 
Associate Degree 4. 0370 • 7061 
Vocational/Technical 
School Certificate 4. 5833 • 5149 
Bachelor's Degree 4.0891 .9066 
Master's Degre 3.8571 1.1385 
Doctoral Degree 5.0000 .0000 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 44 or 15. 2 PCT. 
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Cases 
246 
9 
54 
27 
12 
101 
42 
1 
246 
9 
54 
27 
12 
101 
42 
1 
246 
9 
54 
27 
12 
101 
42 
1 
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TABLE XXXXVI (Continued) 
Topic Mean Std Dev Cases 
Topic 4 - Software Protection 
4.0691 .9166 246 
High School Graduate 4.1111 .7817 9 
Some College 4.2037 .8770 54 
Associate Degree 4.1111 .8473 27 
Vocational/Technical 
School Certificate 4.0000 1.1282 12 
Bachelor's Degree 3.9505 .9734 101 
Master's Degree 4.1429 .8431 42 
Doctoral Degree 5.0000 .0000 1 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 44 or 15. 2 PCT. 
Topic 5 - Fi re Protec ti on 
4.0447 1. 0391 246 
High School Graduate 4.4444 • 7265 9 
Some College 4.2222 .8615 54 
Associate Degree 4.1852 .8338 27 
Vocational/Technical 
School Certificate 4. 5833 .6686 12 
Bachelor's Degree 3.8713 1.1888 101 
Master's Degree 3.9286 1. 0451 42 
Doctoral Degree 3.0000 .0000 1 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 44 or 15.2 PCT. 
Highest 
Education 
Level 
High School 
Graduate 
Some Col 1 ege 
Associate 
Degree 
Vocational/ 
Trade 
School 
Certificate 
Bachelor's 
Degree 
Master's 
Degree 
Doctoral 
Degree 
TABLE XXXXVII 
TOP FIVE TOPICS COMPARED TO HIGHEST 
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF RESPONDENT 
Security Disaster EDP Controls Software 
Overview Protection and Auditing Protection 
4. 5556 4.3333 4.2222 4.1111 
4.5556 4.2963 4. 2407 4. 2037 
4. 5926 4.3333 4.0370 4.1111 
4.4167 4. 5833 4. 5833 4.0000 
4. 6733 4.0594 4.0891 3. 9505 
4.6429 4. 0952 3.8571 4.1429 
5.0000 3.0000 5.0000 5.0000 
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Fi re 
Protection 
4.4444 
4.2222 
4.1852 
4.5833 
3.8713 
3.9286 
3.0000 
TABLE XXXXVIII 
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES IN RESPONDENT'S COMPUTER 
CENTER COMPARED TO TOP FIVE CIS COURSES 
Number Mean Std Dev 
CIS-13 
4.4837 .8462 
1 - 20 4.5108 .8285 
21 - 40 4.4444 .8433 
41 - 60 4.5000 .6882 
61 - 80 4.8333 .4082 
81 - 100 4. 3077 .9473 
Over 100 4.4063 1. 0429 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 44 or 15.2 PCT. 
CIS-6 
4. 0162 .9150 
1 - 20 4.0072 .9207 
21 - 40 4.2432 .6833 
41 - 60 3.9000 .9679 
61 - 80 4.0000 .8944 
81 - 100 3.6923 1. 0316 
Over 100 4.0000 1. 0473 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 43 or 14.8 PCT. 
CIS-7 
3.9421 .9921 
1 - 20 3.9493 1. 0416 
21 - 40 4.0833 • 7700 
41 - 60 3.8421 .9582 
61 - 80 4.1667 .9832 
81 - 100 3. 5000 1.0000 
Over 100 3.9355 1. 0307 
Total Cases: 290 
Missing Cases= 48 or 16.6 PCT. 
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Cases 
246 
139 
36 
20 
6 
13 
32 
247 
139 
37 
20 
6 
13 
32 
242 
138 
36 
19 
6 
12 
31 
130 
TABLE XXXXVIII (Continued) 
Number Mean Std Dev Cases 
CIS-12 
3.9106 .9857 246 
1 - 20 3.8993 1.0165 139 
21 - 40 3.8056 1. 0370 36 
41 - 60 4.1000 .8522 20 
61 - 80 3.6667 1.0328 6 
81 - 100 4. 0769 .9541 13 
Over 100 3. 937 5 .9136 32 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 44 or 15.2 PCT. 
CIS-15 
3.8340 .9504 247 
1 - 20 3.8345 .9525 139 
21 - 40 4.0270 .9856 37 
41 - 60 3. 7500 1. 0699 20 
61 - 80 3.8333 .9832 6 
81 - 100 3. 7692 • 7250 13 
Over 100 3. 687 5 .9311 32 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 43 or 14.8 PCT. 
TABLE XXXXIX 
BREAKDOWN OF NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES IN RESPONDENT 1 S COMPUTER 
CENTER COMPARED TO TOP FIVE CIS COURSES 
CIS-13 CIS-6 CIS-7 CIS-12 
1 - 20 4.5108 4.0072 3.9493 3.8993 
21 - 40 4.4444 4.2432 4.0833 3.8056 
41 - 60 4.5000 3.9000 3.8421 4.1000 
61 - 80 4.8333 4.0000 4.1667 3.6667 
81 - 100 4. 3077 3.6923 3.5000 4. 0769 
Over 100 4.4063 4.0000 3.9355 3. 937 5 
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CIS-15 
3.8345 
4. 0270 
3. 7 500 
3.8333 
3.7692 
3. 687 5 
TABLE L 
INDIVIDUAL TOP FIVE TOPICS COMPARED TO WHETHER RESPONDENT'S 
COMPUTER CENTER HAS A DESIGNATED SECURITY PERSON 
Response Mean Std Dev 
CIS-13 
4.4837 .8462 
Yes 4.4355 .8948 
No 4. 5328 .7944 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 44 or 15. 2 PCT. 
CIS-6 
4. 0162 • 9150 
Yes 4. 0726 .9298 
No 3.9593 .8999 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 43 or 14.8 PCT. 
CIS-7 
3.9421 .9921 
Yes 4.0083 .9958 
No 3.8760 .8980 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 48 or 16.6 PCT. 
CIS-12 
3.9106 .9857 
Yes 3. 9113 .9196 
No 3.9098 1. 0524 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 44 or 15. 2 PCT. 
CIS-15 
3.8340 .9504 
Yes 3.8871 .9389 
No 3.7805 .9627 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 43 or 14.8 PCT. 
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Cases 
246 
124 
120 
247 
124 
123 
242 
121 
121 
246 
124 
122 
247 
124 
123 
Yes 
No 
TABLE LI 
BREAKDOWN OF INDIVIDUAL TOP FIVE TOPICS COMPARED 
TO WHETHER RESPONDENT'S COMPUTER CENTER 
HAS A DESIGNATED SECURITY PERSON 
CIS-13 
4. 4358 
4.5328 
CIS-6 
4. 0726 
3. 9593 
CIS-7 
4.0083 
3.8760 
CIS-12 
3. 9113 
3.9098 
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CIS-15 
3.8871 
3.7805 
person. CIS-13 again showed the highest mean, 4.4837, as well as the 
highest means for the yes and no responses, 4.4355 and 4.5328. 
Tables LII and LIII show that CIS-13 generally contains higher 
means, except for the seven or more categories. The missing numbers 
represent those respondents who indicated that they did not have a 
designated person and, therefore, did not respond to this question. 
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Tables LIV and LV show the highest overall mean in CIS-13. The 
Data Processing Management position generally shows higher means than 
the other two categories. Part of this is due to a considerably larger 
number of respondents, 181 compared to only 26 in Operational 
Management. 
Tables LVI and LVII show that CIS-13 has the highest mean. The 
means shown in the tables tend to vary in respect to length of time 
respondent has been in present position with the different courses. As 
an example, CIS-13 showed the highest mean in the one to two year 
category, CIS-6 showed the highest mean in the over six year category, 
CIS-7 showed the highest mean in the three to four year category, CIS-12 
in the over six year category, CIS-15 in the five to six year category. 
Tables LVIII and LIX show that the highest overall mean is in the 
CIS-13 course. The category of three to four years generally shows 
higher means for all five courses. The lowest means tend to be in the 
one to two year category throughout. 
Tables LX and LXI show that highest overall mean is in the CIS-13 
course, 4.4836. The other highest means were not clustered and tended 
to vary with the individual courses. CIS-13 1 s highest mean was in the 
vocational-technical school category. CIS-6's highest mean was in the 
Bachelor's category. CIS-7's category was in the high school and 
Associate degree category. CIS-12's highest mean was in the high school 
TABLE LI I 
INDIVIDUAL COURSES COMPARED TO NUMBER OF PEOPLE 
DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE FOR COMPUTER SECURITY 
IN RESPONDENT 1 S COMPUTER CENTER 
Mean Std Dev 
CIS-13 
4.4320 .9362 
1 4.4655 .9591 
2 4. 3902 .9455 
3 4.2500 1.1382 
4 4.6667 .5000 
5 5.0000 .0000 
6 5.0000 .0000 
7 or more 3.5000 • 7071 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 165 or 56.9 PCT. 
CIS-6 
4.1040 .9230 
1 4.0862 .9231 
2 4.1463 .9370 
3 4.0000 .8728 
4 4.0000 1.1180 
5 4.5000 • 7071 
6 3.0000 .0000 
7 or more 5.0000 .0000 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 165 or 56.9 PCT. 
CIS-7 
4. 0082 .9917 
1 3.9825 1.0937 
2 4.0256 .9594 
3 3.9167 .9003 
4 4.2222 .8333 
5 4.5000 • 7071 
6 3.0000 .0000 
7 or more 4.0000 .0000 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 165 or 57.9 PCT. 
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Cases 
125 
58 
41 
12 
9 
2 
1 
2 
125 
58 
41 
12 
9 
2 
1 
2 
122 
57 
39 
12 
9 
2 
1 
2 
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TABLE LII (Continued) 
·--··---
Mean Std Dev Cases 
--~--
CIS-12 
3. 9040 .9624 125 
1 3.8621 1. 0165 58 
2 3. 7 561 .9160 41 
3 4.2500 • 7538 12 
4 4.1111 1.1667 9 
5 4.5000 • 7071 2 
6 4.0000 .0000 1 
7 or more 4.5000 • 7071 2 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 165 or 56.9 PCT. 
CIS-15 
3.8800 .9384 125 
1 3.9138 .9784 58 
2 3.8293 .8917 41 
3 3.8333 1.1146 12 
4 4.1111 .6009 9 
5 4.0000 1.4142 2 
6 4.0000 .0000 1 
7 or more 3.0000 1. 4142 2 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 165 or 56. 9 PCT. 
-----
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TABLE LII I 
BREAKDOWN OF INDIVIDUAL COURSES COMPARED TO NUMBER OF 
PEOPLE DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE FOR COMPUTER SECURITY 
AT RESPONDENT'S COMPUTER CENTER 
~--~-~-·--·--
CIS-13 CIS-6 CIS-7 CIS-12 CIS-15 
1 4.4655 4.0862 3.9825 3.8621 3.9138 
2 4.3902 4.1463 4.0256 3.7561 3.8293 
3 4. 2500 4.0000 3. 9167 4. 2500 3.8333 
4 4.6667 4.0000 4.2222 4.1111 4.1111 
5 5.0000 4.5000 4.5000 4.5000 4.0000 
6 5.0000 3.0000 3.0000 4.0000 4.0000 
7 or more 3.5000 5.0000 4.0000 4.5000 3.0000 
Ljd 
TABLE LIV 
TOP FIVE COURSES COMPARED TO RESPONDEtJT 1 S 
PRESENT POSITION 
~.-.._. ___ ...,. __ ----,·-----------·-·· 
Mean Std Dev Cases 
,...,,,<=,·------• 
CIS-13 
4.4837 .8462 246 
Data Processing 
Management 4. 4807 .8339 181 
Operational 26 
Management 4.3077 .8840 2 
Security Management 3.0000 2.8284 37 
Other 4. 7027 .6610 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 44 or 15. 2 PCT. 
CIS-6 
4.0162 .9150 247 
Data Processing 
Management 4.0331 .9244 181 
Operational 
Management 3.9615 .7736 26 
Security Management 2.5000 2.1213 2 
Other 4. 0526 .8683 38 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 43 or 14.8 PCT. 
CIS-7 
3. 9421 .9921 242 
Data Processing 
Management 3.9266 1. 0114 177 
Operational 
Management 3.8846 .9089 26 
Security Management 2.0000 .0000 2 
Other 4.1622 .8665 37 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases = 48 or 16.6 PCT. 
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TABLE LIV (Continued) 
,•<s ·-~-···---«-··~a ... •~ .. 
-- ·~--·-
Mean Std Dev Cases 
--···-·-------- ·-~- -·-- ,,.,_ "---·------
CIS-12 
3.9106 .9857 246 
Data Processing 
Management 3.9171 1.0049 181 
Opera ti anal 
Management 3. 6154 .8038 26 
Security Management 3.0000 1. 4142 2 
Other 4.1351 .9476 37 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 44 or 15. 2 PCT. 
CIS-15 
3.8340 .9504 247 
Data Processing 
Management 3. 7956 .9984 181 
Operational 
Management 3.8462 • 7845 26 
Security Management 3.5000 • 7071 2 
Other 4. 0263 .8216 38 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases = 43 or 14.8 PCT. 
~~---·--
-·~ - -··----·"-
Data Processing 
Management 
Operati anal 
Management 
Security 
Management 
Other 
TABLE LV 
BREAKDOWN OF TOP FIVE COURSES COMPARED TO 
RESPONDENT'S PRESENT POSITION 
CIS-13 CIS-6 CIS-7 CIS-12 
4.807 4.0331 3.9266 3.9171 
4. 3077 3. 9615 3.8846 3. 6154 
3.0000 2.5000 2.0000 3.0000 
4.7027 4.0526 4.1622 4.13 51 
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CIS-15 
3. 7956 
3.8462 
3.5000 
4.0263 
TABLE LVI 
RESPONDENT'S TIME IN PRESENT POSITION COMPARED 
TO INDIVIDUAL TOP FIVE COURSES 
Mean Std Dev 
CIS-13 
4.4837 .8462 
Less 1 year 4. 2727 1.1531 
1 - 2 years 4.6364 .8594 
3 - 4 years 4. 5584 .6976 
5 - 6 years 4. 5250 .5986 
Over 6 years 4. 3871 .9470 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 44 or 15. 2 PCT. 
CIS-6 
4.0162 .9150 
Less 1 year 4.1212 1.0234 
1 - 2 years 4.0000 1. 0150 
3 - 4 years 4. 0519 .8094 
5 - 6 years 3. 87 50 .9111 
Over 6 years 4.0161 .9494 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases = 43 or 14.8 PCT. 
CIS-7 
3.9421 .9921 
Less 1 year 3.8485 .9722 
1 - 2 years 3. 7941 1.1489 
3 - 4 years 4.1842 .8440 
5 - 6 years 3.8462 1. 0647 
Over 6 years 3.8644 .9906 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 48 or 16.6 PCT. 
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Cases 
246 
33 
33 
77 
40 
62 
247 
33 
34 
77 
40 
62 
242 
33 
34 
76 
39 
59 
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TABLE LVI (Continued) 
Mean Std Dev Cases 
CIS-12 
3.9106 .9857 246 
Less 1 year 3.9697 .9515 33 
1 - 2 years 3. 7273 1.1798 33 
3 - 4 years 3.9740 .9594 76 
5 - 6 years 3. 77 50 .9195 40 
Over 6 years 4.0000 .9983 62 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 44 or 15. 2 PCT. 
CIS-15 
3.8340 .9504 247 
Less 1 year 3.7273 1. 0390 33 
1 - 2 years 3. 9118 • 9651 34 
3 - 4 years 3.8571 .8990 77 
5 - 6 years 3. 97 50 .8317 40 
Over 6 years 3. 7258 1.0428 62 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 43 or 14.8 PCT. 
TABLE LVII 
BREAKDOWN OF RESPONDENT'S TIME IN PRESENT 
POSITION COMPARED TO INDIVIDUAL 
TOP FI VE COURSES 
CIS-13 CIS-6 CIS-7 CIS-12 
Less than 1 year 4.2727 4.1212 3.8485 3.9697 
1 - 2 years 4.6364 4.0000 3.7941 3.7273 
3 - 4 years 4. 5584 4.0519 4.1842 3. 9740 
5 - 6 years 4. 5250 3. 87 50 3.8462 3. 77 50 
Over 6 years 4. 3871 4.0161 3.8644 3.9839 
Other 5.0000 4.0000 2.0000 4.0000 
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CIS-15 
3.7273 
3. 9118 
3. 8571 
3. 97 50 
3. 7258 
4.0000 
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TABLE LVIII 
RESPONDENT'S COMPUTER-RELATED EXPERIENCE 
COMPARED TO TOP FIVE COURSES 
------
Mean Std Dev Cases 
CIS-13 
4.4877 .8437 244 
Less 1 year 5.0000 .0000 1 
1 - 2 years 3.0000 1. 4142 2 
3 - 4 years 4.8571 .3780 7 
5 - 6 years 4. 7692 .4385 13 
7 - 10 years 4. 4857 .9813 35 
Over 10 years 4.4677 .8328 186 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 46 or 15. 9 PCT. 
CIS-6 
4. 0122 .9165 245 
Less 1 year 3.0000 .0000 1 
1 - 2 years 3.0000 2.8284 2 
3 - 4 years 4.1429 .8997 7 
5 - 6 years 4.3846 .6504 13 
7 - 10 years 4.0000 .9701 35 
Over 1 O years 4.0000 .8990 187 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 45 or 15. 5 PCT. 
CIS-7 
3.9500 .9882 240 
Less 1 year 2.0000 .0000 1 
1 - 2 years 3.0000 2.8284 2 
3 - 4 years 4.4286 • 5345 7 
5 - 6 years 4. 3846 • 5064 13 
7 - 10 years 3.9412 .9829 34 
Over 10 years 3.9235 • 9915 183 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 50 or 17. 2 PCT. 
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TABLE LVIII (Continued) 
---
Mean Std Dev Cases 
-·-----
CIS-12 
3.8327 .9542 245 
Less 1 year 5.0000 .0000 1 
1 - 2 years 3.5000 • 7071 2 
3 - 4 years 4. 2857 • 7559 7 
5 - 6 years 3.8462 .7470 13 
7 - 10 years 3. 9714 .9871 35 
Over 10 years 3. 7861 .9931 187 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 45 or 15. 5 PCT. 
CIS-15 
3.9139 .9880 244 
Less 1 year 2.0000 .0000 1 
1 - 2 years 1. 5000 • 7071 2 
3 - 4 years 4. 2857 1.1127 7 
5 - 6 years 4.0769 .8623 13 
7 - 10 years 3.8286 .9848 35 
Over 10 years 3.9409 .9596 186 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 46 or 15. 9 PCT. 
-__________ .._ 
TABLE LIX 
BREAKDOWN OF RESPONDENT'S COMPUTER-RELATED EXPERIENCE 
COMPARED TO TOP FIVE COURSES 
CIS-13 CIS-6 CIS-7 CIS-12 
Less than 1 year 5.0000 3.0000 2.0000 5.0000 
1 - 2 years 3.0000 3.0000 3.0000 3.5000 
3 - 4 years 4. 8571 4.1429 4.4286 4. 2857 
5 - 6 years 4. 7 692 4.3846 4.3846 3.8462 
7 - 10 years 4.4857 4.0000 3.9412 3.9714 
Over l O years 4.4677 4.0000 3. 9235 3.7861 
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CIS-15 
2.0000 
1. 5000 
4. 2857 
4. 0769 
3.8286 
3.9409 
Topic 
TABLE LX 
RESPONDENT'S HIGHEST EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 
COMPARED TO TOP FIVE COURSES 
Mean Std Dev 
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Cases 
--------------------·---·-----·---------.. -------
CIS - 13 
4.4836 
High School Grad 4.3333 
Some College 4.2642 
As soc i ate Degree 4.4444 
Vocational/Technical 4.6667 
Bachelor's Degree 4. 5300 
Master's Degree 4.6429 
Doctoral Degree 5.0000 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 46 or 15. 9 PCT. 
CIS - 6 
4.0204 
High School Grad 3.8889 
Some College 3.9245 
Associate Degree 4.0370 
Vocational/Technical 4.1667 
Bachelor's Degree 4.1782 
Master's Degree 3. 7143 
Doctoral Degree 5.0000 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 45 or 15. 5 PCT. 
CIS - 7 
3. 9502 
High School Grad 4.1111 
Some College 3.7843 
Associate Degree 4.1111 
Vocational/Technical 4. 0833 
Bachelor's Degree 4.0400 
Master's Degree 3.7317 
Doctoral Degree 5.0000 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 49 or 16.9 PCT. 
.8485 
• 5000 
1.0029 
.8006 
.4924 
.8814 
.6922 
.0000 
.9164 
.7817 
1.0349 
.9398 
• 7177 
.8049 
1. 0109 
.0000 
.9862 
.7817 
1. 0259 
1. 0127 
.6686 
.9941 
1. 0006 
.0000 
244 
9 
53 
27 
12 
100 
42 
1 
245 
9 
53 
27 
12 
101 
42 
1 
241 
9 
51 
27 
12 
100 
41 
1 
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TABLE LX (Continued) 
·----· .. =··-·---
Topic Mean Std Dev Cases 
•,--.-_ ... ,. ___ 
CIS - 12 
3.9180 .9821 244 
High School Grad 4.1111 .6009 9 
Some Col 1 ege 3.8113 1. 0201 53 
Associate Degree 3. 7778 .8916 27 
Vocational/Technical 3.6667 • 6513 12 
Bachelor 1 s Degree 4. 0100 1. 0492 100 
Master 1 s Degree 3. 9524 .9866 42 
Doctoral Degree 4.0000 .0000 1 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 46 or 15. 9 PCT. 
CIS - 15 
3. 8268 • 9513 245 
High School Grad 3. 7778 .6667 9 
Some Co 11 ege 3. 6415 .9824 53 
Associate Degree 3. 7407 .9027 27 
Vocational/Technical 4. 2500 .8660 12 
Bachelor's Degree 3. 8515 .9735 101 
Master's Degree 3.9286 .9472 42 
Doctoral Degree 5.0000 .0000 1 
Total Cases= 290 
Missing Cases= 45 or 15. 5 PCT. 
High School 
Graduate 
Some Co 11 ege 
Associate 
Degree 
Vocational/ 
Trade 
School 
TABLE LXI 
BREAKDOWN OF RESPONDENT'S HIGHEST EDUCATIONAL 
LEVEL COMPARED TO TOP FIVE COURSES 
CIS-13 CIS-6 CIS-7 CIS-12 
4.3333 3.8889 4.1111 4.1111 
4.2642 3. 9245 3. 7843 3.8113 
4.4444 4. 0370 4.1111 3. 7778 
Certificate 4. 6667 4.1667 4.0833 3.6667 
Bachelor's 
Degree 4.5300 4.1782 4.0400 4.0100 
Master's 
Degree 4.6429 3. 7143 3. 7 317 3. 9524 
Doctoral 
Degree 5.0000 5.0000 5.0000 4.0000 
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CIS-15 
3. 7778 
3.6415 
3. 7 407 
4. 2500 
2.8515 
3. 9286 
5.0000 
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graduate category. CIS-15's highest category was in the vocational/ 
technical school category. The only respondent in the doctoral degree 
category tended to rate all courses as a five, except CIS-12. 
Section V - Chi-square Test For Significance 
Statistics for two-way tables were utilized in comparing various 
items in the questionnaire. The Chi-square test for significance was 
computed for each of the comparisons. The .05 level of significance was 
selected for this study. The following information for each cell in the 
two-way tables is given: observed frequency, row percent, co 1 umn 
percent. Column and row totals and percentages are also given along 
with the results of the Chi-square test and the significance level. 
Selected independent variables were compared to two dependent 
variables: 
1. Section III-1 of the questionnaire which seeks the respondent's 
11yes 11 or 11 no 11 response,to whether they feel computer center 
employees should possess some knowledge about computer 
security. 
2. Section IV-2 of questionnaire which asks the respondent to 
indicate which of the following methods would best develop 
computer security knowledge: 
a. Complete course in computer security in addition to 
incorporation of computer security topics in the Computer 
Information Systems Curriculum. 
b. Complete course in computer security ONLY. 
c. Incorporation of computer security topics into the current 
courses in the computer Information Systems (CIS) 
Curriculum ONLY. 
d. Other method. 
The independent variables are: 
1. Section 1-2 of questionnaire. Number of people presently 
employed in respondent's computer center. 
2. Section 1-3. Whether respondent's computer center has a 
designated person responsible for computer security. 
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3. Section I-4. Number of people in respondent's organization who 
are DIRECTLY responsible for computer security as stated in 
their job description. 
4. Section II-1 of questionnaire. Respondent's present position. 
5. Section 11-2 of questionnaire. Length of time respondent has 
been in their present position. 
6. Section II-3 of questionnaire. Length of time respondent has 
been employed in a computer-related position. 
7. Section 11-4 of questionnaire. Highest education level of 
respondent. 
8. Section Il-4 of questionnaire. Major area of study of 
respondent. 
9. Section 11-5 of questionnaire. Educational or training areas 
uti 1 i zed by the respondent in computer security. 
10. Section 11-6. Number of employees presently supervised by 
respondent at the present time. 
11. Section II-7. Respondent's membership(s) in data processing 
professional organizations. 
After comparing the dependent variables individually to each of the 
eleven independent variables, the two dependent variables were compared 
to each other to test for significance. 
The Chi-square tests showing a significant difference will be 
included in the discussion here in Chapter IV. All Chi-square tests 
showing no significant difference will be shown in Appendix J. 
Comparison of Whether Respondent Feels Computer 
Center Employees Should Possess Same Knowledge 
About Computer Security to Specific 
Questionnaire Sections 
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Number of Employees in Respondent's Computer Center. Table LXXVIII 
in Appendix J shows that there was no significant difference between 
whether respondent feels computer center employees should possess some 
knowledge and number of employees in respondent's computer center. 
Whether Respondent's Computer Center Had a Designated Person 
Directly Responsible for Computer Center. Table LXXIX in Appendix J 
shows that there was no significant difference between whether 
respondent feels computer center employees should possess some knowledge 
and whether the respondent's computer center had a designated person 
responsible for computer security. 
Number of Persons in Respondent's Computer Center Directly 
Responsible for Computer Security. Table LXXX in Appendix J shows that 
there was no significant difference between whether respondent feels 
computer center employees should possess some knowledge and whether the 
number of persons in the respondent's computer center who are directly 
responsible for computer security as stated in their job description. 
Respondent's Present Position. Table LXXXI in Appendix J shows that 
there was no significant difference between whether respondent feels 
computer center employees should possess some knowledge and the 
respondent's present position. 
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Respondent's Length of Time in Present Position. Table LXXXII in 
Appendix J shows that there was no significant difference between 
whether respondent feels computer center employees should possess some 
knowledge and the respondent's length of time in present position. 
Respondent's Length of Time in a Computer-Related Position. Table 
LXII shows that there is a significant difference at the .05 level 
between whether respondent feels computer center employees should possess 
some knowledge and the respondent's length of time in a computer-relatd 
position. The "yes" responses in the 3 -4 year category were 2.1 percent 
compared to 1. 7 percent in the 11 no 11 category. The "yes" responses 1 n the 
5 - 6 year category were 4. 5 percent compared to • 7 percent in the 11 no 11 
category. The 11yes 11 responses in the 7 - 10 year category were 12. 2 per-
cent compared to 2.1 percent in the "no" category. In the over 10 year 
category, the "yes" responses were 65. 6 percent and the 11 no 11 category 
were 9.0 percent. It would appear that the longer a person is employed 
in a computer related position, the more concerned they become about com-
puter security. 
This difference may be attributed to the fact that the respondents 
are in the data processing or operational management job function category 
and, therefore, tend to be at the uppper echelons of the computer center 
organization. Most of these positions will tend to be occupied by persons 
who have accumulated knowledge or expertise over a number of years, rather 
than merely completing a course of study in the computer area. 
Respondent 1 s Highest Educational Level. Table LXXXIII in Appendix J 
shows that there was no significant difference between whether the 
respondent feels computer center employees should possess some knowledge 
and the respondent's highest educational level. 
TABLE LXII 
COMPARISON OF WHETHER COMPUTER CENTER EMPLOYEES SHOULD POSSESS 
KNOWLEDGE OF COMPUTER SECURITY AND RESPONDENT'S LENGTH 
OF TIME IN A tOMPUTER-RELATED POSITION 
Knowl- Less 1 1-2 3-4 5-6 7-10 Over 10 
edge Year Years Years Years Years Years 
Yes 1 2 6 13 35 189 
.4 .8 2.4 5.3 14.2 76.8 
50.0 50. 0 54. 5 86.7 . 85.4 87. 9 
.3 .7 2.1 4.5 12.2 65.6 
No 1 2 5 2 6 26 
2.4 4.8 11. 9 4.8 14.3 61. 9 
50.0 50.0 45.5 13.3 14.6 12.1 
.3 .7 1. 7 .7 2.1 9.0 
Column 2 4 11 15 41 215 
Total .7 1.4 3.8 5.2 14.2 74.7 
x2 = 1 s. 54701 (D.F. = 5) p < .01 < .05 
Significance= 0.0083 
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Row 
Total 
246 
85. 4 
42 
14.6 
288 
100.0 
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Respondent's Major Area of Study. Table LXXXIV in Appendix J shows 
that there is no significant difference between whether the respondent 
feels computer center employees should possess some knowledge and the 
respondent's major area of study. 
Respondent's Educational or Training in Computer Security. Table 
LXIII shows that there was a significance at the .05 level between 
whether the respondent feels computer center employees should possess 
some knowledge and whether the respondent has utilized some type of edu-
cation or training areas in computer security. Of the "yes" respondents, 
7.6 percent had utilized regular college courses or college extension 
courses, compared to only 1.0 percent of the 11 no 11 respondents. The "yes" 
respondents utilizing in-house training programs presented by a member of 
their organization shows 13.5 percent, compared to 1.4 percent of the 
11 no 11 respondents. The 11yes 11 respondents indicating they utilized semi-
nars offered by other private companies and presented by a member of the 
respondent's organization's staff, including vendor-sponsored seminars 
was 23.9 percent, compared to 2.1 percent of the "no" respondents. The 
respondent's who indicated that they utilized self-education (i.e. inde-
pendent reading and study) was 27.0 for "yes" and 4.5 for "no". Those 
indicating no training/education in data security were 13.5 percent for 
the "yes" responses and 5.5 percent for the "no" responses. These 
figures would seem to indicate that those respondents who have utilized 
some method of education/training in computer security also feel that 
computer center employees should possess some knowledge of computer 
security (85.5 percent for 11yes 11 compared to 14.5 percent for 11 no 11 ). 
Number of Employees Directly Supervised by Respondent. Table LXXXV 
in Appendix J shows that there was no significant difference between 
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TABLE LXII I 
COMPARISON OF WHETHER COMPUTER CENTER EMPLOYEES SHOULD 
POSSESS KNOWLEDGE OF COMPUTER SECURITY AND 
RESPONDENT'S EDUCATION/TRAINING 
IN COMPUTER SECURITY 
----
Know- College In-House Self- No Row 
ledge Courses Train Seminars Education Training Total 
Yes 22 39 69 78 39 247 
8.9 15.8 27. 9 31. 6 15. 8 85.5 
88.0 90.7 92.0 85.7 70.9 
7.6 13.5 23.9 27. 0 13.5 
No 3 4 6 13 16 42 
7.1 9.5 14.3 31. 0 38.1 14.5 
12.0 9.3 8.0 14.3 29.1 
1.0 1.4 2.1 4. 5 5. 5 
Column 25 43 75 91 55 289 
Total 8.7 14.9 26.0 31. 5 19.0 100.0 
x2 = 13.04240 (OF= 4) p <. 05 
Significance= 0.0111 
whether the respondent feels computer center employees should possess 
some knowledge and respondent's membership in data processing profes-
sional organizations. 
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Table LXXXVI in Appendix J shows that there was no significant 
difference between whether the respondent feels computer center employees 
should possess some knowledge and respondent's membership in data 
processing professional organizations. 
Section VI - Additional Comments 
Supplied by Respondent 
The respondents were provided space at the end of the questionnaire 
to include any additional comments and suggestions relating to the ques-
tionnaire, the study being conducted, or the subject of computer security. 
The respondents were very liberal with their comments and to insure com-
pleteness of this study, selected comments are included in this section. 
Relating to the Questionnaire. 
"Should address in-house security along with service bureau security. 
In-house has a lot to learn from the service industry." 
11 Legal aspects of computer security should be given more emphasis. 11 
Relating to the Study Being Conducted. 
11 ! think it's a good idea to incorporate the degree of security 
related to a specific course." 
11 Topics of security, operations, backups, etc., are better learned on 
the jobs. These topics should be addressed in introductory classes, 
however." 
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"A section on developing a step-by-step disaster recovery plan is 
recommended for a computer security course. 11 
"I would suggest a risk analysis course that would teach methods of 
evaluating risks and solutions financially." 
"Security should be a part of all data processing courses." 
Relating to the Subject of Computer Security. 
11 Would prefer training in security systems·remain outside of normal 
college curriculums; security is best based on ignorance or incomplete 
understanding." 
"There 1s a need to foster concern and respect for maintaining the 
integrity of hardware/software and the corporate/institutional data they 
control." 
"The goals of data security and privacy may not always be the same or 
of equal emphasis." 
"Information systems probably have better security (even the worst) 
than most manual systems at their best." 
"The strength of emphasis in certain security areas will differ 
considerably based on the nature of the business." 
"Good computer security has to be built in, not added on." 
"As caretakers of a company•s most vital assets and data, computer 
professionals must view the operation from all perspectives. What is not 
seen from one vantage point will be observed from another." 
"Computer security encompasses bother the physical and intellectual 
aspects of the institution." 
Comparison of Methods Respondents Feel 
Would Best Develop Computer Security 
Knowledge to Specific Questionnaire 
Sections 
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Number of Employees in Respondent's Computer Center. Table LXXXVII 
in Appendix J shows that there was no significant difference between the 
methods the respondents feel would best develop computer security knowl-
edge and the number of employees in the respondent's computer center. 
Whether Respondent's Computer Center has a Designated~~!!ectly 
Responsible For Computer Security. Table LXXXVIII in Appendix J shows that 
there was no significant difference between the methods the respondents 
feel would best develop computer security knowledge and whether the 
respondent's computer center had a designated person responsible for com-
puter security. 
Number of Persons in Respondent's Computer Center Directly 
Responsible For Computer Security. Table LXXXIX in Appendix J shows that 
there was no significant difference between the methods the respondents 
feel would best develop computer security knowledge and the number of per-
sons in respondent's computer center directly res pons i bl e for computer 
security. 
Respondent's Present Position. Table LXXXX in Appendix J shows that 
there was no significant difference between the methods the respondents 
feel would best develop computer security knowledge and the respondent's 
present position. 
Respondent's Length of Time in Present Position. Table LXXXXI in 
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Appendix J shows that there was no significant difference between the 
methods the respondents feel would best develop computer security knowl-
edge and the respondent's length of time in their present position. 
Respondent's Length of Time in Computer-Related Positio~. Table 
LXXXXII in Appendix J shows that there was no significance between the 
methods the respondents feel would best develop computer security knowl-
edge, and the respondent's length of time in a computer-relation position. 
It is interesting to note, however, that the level of significance, .0911, 
while not significant at the .05 level, there does seem to be a tendency 
for experience level to be related to this dependent variable. When com-
paring the computer-related experience to the first dependent variable, a 
significance level was shown. 
Respondent's Highest Educational Level. Table LXXXXIII in Appendix J 
shows that there was no significant difference between the methods the 
respondents feel would best develop computer security knowledge and the 
respondent's highest educational level. 
Respondent's Major Area of Study. Table LXXXXIV in Appendix J shows 
that there was no significant difference between the methods the 
respondents feel would best develop computer security knowledge and the 
respondent's major area of study. 
Respondent's Education or Training in Computer Security. Table 
LXXXXV in Appendix J shows that there was no significant difference 
between the methods the respondents feel would best develop computer 
security knowledge and the respondent's education or training in computer 
security. 
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Number of Employees Directly Supervised by the Respondent. Table 
LXXXXVI in Appendix J shows that there was no significant difference 
between the methods the respondents feel would best develop computer 
security knowledge and the number of employees directly supervised by the 
respondent. 
Respondent's Membership in Data Processing Professional 
Organizations. Table LXXXXVII in Appendix J shows that there was no 
significant difference between the methods the respondents feel would best 
develop computer security knowledge and the respondent's membership in 
data processing professional organization. 
Comparing Two Dependent Variables. Table LXXXXVIII in Appendix J 
shows that there was no significant difference between whether the 
respondent feels computer center employees should possess some knowledge 
about computer security and the methods the respondent feels would best 
develop computer security knowledge. 
Summary 
This chapter presented a detailed analysis of the results gathered 
from the study instrument. The analysis of the data obtained from the 
study instrument was divided into six sections: 
1. Frequency distributions that analyzed the use of electronic 
data processing by the respondent's firm, an analysis of the 
personal information about the respondent, and the analysis of 
the business information about the respondent. 
2. Rankings by means of computer security topics. 
3. Rankings by means of courses, both core and elective, from the 
DPMA Model Curriculum. 
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4. Cross tabulations of Sections 2 and 3 above where comparisons 
are made between demographic data (Sections I and II of 
questionnaire) and selected security topics and core and 
elective courses. 
5. Chi-squares on Section IV to test for significance. 
6. An Interpretative Summary of the respondents' narrative 
comments. 
The results of each item were tabulated and presented according to 
the frequency of occurence, accumulative frequency, percentage, and 
accumulative percentage. Two-way tables and the Chi-square test for 
significance were utilized in comparing and revealing relationships 
between selected items appearing in the study instrument. Specific 
results were summarized and reported through detailed discussions and 
tables shown with this chapter and Appendices G, H, I, and J. 
The summary, conclusions, and recommendations are presented in 
Chapter V. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLU.SlONS, ANO RECQMMENDATIONS 
., .. ,,.-
The past decade has seen the rapid development and proliferation of 
computers in organizations of all sizes and types. Often, as this growth 
proceeded, security w.a.s. not considered in the system design stages •. 
Except where security has been very obviously of major importance (e.g., 
in banking systems or top secret military or defense research projects) 
it has often been conveniently ignored by designers of computer systems./ 
The pr~blem of data security becomes even more paramount and com-
plex as our present office environment becomes increasingly automated. 
y..p,'•~,,;,c,'"'''' . ,,,.c.' 
Managers will have to be versatile .~ncLinnovative in "juggling" the 
demands of technology, information, and people. The threats to security 
become even more paramount as systems increase in complexity. 
In order for office personnel to be prepared for such roles, col-
leges and universities must begin to recognize the urgent need to 
enhance their curricula .. ~. including data security topics so that col-
lege graduates entering the business environment are cognizant of the 
importance of data security. In order to keep our curricula as current 
as possible, we must constantly assess whether or not we are meeting the 
needs of business and industry. 
Purpose and Design of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to provide information indicating 
whether computer center personnel feel college students in Computer 
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Information Systems (CIS) programs should become more aware of the 
importance of computer security. This was accomplished by an inter-
pretative analysis of data obtained from questionnaires mailed to DPMA 
members on the operational or data processing management level through-
out the United States. 
The Questionnaire 
To help achieve the purposes of this study, a six-page question-
naire was designed. The questionnaire was developed from a study of the 
literature, review of numerous other questionnaires, and consultations 
with various faculty members at Oklahoma State University. The 
questionnaire was mailed to 700 OPMA members throughout the United 
States in the Spring of 1984. A total of 299 or 43.8 percent, of the 
members contacted responded to the questionnaire. 
Analysis of the Data 
All the responses to the questionnaire were coded and analyzed 
using the SPSS-X statistical software package. Frequency counts and 
percentage relationships were utilized to analyze the descriptive data. 
Two-way tables and Chi-square tests for significance were used to ana-
lyze the comparison of selected items in the questionnaire. 
Review of Related Literature 
This study was designed to address the issue of computer security 
by analyzing the opinions of Data Processing Management Association mem-
bers concerning inclusion of security-related topics into the Computer 
Information Systems (CIS) curriculum. In order to assess these opinions 
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fully. a thorough review of related literature was conducted to address 
fully the two main emphasis areas: 
1. Review of computer security. 
2. Curricular concerns relating to computer security. 
Many articles have been written about computer security or curric-
ular concerns in the CIS program, but there is little evidence of tieing 
the two topics together. 
This study further extends knowledge of information systems educa-
tion by reporting in detail the opinions of DPMA members concerning the 
topic of incorporating computer security into an existing CIS program. 
to: 
Results of the Study 
The results of the study are summarized in five sections according 
1. An analysis of the use of electronic data processing by the 
respondent's firms, an analysis of the respondent's personal 
information, and an analysis of the business information about 
respondent. 
2. Rankings indicating the importance of selected computer 
security topics. 
3. Rankings indicating the importance of incorporating computer 
security into selected CIS courses. 
4. Comparisons of Topics and Courses to selected parts of the 
questionnaire. 
5. Chi-square tests for significance on selected items in the 
questionnaire. 
Analysis of the Use of EDP by the Respondent's 
Firm, Analysis of Respondent's Personal and 
Business Information 
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IBM tended to dominate the utilization of computer equipment being 
used in the respondent's computer center, with 45.9 percent, with IBM 
Model 4341 representing the largest share of the IBM model line, or 31.8 
percent. 
Fifty·n1ne percent of the respondent reported that their computer 
centers had 1 - 20 employees. 
The number of respondents who reported that their computer center 
had a designated person responsible for computer security was 48.6 per-
cent. The remaining 51.4 percent responded that they had no such person. 
Of the 48.6 percent of the respondents who reported that their com-
puter center did not have a designated person responsible for computer 
security, 22.1 percent had one person, 16.6 percent had two persons, and 
only 1.0 percent had seven or more persons. 
The title of person(s) directly responsible for computer security 
was listed as Operations Manager/Supervisor/Director in 40.4 percent of 
the responses and 17.1 percent in the Data Processing or Information 
Systems Di rector/Manager category. 11 0ther 11 titles were 1 i sted in 19. 2 
percent of the responses. 
Of the respondents who indicated that their computer center did not 
have a designated person responsible for computer security, 35.9 percent 
indicated that computer security is performed as part of other responsi-
bilities and NOT listed as a separate job function. 
Of the respondents, 19.7 percent indicated that their organization 
had no formal program in computer security, and 42.8 percent utilized 
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other methods of computer security analysis. 
Almost three-fourths, or 73.4 percent, of the respondents were in 
the data processing management category, and 10.0 percent were in the 
operational management category. 
Nearly one-third, or 30.7 percent, of the respondents have been in 
their present position from three to four years, over one-fourth, or 
26.6 percent, have been in their present position for more than six 
years. These figures indicate also that only 12.8 percent had been in 
their present position for less than one year. 
Nearly three-fourths of the respondents have been in a computer-
related position for more than ten years. Only 0.7 percent, or two 
respondents, had been in a computer-related position for less than one 
year. 
The highest educational level of the respondents showed that 22.1 
percent (nearly one-fourth} had some college work, but had not earned a 
degree. Eleven percent held an associate degree. Over one-third, 38.6 
percent, were awarded a Bachelor's Degree, and 16.9 percent held 
Master's Degrees. 
Almost one-third, 32.1 percent, held business degrees, and nearly 
one-fourth, 23.1 percent, held a degree in computer science or data 
processing. 
In order to gain knowledge in computer security, 42.9 percent of 
the respondents utilized self-education, 25.9 percent indicated that they 
attended seminars, 12.3 percent attended in-house seminars, 5.7 percent 
attended regular college or college extension courses, and 13.2 percent 
indicated that they had no training or education in data security. 
Over one-third, 29.0 percent, of the respondents reported that they 
directly supervised from one to five employees at the present time. 
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One-fifth, 19.0 percent, supervised from 6 to 10 employees, 12.1 percent 
supervised from 11 to 15 employees. Over 10 percent, 11. 7 percent, 
directly supervised more than 25 employees. 
Over three-fourths of the respondents, 77.9 percent, currently hold 
memberships in DPMA. 
Over half, 50.3 percent, of the 290 respondents indicated that they 
were familiar with the DPMA Model Curriculum. 
More than four-fifths, 85.5 percent, felt that computer center 
employees should possess some knowledge about computer security. 
Of the 14.5 percent who indicated that computer center employees 
do not need to possess computer security knowledge, over half, 53.5 per-
cent, indicated that computer security should be handled only by those 
who are directly involved in administering security programs. More than 
two-fifths, or 43.7 percent, indicated that it is not necessary for most 
employees to possess security information in order to efficiently per-
form their jobs. 
When questioning the respondents concerning the best methods to 
develop computer security knowledge, over one-third, 39.0 percent, felt 
that a complete course in computer security in addition to incorporation 
of computer security topics in the CIS curriculum would best accomplish 
this desired knowledge. Those favoring incorporation ONLY represented 
37.2 percent. Only 6.9 percent indicated that a complete course ONLY 
would be best. 
Rankings of Selected Computer Security 
Topi cs by Means 
When asked to rank the importance of selected topic areas that 
might be considered for inclusion in the Computer Information Systems 
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Curriculum relating to the topic of computer security, the top five 
topics were: Overview of Computer Security, Disaster Protection, EDP 
Controls and Audit, Software Protection, and Fire Protection. All five 
topics had a mean of over 4.0 on a 1 - 5 scale, where 5 represented Very 
Important. 
Rankings of Inclusion of Computer Security Into 
Selected Courses in the CIS Curriculum 
When asked to rank the importance of including elements of computer 
security into selected courses in the DPMA Model Curriculum, the top 
five courses, ranked by means, were CIS-13, EDP Audit and Controls; 
CIS-6, Database Program Development; CIS-7, Applied Software Development 
Project; CIS-12, Distributed Data Processing; and CIS-15, Information 
Resource Management. 
Comparisons of Topics and Courses to 
Selected Parts of the Questionnaire 
The top five topics and top five courses were then compared to 
selected items in the questionnaire to indicate a thorough breakdown of 
opinions of the DPMA respondents in each of these topics and courses. A 
detailed listing of this breakdown is given in Chapter IV. The break-
downs for topics and courses other than the top five are shown in 
Appendices G, H, and I. 
Chi-square Tests for Significance 
Selected independent variables were compared to two dependent 
variables: 
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1. The respondent's ilyes" or 11 no 11 response as to whether they feel 
computer center employees should possess some knowledge about 
computer security. 
2. Methods respondents feel would best develop computer security 
knowledge. 
There was a significant difference at the .05 level between whether 
the respondent feels computer center employees should possess some 
computer security knowledge and the respondent's length of time in a 
computer-related position. The "yes" responses in the 3 - 4 years 
category were 2.1 percent compared to 1. 7 percent in the 11 no 11 category. 
The "yes" responses in the 5 - 6 years category were 4. 5 percent 
compared to .7 percent in the 11 no 11 category. The "yes" responses in the 
7 - 10 years category were 12.2 percent compared to 2.1 percent in the 
11 no 11 category. In the over 10 years category, the 11yes 11 responses were 
65. 6 percent and the 11 no 11 responses were 9. 0 percent. It would appear 
that the longer persons are employed in computer-related positions, the 
more concerned they become about computer security. 
There was a significant difference at the .05 level between whether 
the respondent feels computer center employees should possess some knowl-
edge about computer security and whether the respondents have utilized 
some type of education or training areas in computer security. Of the 
"yes" respondents, 7.6 percent had utilized regular college courses or 
college extension courses, compared to only 1. 0 percent of the 11 no 11 
respondents. The 11yes 11 respondents utilized in-house training programs 
presented by a member of their organization in 13.5 percent of the 
responses, compared to 1.4 percent of the 11 no 11 respondents. The 11yes 11 
respondents indicated they utilized seminars offered by other private 
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companies and presented by a member of the respondent's organization's 
staff, including vendor-sponsored seminars, was 23.9 percent, compared 
to 2.1 percent of the "no" respondents. The respondents who indicated 
that they utilized self-education (i.e., independent reading and study) 
was 27.0 percent for 11yes 11 and 4.5 for 11 no 11 • Those indicating no 
training/education in data security were 13. 5 percent for 11yes 11 
responses and 5.5 percent for 11 no 11 responses. These figures would seem 
to indicate that those respondents who have utilized some method of edu-
cation/training in computer security also fee1 that computer center 
employees should possess some knowledge of computer security (85.8 per-
cent for those who responded 11yes 11 compared to 14. 5 percent for those 
who responded 11 no 11 ). 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
The following conclusions and recommendations are based on the 
results of the descriptive analysis of responses by DPMA members in the 
data processing or operational management category and on the review of 
related literature. 
1. The review of related literature indicated that managers in the 
future will have to be versatile and innovative in meeting the demands 
of technology, information, and people. As these threats to computer 
security become more numerous, managers may need a larger base of knowl-
edge in order to perform their jobs effectively. 
2. The review of related literature indicated that sources of 
threats to computer security encompass virtually all areas in the 
computer environment. Measures should be instituted to ensure that all 
areas are sufficiently covered in order to insure an efficient on-going 
security program. 
3. The review of related literature indicated that students in 
university and college business and computer courses are presently 
offered very little in terms of computer security awareness. 
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4. The review of related literature indicated that programs must 
be designed to give the student a broad-based background with a high 
emphasis on new technological equipment found in the business office. 
5. The review of related literature repeatedly verified the extent 
of computer abuse but also indicates that there are no accurate esti-
mates of the total losses to business and to the government each year 
through computer crimes as many companies and agencies are reluctant to 
admit vulnerability. Estimates of reported breaches range from 10 to 20 
percent of the total number of violations occurring each year. 
6. The review of the related literature indicated the fact that 
today's organizations are dependent upon data processing services, 
creating a unique vulnerability for many organizations never before 
experienced in the business environment. 
7. The review of related literature indicated that computer 
security training and awareness encompasses two groups: those who imple-
ment, maintain, and operate the system; and those who use the system. 
8. The review of the related literature indicated that the DPMA 
Model Curriculum does suggest more than a superficial view of the 
security problem, particularly in the EDP Audit course. 
9. One of the pilot study respondents in~icated that computer 
security should be taught as an attitude rather than as a technology as 
most businesses have common attitudes toward data security but the 
technology can vary between companies and vendors. 
10. Additional comments provided by some of the respondents 
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indicated that the knowledge of computer security can best be attained 
on-the-job, not in a college classroom. One respondent felt that the 
most effective way to gain knowledge was to experience a disaster. 
11. Other respondents, conversely, indicated in their additional 
comments that computer security should be included in all computer or 
data processing education. 
12. The presence of "small shops" of 1 to 20 employees represented 
over half of the computer centers in this study. 
13. Less than half of the respondents surveyed had a designated 
person directly responsible for computer security, with most reporting 
only one or two persons responsible according to their stated job 
descriptions. Over one-third indicated that computer security was per-
formed as part of other duties and not listed as a separate job function. 
This would seem to indicate that many computer centers are not fully 
addressing the issue of computer security to meet current demands. 
14. There is a tendency for persons to view computer security as 
more of an important issue when they have been employed in computer-
related positions for longer periods of time. 
15. Almost half of the respondents gained computer security know-
ledge through self-education, rather than through formal education 
channels. 
16. There is a tendency for those utilizing some type of training 
or education in computer security to feel that computer center 
employees should possess some knowledge about computer security. 
17. Only half of the respondents were familiar with an information 
systems model curriculum, thus indicating that more interaction between 
computer professionals and educators may be necessary in order to 
develop the knowledges needed by computer center employees. 
18. A large majority of respondents, over 80 percent, indicated 
that computer center employees should possess some knowledge about 
computer security. 
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19. To best accomplish this computer security knowledge base in 
the CIS curriculum, two methods were preferred by the respondents: a 
complete course in computer security in addition to incorporation of 
computer security topics in the CIS curriculum; and incorporation into 
the existing curriculum only. 
20. The top five topics chosen by the respondents to be included 
in the Computer Information Systems Curriculum relating to the topic of 
computer security were: Overview of Computer Security, Disaster 
Protection, EDP Controls and Audit, Software Protection, and Fire 
Protection. 
21. Computer security should be included in the following CIS 
courses: EDP Audit and Controls, Database Program Development, Applied 
Software Development Project, Distributed Data Processing, and 
Information Resource Management. 
22. Based on these findings, the researcher recommends that the 
CIS curriculum should be constantly assessed and evaluated by both edu-
cators and practitioners in ~rder to coordinate desired data processing 
and computer knowledge levels. 
Recommendations for Future Research 
1. Similar studies should be conducted to obtain information 
concerning the opinions of educators concerning inclusion of computer 
security in the CIS curriculum. Groups to be considered might be 
educators in the colleges of business, educators in CIS programs, or 
educators in Computer Science Programs. 
2. Data processing professionals should be surveyed to obtain 
information on the changing technology and the effects those changes 
have on computer security curriculum. 
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3. Similar studi~s could be conducted to obtain information con-
cerning the opinions of management-level employees, outside the computer 
center, concerning inclusion of computer security toptcs. in the CIS 
curriculum • 
. ~/ 
4. Opinions should be sought from computer security practitioners 
concerning their opinions that the inclusion of computer security topics 
in the CIS curriculum. The Computer Security Institute would be a sug-
gested group to be utilized for this particular study. 
5. Information concerning the opJnions of data processing profes-
sionals about computer security, should be obtained, utilizing a less 
select group, such as a DPMA general membership listing. 
6. Similar studies should be conducted to obtain information con-
cerning the opinions of data processing professionals concerning com-
puter security, utilizing selected industries, such as banking, 
governmental agencies, attorneys, public service agencies, manufac-
turing, in order to ascertain whether the type of operation influences 
the opinions of the respondents. 
7. Studies to obtain information concerning the inclusion of com-
puter security into other model curricula, such as ACM and IEEE should 
be undertaken. 
8. Studies should be conducted to compare one type of group's 
opinions with another group's opinions, i.e. educators compared to 
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management, urban compared to rural setting, and "small shops" compared 
to "large s.hops". 
9. In-depth studies should be conducted seeking the opinions of 
the respondents concerning the topics to be included. A thorough, 
inclusive list of topics, along with their complete descriptions, should 
be utilized for this study in order t9- prevent overlap and duplication. 
10. More studies are needed to determine the computer security 
knowledge needed by graduates of both CIS programs and College of Busi-
ness programs. 
11. An in-depth study concentrating on the areas of microcom-
puters, teleprocessing, telecommunications, remote job entry, distrib-
uted data processing, and data communications should be conducted to 
detennine the effect of computer security considerations on these 
rapidly growing technologies. 
12. In-depth studies should be conducted in all the suggested 
course areas in the DPMA Model Curriculum and ACM Model Curriculum to 
detennine the effectiveness and usefulness of these two models. 
13. Methodology of teaching CIS courses should be addressed in 
further research to determine the best methods to instill the knowledge 
needed by CIS graduates. 
14. Studies about all aspects of computer security, and the effect 
violations have on the general public, should be conducted to keep pace 
with our increasingly automated environment. Issues to be considered 
might be legal ramifications of computer security, privacy and confi-
dentiality considerations, and cost effectiveness of security and 
violations. 
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ESTABLISHING A COMPUTER SECURITY PROGRAM 
The Need for Computer Security 
In the 30 years that electronic computers have been in commercial 
use, they have completely changed the way most business and 11overnlllent 
organizations operate. The explosive growth in the use of powerful yet 
inexpensive microcomputers in recent years promises to make computer-
processed information even more central to the functioning of all 
organizations, not just the largest. Yet as we make the transition to 
an information-based society, many organizations and managers are simply 
not aware of the need to protect the information--and the information-
processing systems (both hardware and software)--which are their life-
blood. • 
When an organization I s computer systems are "down, 11 many of its 
business activities will cease to function unless adequate provision for 
alternative processing has been made. If this downtime is extended, the 
organization 1 s survival may be at stake. Equally important are controls 
over the information which is processed and stored in computer systems. 
It is vitally important to prevent unauthorized access to your files and 
to detect improper use, modification, or destruction of your data. Your 
information may well be one of your most valuable assets, even more 
important than your organization's customers, property, or 11 hard 11 
assets. 
Thus you must recognize at the outset that establishing a computer 
security program will not be easy. There will be resistance from people 
who don't understand what you are doing, and you will have to educate 
them to the need for security. And no matter how technically excellent 
a computer security program you may establish, it will not function with 
proper effectiveness unless it has the support of both top manaqement 
and the broad end-user community. 
With that in mind, let's turn to a useful though simplified 
description of the major steps to take in starting a program of computer 
security in your organization. 
STARTING THE PROGRAM 
Assign Responsibility 
Choose an individual to serve as EDP systems security officer with 
overall responsibility for EDP security. If your company is small or 
medium size, you probably will not have someone handle this responsi-
bility on a full-time basis. However, assignment of this role is 
essential. 
1J8 
Perform a Risk Analysis 
Before corrective action can be taken. make a thm·u1H;tl Jr1.11ysis of 
your risk exposures: 
*Identify vul nerabil i ti es and threats. What effoct wo .. 11 d a 
disruption of EDP operations have on your company? Wllat 
would be the effect of loss or destruction of vital records? 
What about the disclosure of trade secrets or other propri-
etary data? After all loss potentials are identified, evalu-
ate the threats that could produce those losses .•. fire, 
power failure, flood, communication and air conditioning mal-
functions, unethical employees, unintentional errors by local 
employees. 
*Estimate probabilities of occurrence. What are the chances of 
these hazards occurring? For some threats, estimating can be 
relatively easy, e.g., fire, tornado, power outage. Others 
can be more difficult as in the case of fraud and sabotage. 
*Quantify and prioritize loss potential. This final exercise 
attaches dollar values to the loss potentials previously 
identified thus making it easier to evaluate, compare, and 
prioritize. 
Conduct a Cost/Benefit Analysis 
The risk analysis output ties directly into the evaluation of Vdri-· 
ous risk reducing alternatives. How do you determine whether a proposed 
security system or procedure is cost-effective? By comparing the cost 
of the alternative to the potential loss it is expected to reduce or 
eliminate. Rational decisions can now be made as to the appropriate-
ness of physical access control systems, back-up power, fire protection 
and other remedial alternatives. 
Determine Insurance Requirements 
When protection systems and control procedures do not reduce the 
risk to an acceptable level, the residual risk is transferred to an 
insurance underwriter. With the results of the risk analysis, you will 
be in a position to make an intelligent judgement on the amount of 
insurance required. 
Establish a Disaster Recovery Plan 
Even after prudent measures have been taken, there exists the pos-
sibility of a breach in security. You need a contingency plan to 
establish a state of preparedness, and a capability to react immediately 
in a controlled and methodical way. Tasks should be clearly defined, 
rank-ordered in terms of priority, and they should be well documented 
and well practiced. 
Monitor the Safeguards 
Once you have accomplished all of the abov(: t,1~ks, ct ,n,:iidtorinfi 
mechanism should be instituted. It should verify that l:ontrol prc,ce-
dures are operable and the various automatic security systems are 'in 
working order and capable of performing when called upon. 
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In short, keeping the "big picture 11 in focus rEqufres a clear 
understanding of the role data processing plays in supporting day-to-<1;1y 
operations ••• and an understanding that its loss could be 
catastrophic. Prudent measures must be taken to assure smooth anrt 
uninterrupted operation of the EDP function. When you're dealing with 
hundreds of thousands or millions of dollars worth of assets, the patch-
work, piecemeal approach to computer security is not good enough. An 
effective program does not happen by chance. It requires detailed. 
time-consuming planning, funding, and a corm1itment from ail levels with-
in the organization. However, if done conscientiously, and with the 
blessing of top management, it will result in the most efficient use of 
resources and minimal 11 surprises. 11 
20 KEY QUESTIONS YOU SHOULD BE ASKING 
To get a feel for how well you are now protecting your informa-
tional assets, here's a list of useful security questions. 
*Is access to your computer room, tape-disc library and forms 
storage areas denied to personnel other than those who have a 
business need to enter? 
*Does at least one person function as librarian on each shift, 
and is that person responsible for maintaining up-to-ddte library 
records and enforcing data file access controls? 
*Is there any centralized control over the selection, acquisition, 
and use of personal computers and micro software within your 
organization? 
*Are external labels affixed to all tapes and disc packs, and ran-
dom samples periodically taken to verify that the label properly 
identifies the contents? 
*Are data processing employees prohibited from initiating original 
accounting transactions, adjustments, corrections? 
*Have you identified individual programmers or other technical 
personnel who are in a position to inflict significant harm to the 
organization or on whom the organization is excessively dependent? 
*Do employees take scheduled vacations to provide an opportunity to 
expose unauthorized practices? 
*Overall, do management policies and p1·uclic.:::. d~11t .. H,Str'dte ii 
genuine concern for personnel welfare? 
Vi O 
*Do you know who in your organization is ll5 i nq I" r'~,ona 1 computers 
to access data which is maintained at your ce1,tral com;,uter 
facility? 
*What protection is afforded organization data whicl1 is downloaded 
from your mainframe to distributed minis and micros? Are local 
access controls adequate? What about control over reports, floppy 
disks, etc.? 
*Do you use a formal change procedure requiring dual si~1nature 
authorizations to control systems applications software and 
modifications? 
*Would the organization prosecute employees found guilty of a 
serious premeditated criminal act against the organization? 
*Is an automatic fire extinguishing system ·installed in the 
computer room, forms storage room, tape-disc library? 
*ls your internal audit function well versed in computer controli 
and security, and does it work closely with computer security 
personnel to improve the overall security program? 
*For all major financial applications, is there an audit trail 
diagram and/or description clearly indicating how a transaction 
may be traced through the system? 
*Does internal auditing and/or the security function receive 
standardized reports of cash and inventory differences, high-
dollar transactions, large inventory usages and other unusual, 
inconsistent or suspicious activity? 
*Do customer files contain decoy names and addresses for the 
purpose of detecting unauthorized use of those files? 
*Have you completed a disaster recovery plan .•• has it been 
given a full-scale test ••• and did it work? 
*Does backup planning include the identification of all critical 
data, programs and documentation that would be necessary to 
support essential tasks during a disaster recovery period? 
*As your computer systems (both hardware and software) change over 
time, are your security programs and contingency plans revised 
accordingly? 
*Copyright (c) 1983 by Computer Security Institute. Reprinted with 
permission. 
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APPENDIX B 
DPMA (DATA PROCESSING MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION) MODEL ClJl{fUCUUJM 
Required Courses: 
C ISl: Introduction to Computer-Based Systems. A genera 1 computer 
education course for all students at the lower di vi 5 ion. 
CIS2: Applications Program Development I. Introduction to COBOL 
at the lower division. 
CIS3: Applications Program Development II. Advanced COBOL at the 
1 ower division. 
CIS4: System Analysis Methods. An introduction to the systems 
life cycle at the lower division. 
CIS5: Structured Systems Analysis and Design. Advanced systems 
design at the upper division. 
CIS6: Database Program Development. Introduction to database 
management systems at the upper division. 
CIS7: AppHed Software Development Project. A capstone course 
with a comprehensive systems development project. 
Supporting Courses (all upper division): 
CIS8: Software and Hardware Concepts. A survey of the relation-
ships between hardware architecture, systems software, and 
applications software. 
CIS9: Office Automation. Automation and the office environment. 
CISlO: Decision Support Systems. A study of decision support 
systems theory. 
CISll: Advanced Database Concepts. Data modeling, systems 
development, and data base administration. 
CIS12: Distributed Data Processing. Introduction to distributed 
systems. 
CIS13: EDP Audit and Controls. An introduction to controls and 
EDP auditing. 
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CIS14: Information Systems Planning. An intror1uctfon to the 11se 
of information systems in strategic planning. 
CIS15: Information Resource Management. A seminar on the 
management of the information systems resource. 
Business Support Courses: 
BUSl: Financial Accounting Principals. 
BUS2: Managerial Accounting Principals. 
BUS3: Quantitative Methods. 
BUS4: Principles of Management. 
BUSS: Principles of Marketing. 
BUS6: Principles of Finance. 
BUS7: Organizational Behavior. 
BUS8: Production and Operations Management (Vanecek ana Guynes, 
1981-82). 
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ACM (ASSOCIATION OF COMPUTER MACHINERY) 
MODEL CURRICULUM 
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APPENDIX C 
ACM (ASSOCIATION OF COMPUTER MACHINERY) MODEL CURRICULUM 
PREREQUISITES/PREMAJOR/FUNCTIONAL AREA REQUIREMENTS (the AACSB Common 
Body of Knowledge Courses are at this level): 
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Pl: Computer Programming. Introduce the student to computer 
programming using a common high-level algorithmic language (implies FORTRAN or PASCAL). 
P2: Quantitative Methods. To introduce the concept and use a 
wide range of analytical models. 
Information Systems Technology: 
ISl: Computer Systems Concepts. Introduction to hardware and 
systems software. 
IS2: Program, Data, and File Structures. A combination of data 
structures, file handling, and COBOL (or PL/1) programming. 
IS4: Data Management. Introduction to database management 
systems. 
IS6: Data Communications, Networks, and Distributed Processing. 
Introduces the student to distributed systems and 
teleprocessing. 
IS7: Modeling and Decision Systems. An introduction to modeling 
and decision support systems. 
Information Systems Concept in Organization: 
IS3: Systems and Information Concepts in Organizations. 
Introduction to systems theory, information flow, and the 
nature of information systems. 
IS5: Information Analysis. Introduction to the systems life 
cycle and systems analysis. 
ISS: Systems Design. A rigorous approach to systems design and 
specification is covered. 
IS9: Information System Policy and Administration. Evaluation of 
administrative and management issues in the information 
systems function. 
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ISlO: Systems Development Project. Capstone course consisting of 
a systems development project. 
APPENDIX D 
PILOT STUDY 
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Oklaho-,na State [J;rive1·situ 11,·1,1;,1·1 
'"'{,'1j 11 ,,.,, 
COLLEC.f. Of BUSINlSS ADMINISl l<A llOr./ 
Dear: 
This 111 to reqmrnt y,mr aliiilat,u,cs: 1:; ,,,w1,l,tlq; 1, pl.I I ut,Jdy '-'i' 
the attached quest1onn11ire c,ni,:t>rutng ,hta 11H1.:UdL)i c,,r,lc:ulu ... 
co1111ider11tion11. 
The target group for thltl 8Lt1Lly w1 l l l,c t,I•() u.-:wlc:r.; ul Ll,e l)c,1« 
Proceaa1ng Management A.rnociat1011 tLrnt:!\ho,,c the lln1 ted :,la tee,;. T lt:tH! 
members will be randomly oelected tr,im appr())d,mately 16,000 memb,.rn 
in the Data Processing Manag<!ua.ccnt or Upcr~,tiaua hai>agem;;nt ,at,?~ory. 
Would you please aasi.it ui; in ,mr atte,i.p to mal<i:! certi.Jn that th, 
cover letter and questionnai~e M(d cledt ea to purµOtie •nd deliircd 
ret1ponae. Your 11u~ge;ition11 will Le .. edoualy co111ddercd bafore uuiilint, 
out the questionnaire to the targated gruup, Pleaea mark )I.Ur 
1rngge11tlons or changes dil'ectly Oil the c,,ver letter and quet1tiu11nairc o,· 
attach a separate sheet, 
Thank you very much for taking ti.me trorn yo1.r buuy tid,eclldt lu 
assist uli in our research efforts. Your participation ia greatly 
appreciated. A stamped, eelf-addret1sed envelope 1a enclot1ed for 
l't!turning your completed rctipOntie ou or before _!::~'.!:!:'.:!."!:.)'. ,~L.1. __ 1984,. l I 
yuu have any questiona, pleaue call me ut 1,05-624-7559. 
KAF/vet 
Enclosure 
MEMORANDUM 
DATE February 11, 1984 
TO 
FROM 
SUl:IJECT 
Karen A. Forcht 
Pilot Study Queetionndiru 
'rhis 1& to re,1u0Hl your 1HHJ'1eitt1.tH't: ln C111iqdtd J,,cl ;J p1J,it ciluJy cf 
th•l attached que11tio11naJ1e c011<.:e11,t,1u dt1t" .. ecurlty cacdculum 
co,u,1der.ation•• 
The target group t,,1· ltd,i .. tu<ly will hd &00 mei11b«n• ot ll,., 1;,.1,. 
Procu1111ing Mon«tt:m,rnt At1ilocla,1.un th,oui!huut tilt! UuJ t .. J :iUJUH.i. Tliuue 
members will be rund<)lnly ""lect<1d fnlm lip1n·oid111acely 16,(HH) 1111:ml,<Jtli 
in the Data Procea11ing Mu1u1iemt:nt ot· OpetatJ.un11 Munagem1ont <.:llte;;,:;iy, 
Would you please asaht u11 ii, oot attemµt to 1uakcl cern.i11 that Lt1c 
cover letter and questionnaire ttre clear aa to p,1rpo1;e and desJ red 
response. Your suggestions will b1: seriously contddercd before maJllng 
out the questionnaire to the t,Hgeted ~L"oup. Please mark your 
suggestions or changes directly on the cover letter and •1uesLionnalre 01 
attach a separate sheet. 
Thank you very much f01· t.aldng t u,,e from your buisy ud,e,1tde to 
assist us in our research efrorts. Your participation is greatly 
appreciated. A stamped, ael f-addr.:ased ,,nvelope is enc lo,rnd for 
returning your completed rei.ponise on or before: Februrlr,t_27..__ l9iJ4. lf 
you have any questiona, please call me at 40'.l-624-7559, 
KAF/vet 
Enclosure 
2 U3 
t..04 
This questionnaire is a survey of DPAA 111emt .. r,1 t,Q ,;;,c;n-.r.1ne ord nl.ona cvncernin\J 
inclusion of d4ta 11ecurity topics into the Coati.,ut~r lnt',;ruti,:m ElyaU,11d1 i'r.ug .. us in 
collegiate schools of bu111neaa. For tha "urpo•• of .:lu·ificat:.ior,, COl!it>utcr liioiicu,it:y m•y 
b• defined All ar>.'J activity that involv•s th• functh,na .;f 11voidal\oo, d•t•i:·ra.nce, 
prevention, detection, recovery, an.I correction ot ,lat• •" that p1·1vaoy and sei:mr.'ity 1.:st 
the data and CMi\U.(lllMtnt are not violated, 
Pl•••• C0111pl11te the qW1stionnair11 kly checlf.i119 t.1u1> Cfps:<:>i.-1ria.to & 1u1pon11a, Your 
pa.rticipation in this survey is 9J:ea-c.ly •t1Pl'uciatAcl. 
1. BUSINESS lNFORHATlON 
This portion of the queationnabe v,..:c.ain;, to th11 I.Life oi! •lcct~·cnto d&t:.& prac .. u,in<J 
by your fi1:111. 
1. What ~ an<l ~ of corapuuu: du you 1,r ..... ant.lll <1tau,1 for yo,u opo;,.-ation? 
(Pl•••• list all IDOdal• uaed if you.r ocgani:utLm utiUs;,a 111on1 than an•l· 
2. Uov -ny pll><>ple At'• pr•••ntly -.iloy•<1 in y,,1.1c 5-.)2!~~~.!!....f;:!!~.!::!.:.1 (li'le••• ch,h>k 
Ol"Ui) • 
l• Do•• your occaput•i- oontoa: hav• • ~,!:.!:!~~!.:.! peu1<M(•> dJ.c•ct.ly 1·••.,o,u111.b1• fuc 
data ••curity? (i'haoe oh11cll. ~l 
•• ___ Y11a (lf yea, please cG111plet'il nl.lllll.,u 4 1rn,1 5 b41low) 
b. _wo (If no, plea•• 111kip 4 &tul S aud COlll£>1.ote n\ll!Wet 6 t..l,,,..l 
4, How 111.11ny people in your organi&atior. 1u:u <licectly r,u,pr;nait,le for o,:imput. .. 1: 
aacurity? 
5, Title ot person(•) directly responaibl1a> tor do!it.& a .. c.-.u: i 1;,y. ( i•laA"iil chack all 
that Apply)• 
•· ___ security Analyst 
b. Operation• Analy•t 
c, Dirotctor ot OAtA El<11uu.d.ty 
6, Answer thia qWtation ONLY it you a;;l e,st .. d tlil i-> ~.~i:- l ... wv.i. ( li'l.eaa• ctlotGk 
all that apply). 
&. ___ Data Security function ia p,u-f~n·,».1:1<1 as pan; c.,f ot.hor te.,1COtlllibilitiiu1 
and NO't liatt11d &111 • 1u,p,u;,.te j)b 1!ur,ot1.on. 
b. ___ W@ have no ~ progrA111 in dAt« iit.cu.d.ty. 
c. ___ consultants are utilizod tor data 1tt1CUI J.ty ~naiyaie i,u:q,,..,,.., •. 
d. ___ Othdr llliilthoda of dilta a.i.;v.r1 t.'/ 1mAlyai11 art. utili&6d. il.iiA4• •1i40if~ 
below. 
II, Pt:RSONhL UlFORMA'l' IOU 
This l:").ttion of the qoostimmo21r• l'.>drtai.n11 t-> y,>1.r ..,.,, .. u.,.id ..... 1 od•.;.:at: l"n"l 
background, 
1, I'le11se in<iic,1te yow: preaerlt poBition1 .. 
il• _oatil Proc-.w11ing Mana9<11~ni:: 
b, Opecational Mana9emant 
c::, -Secwcity Analy111: 
d. Othar (Pla&alil apecify bl.low) 
il, ___ l.,li!i thiln 1 'j1Hr d. ~-b yea,11 
b, -~-1-, years •· --··-··· mars. th•« ti i, .. ,n • 
c, ~3-4 years 
3, How long have you been employed in a co.n1>1n:tu:-1.·a1 ... t..;J i.;1111t:Lc,. (Ji'} »lllol<. in.;cl,,,1', u, .. 
tilll.e in y..iuc pcea,mt po11ition in thi• tot .. l). 
a. 
---
laila than year d, s~u ,_,,,_, ___ ., 
b, 1-2 Y"'drll ti' --- .• 1-·10 
c. __ 3-4 ye1u·11 f, ____ ma1.• 
4, I'le.s11e indic.st ... yow: highoot oducat tonAl 1 .. ,..,1, 
a, -~-High School Graduate 
b, _s..,,...a collegu wurk 
c, Aw1tociate Oegree 
d, ---Vacatlonal/'l'cade School Cen;l.ticital:e 
•· -B.,.ch.,l.or'¥ P••Jt'uot 
t, ___ M.a .. totr'11 o .. gr .. e 
g, ___ uoctaral Degree 
y@i.r11 
Yl.>&lCil 
tii&lt IO y .. ,. .... 
h, ___ Other (Plea1;1e epecify in du, tol.lo"'h"l .. f'"'''"'' __ -··~-------- -----------·--
5, l>leaae indic<lte it you hav<1 utili:.tu,t Afl;f ot' thu followi.n,;i u,i,ic~t, o,i.,l ,;,r 1a·a.l.nin';) 
are .. s in catuput"'r lf(;ICUX'ity. (Pl;,;,o:ute chack ,.1.1 u,at apply). 
a., ___ Regular college cowiaea 01· college oxt.,n1:1J.on c;,11.a::1uH1 
b. ___ In-tioust> trainin9 prognm1• (•t·uQent"'d by a :r.timh&r of :.,.c1H urc; .. rd.<l.tion 
C, ___ Vundot-llJ!Olll,o.tud 11wuin<ic1t 
d, ____ s.,iuinaca of tered by oth,;r pr iv . tt .. '")11>.l>AOi<>a .... ct i;,r••o.11tu,l t,y a ..... mL.ar ot 
thuir a. tatt 
e, ___ 5elt-.:ctuc&tion ( i, e, 1.nddp.,nd.;1,t .,u . .Ji n<J aa,1 Bl:'->d'.I') 
t, ___ No train1.n9/otdu,~at.1.on in dat& suowc i ty 
a. ___ none ... lb-:lO 
b, 1-5 t. 21-25 
---c, ___ 6-10 9, ··--111•,Xtl t.llail ,;!! 
d. 11-15 
---
1, Please check the dat.4 processing prof.;u,.1oi.e1L or911ui:.11tl.cm u, ,11;id1 ,'•Ju. curr .. ndy hol<l 
meu1buri.hl.ps, 
a. ___ DPMA 
b, ACM 
c, ll11le1 Sec,niL\, 11 .... tltut.u 
cl, =---Otl1er (Pllll•hui. ei,ecity) 
---·-----.... -----..... -----·-··--------·----~-
--·-·--~------....... ~----.... ............. 
a. Ar• you familiar with any of th• foll011in9 Computer lnfonuacion s,.,.1. .. ,"11, ~ddl 
Cl.Ir r1 OU lUIIIII? 
____:,•• _no 
____:,•• ___ no 
____:,•• _no 
Thi• portion of the queetionnaire reque•t• your opioioru, concer .. 1. .. g th• mu,d t .. 1:· 
d4ta aewrit.y knowl.acl(Jlt by peraona em1>loyed in c0111put1u· c•nc•r•· 
1. Do you feel c0111puter center •ployeea should po11•••• 80Dlt knowl.ailil"\ about 
computer aecurity? 
•· ___:,ea (if yea, pl•••• 90 to Section IV ~low) 
b. _no (if no, pl•••• anawe:r the follow.i.n<J qua;,tt,m a;,<t th•n ,..., t.o 
Section Von p,a9e 6). 
2. If your reaponae to nWlll>er 1 above waa no, pl•••• anawei- l.luo f'>llowin9 
queationa. (Pl•••• ohedt all tluit apply). 
3 
a. _lt 1• not. neoeaaary for lllOat ~lo:t••• t.o po•••11• ••oukit:; ir,fon&Ati.nn 
in order to effia1•ntly r,.rfo.1111 their joba effi~iently. 
b. Oat.a ••our1ty aho11ld b4I handled only by thoH ""10 1u·e din<J!lX .lnvolv•d 
~in adllliniaterin9 .. ourity pr09rama. 
c. _Other (Pl•••• 11p,1cify) 
PUASli: GO 'l'O Sli:CTION V 00 PAG.S 6. 
IV. ANALYSIS OF DATA SECURITY TOPICS 
( To be COlllplir.tad ONLY by thoae reapondent• who ,;:becked lf•H in ~eiUDWer 1 abcv•) • 
Since you have indicated a •yea" reaponee in Section III, it8lt• 1 above, plaaso 
answer the following que•tions conoernin11 data aecurity lmowle.d9u need&d by 
gradu11.ttu1 of Computor lnforiu.tion S:tat-• progrAIIIII in the colleglate dChu.:.111 of 
busineea so that skilla and knowledge needed for ccaput.u: canter 811'oploy<1&a c.11.n b;, 
determined. 
1. Ple.ase indicate the iJaporta.nce of the following topic Areaa that 11>i'ijht b6 
considered for incluaion in the C0111puter Infocm4tion ayetoaa C.u-iicUlWII relatin\J 
to the topic of computer aeuuxity. 
1>lo11ae us the follawing ratin~ B(;al•1 
- Vety lmport&nt 
2 - Iil4p0rt,u,t 
3 - Aver•g• Imr,ortanco 
4 - unilllport,mt 
5 - very unimport11nt 
•• ___ overview of computt1r 11@curity 
h. COU1pany data oecurity programa 
c. ---£mbtJZoa:loawmt1 Oet11ction and Control 
d. ---EDP Controla 
•• Auditing 
f. ___ i>rogra,a Error 
g. ___ op.rcotor Error 
0, 
P• 
q. 
r. 
II• 
_crypt.o<,Jro.jilt.ic ·1.,c;hn 1,1u,u1 
Proteotion11 wilan 1.ua.l.ng 11a.u. vie.a 
---buroau11 
'tiau.11-ah,u::in':I 1,1 ot.oct iu1111 
Protection ar,d _..,111111.;-y 
con11iderationa 
___ Oth11n (Ploaa,e lh,tl 
207 
h. ___ l'rogcallllller Fraud 
------------------·---·-·-i. Operator Fraud 
j. Software Protection 
k. --~-HarJwaru Protection 
l. ~ire Protection 
m, Ois11ster Protection 
n, ~Insurance againet loas 
2. Which of the following method& do yol.l feel would~ develop COlllput.or auour!ty 
knowledge? 
a. ___ Campletu coursu in data aeourity in addition to incorpor4t1on ,)f d.tl.ta 
•ecurity topics in the Computer Infor111&tion Syat811Ui Curricul\lJII, 
b, C()(Jlplete courea in dilta security ONLt, 
c. ---Incorporation of data security t.opic11 into the current cour1uu in t.h .. 
-----Information Processing Curricul'Lllll ONLY· 
d, ____ Othdr method (Please 11peoify). 
J. Pleas .. ind.icate your opinion regarding thu importance of including ulomenu1 of 
COlllputer Security into tho following courses within the Clll CurriculU1111 
Course titles 4nd descriptiona ars taken from DPMA Model CurrioulUlll for:_Un,for\i!.2.2.:!~.! 
Coiuput<1r Information Systems Education, 1901, pag@a 11-13, 
Please uae the following rating acale1 
- Very Important 
2 - Important 
3 - Average Importance 
4 - Unimport,mt 
5 - Very Wlimportant 
Core Courses 
a. ____J::IS-1 INTkODUCTION TO COKPU'l'Ek-BASEO S'/STli:KS 
• ., , ,An i.ntroduction to c0111puters and data processing taught "" " ':lon .. ntl 
education co.irse for all etudents (lower division). 
b, ___ CIS-2 APPLICA'rlONS PROGkAM DEVELOPMENT I 
•• , .A beginning computer problem solving and progrillllllling cuYl'.11 .. u11in':I CObOL 
as the vehicle language (lower division), 
c. CIS-3 APPLICATIONS PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT II 
---•••• An advAnced comput@r probl. .. eol.vint:i and pr09ruuaini cu.u.:•• =ing Coll.OS.. 
I lOMOe tfrteteet .. ,.. 
d. _cxs-4 SYSTEMS ANALYS,S M&'l'KODS 
•• , ,An overview of the •Y•te11111 de,vel<>p1118nt life c::yclt1 w1 Lh """''duuis un 
techniques a1ld t.,,ola of •Y•t.aa docu..ntation and lc.g1cAl ai1at,,u11 
~pecificationa (lower diviaion), 
•• CIS-5 STRUCTURED SYSTt!MS lililALYSIS AND DESIGN 
2Ud 
~.,,,Advanced coverage of the at.rategiee &lld techniqu... ot •tru~t.u,e~ ay11c.u:111 
development (upi,.r 4iviaionh 
f. _CIS-6 OATABASB PROGRMt DIWl:LOPMBNT 
• , •• A c:our•• -ph&aizing aoftvar11 design and pr°'lr&IIUIU ng l.11 " d.a.ta-bu1e 
environment (Upl)(fr 4ivi•ion). 
9• __ cxs-7 APPLIED SOrl"WARB DBVBLOPMl!:N'l' PROJ1'CT 
•••• A capstone ay•t-• oour•• integrating the knovled11• 11t,<l &b!litiw• 
gain•IS through thoi other computer-related cour11•• in the cunic:ulua 
within a c011prehenaiv• ey•t .. devolopmont project (uppcir diviaion), 
Eluctive Courees 
a• ___ c1s-a SOP'l'WARB AND KAIIOW»Rfj o.>NCEi"fS 
.,,,A aurvey of technical topics related to cOlllputer •Y•t..,m11 with 4a._pL11,0Ja 
on the relation•nip• between harcllllare archiuot\1.1'•, •v•t•• 110ft.wa.u1, 
and application• •of,4are, 
b. Cls-9 Oll'i'ICB lW'l'C»lATION 
-· ••• ,An ex-inat:ion ot the ottic• •• a oentar of buaino11• •'-t.ivit..y, 
operational l09i•tio•, &!Id deoiaion aupport, and th• 1-,p&ot of 
autaD&tion on th• off1c• •nvironaant. 
o. CIS-10 DECISION SUPPORT SYSTJl:KS 
-. , , ,An an4lyai• of th• hig,,••t l•vel of information •i..t.oi"•l.i. 0:,111.-. <1td.,,h 
aid the .. nager in th• d8ciaion•111&kin9 proo•••• 
4. _cxs-11 AOVANCIW OATABASB C(.;M(:1,PTS 
••• ,An in-depth inveatigatJ.,n of data aodoling, eyatfllR .ie.v .. lop,tAnt., and 
data &daini•trat1.on in~ 4ataba•• enviro~nt, 
e, __ CIS-12 liISTIUBU'l'Jro DATA PllOCESf#lNG 
••• ,An examination of the fuature• and i111paot of diatribut..,d ayaU.llld in t.h.; 
business 1mterpriae, 
f, ___ CIS-13 EDP AUDIT ANO CONTROLS 
, •• ·An introduction to EDP aLLditing with empbasi• on BDl' o;:,mtrohi, audi.tc 
types, and audit teohniquea and their effect.a on 11yat- davelu1<-nc:. 
g. __ CIS-14 INlfORMATION SYSTEMS ~LANNING 
•••• An introduction to the f!.rumcial, technical, and atr.ateyiu intoUULt1un 
ayatdllla planning prOCilsa. 
h, __ CIS-15 INFORMATION RESOURCE MANAGt:MJUIT 
•••• A Stllllinu in infollll&tion ,·,yat-11 IAilnagell\6nt with -P""'•i• on i,l11.11nin9, 
organb,ing, and controlli 1 user service• and -nagin, tti.i -.)"at:,wu 
develo1>-nt ~oc••II· 
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V. Oi"!'IOliAL 
Add:ct1a¥ 
• • • • * * • • • * * • * • * * • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • - • * • • • • • 
'!'hank you for your part1c1p&t1on in thie 1urvey. Your inp1.1.t. wUl «i& ,;i,1o .. t.ly i11 uu, 
analysis of curriculwa cons1derat1ona conce:rning data aecurity. w .. •i>p.:w<Jiate youx t.11til1',I 
the timo to fill out thia queationnair•• 
K,u·•n A. Forcht, 207 Colle9• of auaineaa, Oklahcal& St.at• 1Jniv11i:·1it1, at.t.llw•t•r, 
OklallOIIIA 74078 on or befor•~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
* * • * • • * * • * * • * • * • • * • * • * • • • • • • * • • * • • • ~ * • • • • • a ~ • 
VI• ADDITIONAL COHH&NTS 
Pleaa• uae tile 11pace provided below to add .any additional OOllla&Oht"' •n•i •u119.,.,t icm11 
relating to the queutlonnaire, the atudy being conducted, or the th• a\il;j•ct of data 
11ecurity, Your coaunenta will be taken into consideration and utiU.&•4 in our r·aport. 
Wilen comuoentin•J, 1>lti1&ee rete.: to the appropriate 11tection number of thia q-ationnair•· 
Thia.nit you, 
DATE 
TO 
FROM 
SUIJECT 
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MEMORANDUM 
March 15 , 19 84 
Questionnaire ResIX)ndents 
Karen Forcht I Graduate 'reaching A~b(n_;J, .... t.;;: 
Administrative services and busin&sa f,Jnc,i LU.ii• !.lt;p,u:tmtJnt 
Questionnaire on Computer Security C1.u·.ci...-;:.!1.;. 
'l'hAnk. you very much for t<iikj r,g 'Lhe tlme to fi J:1. o,,t. (1and in 
aevera.l casea, to di11curur;) u1y pikit g1,1e1:;ti~,nnaln2 on th@ 
topic of Computer Security Curricul". 'iot.ii: inE;ut w ... lii 
invaluable in re.fining the queet.ionnaire and aided me gr..:acly 
in getting ,lll the "bugs out". The completed quc:~ t iunnai I e 
is ready .to mail, and I feel very confid~nt that the st.udy 
is going to yield some very positiv~ results--thdnks to 
your help. 
If you would like an abstract of the results, r,leasE; note 
on the bottom of this memo dnd return to me in the e1,velop1:: 
provided. 
~ 11 
OJ§[J[J 
Oklahoma State Vniversity / ;, i!i! ,ii' ii 1':. i)lq,-\flUtvl?, ;..1,:1J :40.:i) r-.i_..' "f" SVtJ4 
COLI.EGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISllVITION I 
March 15. 198'• 
Recently you returned the pi lot que:;;;tiunn:... i..... 1:ut ou1.· n.:search topic 
dEaa.ling with Computur Security Curriculn. 1'h.,nk you vi::.ry much fu.r: 
taking time from your busy schedule to a,Li your vah1<ctLle comments 
to the questionnaire. It walii obvioutJ Lhdt many of you were very 
interested in the topic and your addi ti,,nd i corru11ents and sugge~tion£, 
were ta.ken into corn.,ideration. 
The complett:d questionnaire is ready to be mailed, ,md we feel very 
confident that the questionnaire is c;Joi11<J i.o yield s0me positive 
results--thanks to your help. 
I! y.:>u would like an abstract of tht: rei:.u 1 ts, please not.e on t.he 
.uottom of this page and return to us in tha 'limvelope provided. 
Thank you so much for your assiste1nce in this resear,:h project. 
Sincerely, 
.~41.~4-
Karen A. Forcht, Research Associat.:: 
Herbert M. Jelley, Professor 
APPENDIX E 
COVER LETTERS AND STUDY INSTRUMENT 
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COLLEGE Of BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION I Oklahorna State University 
April 6, 1 984 
Dear Dl'MA Member: 
SUUJ~CT; COMPUT&R SECURlTY CURRICULlJ.I SURY~¥ 
S1JLLWA, i r<. I 1f,..j ,'\1 Ii .'f'.1.-\ / /l)/b 
(405! t,]4.;0,A 
During the past dec;ade, as you know, the development and pcu1tt ... 1,;t1011 ui: 
coinputers ip organizations of ali sizes and tunction1i1 h4ve i.n..:1.,,w,w 
rapidly, Alon11 with this phenOIMlnal fJr.'OWth, data ••curity vi-ul.oU(Hl•, b:,1.11 
accidental and intent1.onal, havu bucoms mor11 pro111inent, 'i'k• i.;is1.u1 ,;c 
computer Security seomli to bee~ even IIIOre paruiount it.nd ,;ompleX dlil' U>.ir 
i,ra.u,nt. office envirol'llll8nt beCOINlil inor,uu1.Lngly 1110re 1u.itomato,h ,1u "'°" 
curro:mtly conducting a 1navey to determine whethur computer oentat fi<:ltHcu1111< l 
fc:iel calleye atudents in Computer 1nt"ar111at.ion Syst.11111& pro11r:<1111s ilnc,uld r,eccm<> 
more ~11t11r1:1 of the concerns of caaput,u: 11ecurit.Y~\ 
As a person .i,t. the operational or data processing lllilna•Jement i.,vo l, yrn1 have 
been selected frca O~A's llldiling litJt to piirti,ap.tte in tlnb 11t.oo:,,. WmHd 
you please t<lke approximately l ~ 111.1.nutes of your time to cocupl e tt thu enc 1oscd · 
questionnaire and return it in the stamped envelope provided, ¥our ir,put will 
aid greatly in the assesHm,;r,t of. our ·current college cur1··iculum in the 
Computer Intormation Systems area• We would lik.e to keep pilce with 1n<.1u;i txy •" 
employment requ.1.rements, and this study will assist us .1.n updatlr.g our 
proq:t:_•1.au1. 
Thank you very much foe your pacticipation in this study, l'lea&e inc.11<::s.t.i:, 1 t 
you wish to have an abstract of the completed research, 
~ fl ifA&f:I 
/~~·····~ 
Herbert M, Jelley, Professor 
Enclosure 
P,S. The Identification Number on the questionnaire will be uac,1 tvi: fu1lo•..1-
up purpoi.es only, You lllilY be asi.ured that the result,i ut que1;;t10Hna1u, WI.ll 
be completely confidential, 
.:.:13 
Oklahoma State U,iioersily / -,[1,1H-"1i,K i 1~.J,-\.-lt),\J.-\ /~tt/d 1<10~; t,.:"l·~Vtd 
COLLEGE Of BUSINESS !,DM1Nl>fRAfo)N I 
Hay 7, 1984 
Dear DPMA Hotlllber1 
SUBJECT; FOLLOW-UP ON COlil'U'IWl SECUW.lt'Y CUtUtl.CULUM SUi<VEY 
ll.ecently you received a qua11tiomu.tre requesti.ug your op1nio1:11 c,mc.:n,111,. 
coll!puter a~1.u::it.y topica. We ai:e intan1at111d i11 le.arni.ug 'IJUi:ath ... t crlQlput11r 
cent.it per11onnel feel coll•&• uud•nU 111 Coliiputer 11,:forution ~ly1u:e1U1 
progra11111 ahould becoae 1110te aware of tha concarna of co•puter security. 
At th• tilu th111 letter waa -J.led. • i:e.ap1:1n11a h11,d not baen r•o;.aJ.v11d fi:vm 
you. We would greatly apprec:Late )'Ol.lE t.ak.i.ng a few minutes to co;apleLe 
tha encloeed qu1u1tionnaira and retus:n it to ua by ~kll!!! in ·i:hO' 
envelope provided. If the equ .. 61tiouua!ra hali aince bo.ui coiaphted and 
retl,lrned. we ainc.e1rely th&iik. you for ycur participatiou. 
Your participation will add gieatly to 
_ _we aiw:le"tely appreciate yo,.n effoo.111. 
llll llb&tr.t,Ct of the Cowpletud J't.lli&ai:dt( 
Ka.ren A. Forcht. Re1i1earch Associate 
Enclosure 
the r~ault1i1 of th1a vital 11tudy, 
fl94•• indicate if yoo wi ..n to ha,;., 
------------------------------------·-· 
J<.aM.n a. };1:;.Ji.1 
,. •• , ~~~·~~~~ .~E~~ V .~~~ • •• J 
l'OSTAGli WllL llli PAID 6Y AOOHESSH 
CENTRAL MAILING SliHIIICES 
STILLWATER. OKLAHOMA 740,'& 
I l·,·,-,· , ·=·-···-.. --l~O-_ PO'.,TA~t .] Nt:Ci: it~,o.l(y 
if N..lH.LO 
lij TH( 
uUIHD )lJ.1H 
--·---·-~,-
-
-
1-1-~ :rn :,:l- C'.Jl U· ._ _______ .;;... ________ . __________________________ - -- -----------------
,------------------------------------------------------
OklaJwma Stat.e UniLier:sity 
C:011 £Ci OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRAflON 
HILLWATE~. O~LAHOMA 74078 
1-1-JJOS0·!,010, 2)0l 
2lb 
QUESTIONNAIRE ON DATA &ECUfUl'--'1': CUtiliU..Ul,A 
Thilil questionnain, ia a survey ot 11eleCttuJ IH'Ml\ 1111>a.wn, ),v c.u,L<aoni 11., u1Hn101;11 
concerning inclusion ot computer security topic11 into tr.e Com£1111ar lnro1matu,n tiyst"""' 
(CIS) Pcogr4111s in collegiate schools of busimu.i,, li'or ttrn puq,.,11e ot o larlt 1cc1 t1on, 
computer security -y be defined as Ml.)' activity that 1,nvc,l11ew the tunctionil ot avoida11""• 
duterrance, prevention, detection, recovery, ,rnd correctum of data so th<lt pd vacy a11d 
aecurity of the data and equiinent ,ue m;t 11iolatoid, 
Please COlllplete the questionnaire by checil.lng ti,<:> appropriate lt:tli''-''"'"'• 'lour 
participcati.on in this llurvey is greatly ap.1,>reci<1ted. 
-t;:· BUSINESS INFORMATION 
This portion of the questionnoire pertains to the 11;,,, ot cle,,tu.>tdc adt.« 1,r.occ,L>1ng 
by your ti rm. 
-1. What lllclke and model ot canputer do you vrt.11Hrntly ucilil.e tui: y,.,ur op.,ratJ.un·1 
.(l?lea-;;-list auioo"dels use.I it your oi:ganizat1on utili2a,s moru thtui one). 
~--·-·----·-------
ApJ!h• •. -·------·--·-······ 
Nadia 1:ihitcl!. 
il• How many J?IIOple ollre prelilently employud iri yuur c0,~ur.·_c<inteO (Vlea1oe d,uck. 
Ontt), 
a, 1-.:lO e, t;l··lUU 
b, 21-40 t. Uve l l UO 
Ph,1u1~ al}t=dty nun,l,er 
3, Does Y,Q~.c:.omp1.1.t.er center have a~~~~ pei.>1011(1,) iiirliclly te11p,,nuit>le tu1· 
caiaputer se~"Urt ty? l1" least.1 chi.cit 2!!!'_) 
a. ___ Yes (If yew, please co111,,lete number 4 ""d 5 t,.il<M) 
b, ___ No (If no, please ukip 4 and 5 ,u,a CWli•la h numL,H t. l·'-' low I 
4, How D1any £"i$O},'le in your oryaniz<ltion au, IJllH:;C'l'l.\' 1·•111f><ll1tlib.l"' 10, c1A1,jyut,n 
eecurit)" clli stated in their job deacripll.on?------=-~--------·--------
5. Title of person(u) directly res!X)ll&ible tor LOU1pute:c »ecu:clly. (l'l .. ue ci",,,;:;k .. u 
that Apply), 
a. Security Analyst 
b. ---operatJ.oni, Analyst 
c. ~· Director of COlllputer Security 
6. Answer this question O){L,¥ if you 11electt.1r.i W.> in number J .-1uuve.. (l'l",cee cl«;c:,;. 
all that apply). 
a. C0111puter Security function is pt;rtormed aa par c 01 uthc,· 
---responsibilities and IW1' listed as a separate )"b tuncti,,11, 
b. ___ we have no formal proqrcun in cc,mpuu,r sucurity, 
c. ___ Consul tan ta are utilized for computer secnr i ty analy,11,; pu1 poaed. 
d. Other methods of co..-.puter security amd.yeis aie utilt,rn;:i. n.ease 
---upucity below. 
21G 
II. PERSONAL INFORMATION 
'l'his portion ot the quelitionnaire perta.ina to your 1.w;l."avnoJ ,u,.i .. ..i, ... "~1,,11<.l 
background. 
1. Pleaae indicate your pi:·eaent posit.ion: 
a, Data Processing Management 
b, Operational Mana\jeu,ent 
c, Security Anal ya t 
d. Other (Please apecity below) 
2. How lon<;1 have you ooen in your present poai tioul 
a, leaa than 1 year !) ·b y11a:: .. 
b, -~-1-2 years 
o, ==3-4 ytiara 1111, 1110.-.. U1an t> 'f<1,,n, 
3.-i How long havt.1 yo.u . .b1,!.!'Jl employed in a ut>o.,put.er·· &:•.l'"t~u:I f"Jilll t,HHl (? i."""'" , "" tu,.;-, Li, .. 
tillll! in your prtJ1uint poaiU.on in thl.li tut.all. 
•· ___ le&li than 
b. 1-2 years 
c, :::::::::::3-4 yea.re 
year 
4-l Pl@aae indicate your highest'.: educatiou ... J hvt:L 
a. High School Graduate 
b. SOllle college work, Specity major---·--······ ........... ---·-······· ..... . --------· .......... .. 
c, AliliOcicate Degree, Specify major 
d. ---Vocational/Tnde :ichool Certiticate-:··--s~-ci-f°y111af~;;; ···•·· ................. . 
e, l:lachelor'lil Degree, Specify niajo,i- -·----···-··-------· ==~==:·-=- "'····--······ ··-··-·· 
f, __ Maste, 1 11 uo.,..i-ee, sr,ecity m11Jor --·------· -----·-·-·--·--.. ··----·---«··--.. -···- .... ····-· 
g. Doctoral 011gre... Specity maJOt' 
11. Other I Plth'Uie &~city in the to 1T,;jTi,g"°si,a'CG(===: =~·:::::._:·: ==::: : ::::: .. :::=~~- -=-:=~=-=-
· 5, i:'leaae indicat.f:I if you have 1,1ti.l.ii;eq illlY ot th• tol l<..>wio\j u,lu.Jatl,H>ctl. "' Lt· .. tnl,><J 
areai. in C~PIJ'l'fi.ll. St:(;:U~l!l:~. ( I.' lea~e cht:ck all ,.hat: "'Pi-'1 y). 
a. Regular college couraes or collo<;e e~u•nsion couc"'"'" 
b, ==l.n-houae tr .. inirn,1 progra,n11 1>reaoilntud by a 111111nb'-'r of youc .,, '.i""l "" t 1,,n 
c. Seminars offered by ottu,r private oompdn.iei. and 1,1<H,crnttHl by " u;tJ111t.,u: rct 
---their utc&tf, inclucUng vendoc-10pc.11110oced aeuu n.uu 
d. ___ Self-education (i,.,, indepundent readl.nq and atudy) 
e. ___ llo tr1ainin9/education in dc1ta security 
6. How 1114ny employees do you directly uupcrvil:ic at tht 1,re>ien_!_:. Umt·,. 
a, ___ none e. 1 t..-20 
---b, 1-5 t. .:1-:.15 
--- ---C, 6-10 g. Ul()I"e t.han ~~ 
d, 11-15 
---
7. Please check the data processing professional or9an1.:.;t.1on{i1) U\ >H.c,sh 10u <.:1J.1c.,,,1 .. ly 
hold aie111bersh.1.pa, (Please checlt all that c1vply). 
a, DPMA c. ___ Oat.a Sec:,alty Jn»ULute 
b. ACM d, ___ Othtt' (Ple4.;e ,,~e1t.y) 
ti, Are you familiar with any ot the toll<JWing ..::o,,,,, .. r.,r lu:·~rn, .. 11..,., ,.,.,.,,, ,,,,, M,,;i..,t 
Curricululllli? 
4, OP.MA 
b, AO( 
c, Other 
___;;11111 no 
___;;es ___ no 
___ yea ___ no 
Ill. ~ll FOR COMPVlEfl SfCUArl y. KNOWt,EQGE 
Thill portion of . .$,l!ll,,!:IUO&tionn<tire ir.1>4\le ... ld ¥01'.C 01,1i i. ,ont1 con.:,oinil '·"i tt,., """'' 1.u, 
computer 1uwu1·ity ltnowied9e bY. .. J:ien1ona cm1,1luyt1d 1n C'jjj11>ut.<.1c ,otmtun1, 
1, Do you feel c01Dput.ar center enivt<-y.,e.a 10hvl'ld 1>0tuit1b .. 1:10111111 kuw,;ltd,.ic .,.1,,,u, 
COlilJ?U te 1 lilecur i ty? 
a. ___ yea (If ye11, please qo to Secllun IV below) 
b, ___ no (If no, please an,1we1· the tol1uwu1~ que•tlo11 am.! u, .. n ,,u to 
Section V on {>o(Je b). 
2, If your response to number 1 above Wdt1 nu, l?l<aallt, dlit,wi.,L tt,., ioj }<;w;.11,.1 
atclteaent», (Please check .ill that: oi,ply), 
b, 
C, 
It 1.11 not necelisary tor m,.;1:1t .. u1ployeut1 tu J.""•H1trn1o 
---in order to 1:1t:f.iciently ptu:fur111 t.h@ir Jot,u. 
Collll;'Utttr •uc:urit.)' 111loulct 1:,,. hundl"d only t.y th., .. e 
---involved in <td111ini11ted.n<J s1>curity pru\jl:oau,. 
___ ottuu· (l'leaau 111..,cify} 
W!:C .ittc dirucl l'-; ___ +_ ........ 
--------------·-·-·-- -----.. ----···--·--·-··--· - ... 
IV. ANALYSIS OF COMPUTt:.R Sl:CUFIITY TOPICS 
('l'o be COUiJ:)leted ONL'i by thoae r.:11ponctentu who c:ht1<.au:•<1 y .... ir. r.vn,h.:1 1 ab<,v,,i. 
Since you helve indicated .a "yes• reuponu,;: 1n :;.,c;ti.ori Ill, i.tem 1 ,auo,.,_ Vl""'"" 
anuwer tile follow1119 queutions concerning coiu1_..t .. ·1-secu·ri. l'y kflowJ.i,<ty<>-·l,.,,&ue<J .lly 
qrodu4te .. of C0111puter Intonnation Systeme prograailil' in .. lhc, coll"<Jiau, 1wl1oolt1 oi 
busine1111 so .. thAt skilllt and knowiedge needed for comput,u c«.nt11r &J\"l.nflla11 c"'" 1,-, 
J e te 11111:tu,d, 
1. Please indicate the i:fRPQrUQce or the tc,llow11111 topic i:l.<:euu tb1t ml':}ht bu 
conuidered for inclusion ,in the Co111putec lr.to,m<>t:ion sy"'t"'""' Cuc,1.u.d.um x·,,1ut1.,,, 
to the topic of COlllputer ~ecurity. 
Please Ulle tlle following rati.ny &cdte, 
l - Very Import,rn t 
2 - Important 
3 - Average Importance 
4 - Uniu,portant 
5 - Very unimportant 
11. ___ Overview of COlllputer 11ecu:rity 
b. COU!p&ny computer so:cur1 cy proy.,,ma 
c. -~lllbezzlemont: Oetection a1,d ce,:.t,ol. 
d. t:Dl' controls an<i Auditi.ng 
e. Program error 
f. ___ Opt!ra tor error 
g. ___ Programwer fraud 
h. Operator fraud 
i, sot t;w,ue protection 
J. ____ uardw,u:e protection 
k, ___ b'ire pcotecti.on 
1. Di.sa11ter protection 
m. ~Insurance againut loss 
knowledgto't 
o, 
P• 
q, 
r:, 
'..'.,'yl,>l-\-Hjl d.lJJ\.lG li.'3:(.,;'hOl'1litH1 
_,..,_ ____ i11~·te";t. i.:..oni:j 1.,rt,eu u.isl.n~ 
iHil:Vl.C<I l>lU<:<lUI> 
'f.ima-lih,uin•J 1,i:·1>t.c,.:tlvno 
Pr:otect.Hm d1,d (,r i Vo.,,y 
··--·-··conli idttta tiorni 
---.. -- Sli!cut·it~ ooti;w,tn, t'llCK"'J•h; (i.,e. 
kACk') 
Uthi:ll&S {l'lt,a!Hil L1 :1l) 
a" Complete coursd in compul,.a u~c .. u:1 lJ' 1.n t:1.c.Jdll.ton to thc"':a:1 .. 01..it.ic1u or: 4..:uo:1,.,ut..t..t 
---aecu1ity topi.c8 in t.1,u Cum1,utu1 l11t,a111«l.i<,n :..yi;t.,illfl Clll:l•<'\il,rn,, 
b. Coa.pl .. u, C(rur111u i.n coint,Utal .. u,;url t.y UNl ~. 
c, ==Incorpordtion of computer security t.01,iicd into tllto 1;urruht cc,,,,.,:,. 111 ~1;.., 
Co1i1p1.1ter Infonnation syste:mn (C:lti) Cu1'dc1.1lum ON!.'(. 
<1, ___ ottwr lllliithod (l·l. .. alie s~clty). 
3. Plt!.aae indicate ¥.OUR 01>INION refJGi:d1n,J lll& ·iii'iJ',H:la1H .. :t: vt iaclu.di1H_f t'j-Jea1ou.t.~. ot. 
Computer Security into the followin9 cuu,;.11,;,i. witt,in tliu CH; Cur1·1.c;1,luii1, 
Couu1e titltilli and dascrlptiom1 &r,s takt,n h<JUt IWMA Model Curncult;m tor 11i,c1.,,~,adu"t"'. 
Comi•uter Inr:~rmall_on Syst.,u,s Educath>!!, 1~1:!1, pagei, 11-l J, . · . 
Please use the followiny rat.log flC4le, 
1 - Very Importnnt 
2 - Important 
3 - Averaye lmportc1nct: 
4 - Unimportant 
5 - Vt.ry uni111portdnt 
Core Courses 
a. CIS-1 lN'l'KODOC'fION TO C(.JMl'liI'LH ·bA:;u, !,'(t,TLM~, 
•••• An introduction to computc1i.i .::1r~.J data p.t:c;c~su.ln':l t.:.u\.i.lJl1L a.!;.$ a 9•:Hh.:.r·,;iL 
education co1.1r11e tor al.l student, (lower ctivisJ.011). 
b. ___ crs-2 APPLICA'rIONS PkOGRAM DJ;Vl,;LOPHEN'l' l 
c. 
• ••• A beginru.ng con,puter problem 11olv1ng .1wi pruyr.iwmi w:i CGu,Lc u1:1~11y CUlJdl.. 
au the 1;-ehicl.e l.:rngua9e (lu., .. r divlsio.-.). 
crs-3 APPLICATIONS PROGRM DBVELOPMl:;C.'1' 11 
•.•.An advanced cooiputer vroblem eolviuq and pn.)<.Jt:-lmmir,,J c,_:,uu;e u.iin,; CL,hUL 
(lower dLvislon). 
d. ___ CIS-4 SYSTl~S ANALYSIS t,U:;'l'llUlJS 
•••• An overview ot t}o~ uy:Jtema dt;::\leJt;.t_;t1u.1ut i, lt: '-'Ye i{: \,,j\ tli t.:1Ut,.ii1,.tHt;:; (tit 
t.echn.ique~ and tO<lltil ot uyt) tt-..;;u1 0-.,-.:.:, .. d\~ i, tat i 0~1 a.nu l ,; 11 l,!.i 1 t.i )'a rt.~tli 
tl£lt>Cl. t ic4tiuns ( lower di vi 1>ion). 
e. ___ CIS-S S'fRUCTURl,;D SYSTl:MS ANALYSIS AWU DL:sH,l'l 
·, 
•••• Advctnced coverage of t.he stx:ateyi,u1 and l"''-'"""'JUtd, <ct ut.:uct..ir<Jd s,;~t""'" 
develo£)roont; (upper diviuion). · 
f. ___ CIS-6 DA'l'AflASE PROGRAM DEVELUPKUl'i' 
••• ,A course emphasizing softwctn1 do;:iilgn ahi.l i·lO<Jt<"u1d1tr,'1 lu " uat<1·-D,A>.H, 
environment (upver division). 
CJ• ___ CIS-7 APPLIED sm''l'WARE UEVELOP11l:;N'l' l'kOJt:C'l 
•••• A capstone syt1tti111w coucwe int"'JtAUn,; tt«, lu,,::t1•le<l'J"' a1,cl nt,111 t.1,,11 
gained through tht1 othtor cuu11>uter-n,l.i.teu cuurueit l.fl t.no cuocicu lum 
within a. camprehem,iv1t sy1>tew dt1ve lop111ent project ( L•l.-'l>ti r di vi uion), 
Elective Courses 
•• -· __ c1s-a sm''h!IAR~ AfW liAkOWAti.l:: CUNCl>it'l't, 
• ••• A uurvt.1y ot tuchnica.l to1)ic1t ,.,10.t.t.u.1 t ..... f!(AtJ_l-HJl.tJ.t' •J'~L-,me, wl tli •-lliJ.Jh«u•u 
on the relat.i.onahipli betwaen har,iw .. c .. 1ar..;tat~wtu1ro, .. y1n..,11111 ,wttw.ue, 
And applicationu eoftware, 
b, CIS-9 Ot'~'ICE AU'l'<»IA'l'ION 
---••• ,An ex:,u111.nc1tion of the offic"' .. a,. G .. ntei: of ouui111:"" ~<.:LllliLy, 
opec.ational l0<;i11tic11, and di:oci,;ton 11t:.J,•l"Ji:I., 1rnJ tile lu!i•do;;t ot 
.automa. tion on th11 of tice envl i:orun .. nt. 
c, Cl!i-1 0 Di:CISION SUPPORT SYS'l'bMS 
- ••• ,An an«ly11i.11 ot the hi<:Jheet lt1vttl ot int,a11111t;vn 4i.ll'!.;,ct ljy11tt1u1t1 wlu<:h 
aid the an.anager in th1t lieci,,u.on-u..iking v~oce.,.11. 
d. . c1s-11 ADVANCii;D Dh'l'ABASE CONC£l'Tl:l 
---.... An in-dtspth invelitiga.tion of d<ttll u,v<1elin·J, '*Y"'L""' ct,,velv~'"''"nt, .,, .. :1 
dat.11 adlllini11tn1ti,,n in • det4b411,. envJ.tv11111t1Ht., 
e. Cis-1, OISTkIBUTEIJ DATA l'kOCESSlNG 
-. , •• An examination of th• feature• <&nd 1111(Cect vt uu1trH,utt1d ,tyBter.,w in Liu• 
buainc!oS ent .. rpriae. 
fo CIS-13 EUP AUDIT ANO CON'l'RllLS 
---•••• .An 1.ntroduc tion to EUP c&udi tiwJ wi t.n <>mpt1d" i" un r~ui.> cou t.rola, ouJ 1 c 
types, and audit techniqu .. e and the.i.t ettect'" 01> a:, .. ttom ..:iev.,iul'inent. 
g, ___ CIS-14 1Nt'OkMA1'10H SYS'l'llil:i l'LANNI!I(; 
•••• An introduction to the tina.ncial, ted1ntc<l.l, ,.Hhi ult.tL<!JlC 1nt<a111ati(,n 
aystema plamung proceas. 
h. ___ CIS-1 S UlPORNA'rION RESOURCE MANAGEMl::tl'l' 
•••• A seminar in intorlndtion dy~t.ems roua(Jt::mtHH. wtt.h tJhilticJ.tJ:i& un 1~lannint_;, 
organl.zing, and contcolliny us .. ~· .... rv1ctow ,u,d JUA1,ugin'.I tht> 11yt1ttimll 
development proc .. oa. 
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l, 
V. Gt"flONAL 
Or9aniza tion 
Addres11 
------------··---· . ·-·-· -··---·-·---·-····-·--·· 
Position -----------·· -·· -·· --·--··---------·~ •.•.. 
* • '1111 * * • * .. • • • * • a C * • 1111 • a .. * 1111 * ,I; ill s 1k ,i, ~ !ti ~ tit * -It ii II ;. '1l l'I • • A • H 
Thank you for your pdrtJ.CliJat101, in tld1> euiv6y, 'i,,u, H11·ul 1,i t1 <tld \Jt.<>utiy lit U1c 
dndlYliili ot' curriculum cori.,id.rrdti()fili ,,011c1;rn11"J (.!<;..11;v1.1t ... t 11c,0<1•~ty, "" "L'l''""'idtu yc,uc 
titlling the time tu fill out th.1.u qututionnai u,. 
KAren A, Forcht, 207 College ot t1uio,n<1a11, ukl,l!uu.« !.itete li1,i.v-,n,tt¥, tit1ll.w<:1tci, 
Okl;;homa 740713 on or betore ~ ... 1l ... 1!Hl4. 
******•***********•••**••,,.•&•••••••,.•11••...-•••• 
VI. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
Pleu,ae u.1:1e the ti{.>oce .1JtOvi,hid l.u,d.ow tor iahy GJui t.ional. Go .... mtHdb aud, ..:iU'::PJt;tJt 1.untt 
relating to U,e questionnairt,, the :;itudy ueiny t..:cmduct. ... a, or ~i,., th" .. utiJ .. ct .,1 cu11,1>uL.,u 
security. Your co111 ..... nt.a will t,,. t...xen i.nto cou .. id11r:at'iou 11n,1 utlli.zeu in out 1: .. p,i·t:, 
When CC11111n11nt.i.1'19, pleai,e refer tu t.n .. a1,1,rovciot:e t<<.lCtlon nui..bet ot thu1 ,,uestionn4tce. 
'I'h,rnk you. 
APPENDIX F 
DATA PROCESSING MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 
MAILING LIST 
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[I]§[] 
Oklahoma State University 
COLLEGE Of BUSINESS ... OMINISTkATION 
January 20 • 1984 
Ms, Delores Thell 
Data Processing M..nagement Association 
505 Busse Highway 
Park Ridge, Illinois 60068-3191 
Dear Ms. Thell: 
I SflLLWAUR f,.L,iilJ,,I ', 1,1!7" (405} bl4·>Clb4 
'lbank you for your assistance recently during our telephone convert,ation concen,ir.g 
a possible mailing list for my doctoral diasertation, /VI par our conversation, I 
would like to request the following mailinK Hat of DPMA 11ad>eu to \Je Ut1ad for Ill) 
doator•1 dbau·tatin lj!MtaCionna:t.n 111dltn11 
l. Two (2) aeta of prcuure aanst.tive lsbeb 
--700 nalll8a on liat 
--one listing will be for the original mailing and one for th'" follow-up 
Miling. Both Hts Bhould contain the ••11111 Uatina of nut<ls. 
--u, S, Helllbers only 
-Th• listing should be randomly drawn fro11 th• total popc:1.aci! of this 
grouping, 
2. Please extract listing from: 
--Job Function category B OHLY (Data P rocealiin g and Operational Manage1111:nt) 
--No code is needed on the label so please olllit. 
I have enclosed a personal check in the allll)unt of $100,00, whic.h :I& th• p1-1u1 
you quoted for the above mailillg lie t, If addi t:1.on.ill monies 1mi nquU:•d, plu,11a 
lat 111e know, 
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Plea»e call me at 405--624-0842 (H) or 405--624-7559 (0) if yau have ,my -.uaetlona 
concaming the above, 
Pleue aend the labels to my office address at: 
11.ooa 207, College of Business Adm.iniotration, Oklahulllli State lJnhersity, Stillwater, 
OK 74075 
l have enclosed a copy of wy approved dissertation p t'opo:.al f..,I your inf :Hmat Joa. 
Please refer to page 20 concerning how the mailing list. will be us~d. Thank you for· 
your assistance. I will s .. nd the questionnaire aa soon as it i,:; aµprc11ed, 
~A.'i~f-
Karen A., Forcht, Graduate Teaching Associate 
eoc. 
MEMO 
Ii) 
P••• Pr-111n1 
Managament 
Attocilllion 
605 Busse Hwv. 
P.illk Ridge, Ill. 
60068 
(3121025·8124 
Dear Ms. Forcht: 
Your order was for /JO lube hi 0.;c:1. odcau:.:P: ,·1e ,,.,.;J t" our li..il., 
you will find that <lCtually you t.uvu 952 1,,bul;;i cacti. 'J't1e additw,,,d 
names, I'm sure, are mostly dat"' process.ins am1 operut.rom1l 1r1crnatf.ur·:i. 
However, if you woul<i Uke to orn,t the 11~1:ilu,d 11:.t", ju1.1t umit any 
name:. that begin with D M. Since you are e;enJ.1ng out a l:lurvd,Y, you 
lll4Y not w1mt to use Uie:;e ,,dditional ,iambs, 
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.i au~~c Highway, Paik R1df;e, Illinois 60068 
(, I 2)~25-8124 
:l ~{-:·:) f2c-.,/,-,::_ ,J ' 
-h f::o r o,, A !~}cl-./ 
---------------------------------------------.. .... -.....__.,_,. ......... _,v ___________ _ 
lMf'OKTANT !JOT !Cr~ 
DPMA bas agreed to furnish you ,nt.h tr,1;;:,-., lalail::i ,,n"' ru1L.J l,a,;i.s c1lly, 
n,ro. 
The fee you have paid is for a~~o tlmo usagu ~!l. rcw tl,e l:lfH11c:Hic mailin.._; 
item(s) of which you submitted a :Jample to us for our uppr1;val. name laLeL 
are entered randomly in our li::it to rtlv i..iw the aGL,ml rna.U .wg::i aurit uut. Any 
violation of this rental agreeme1:1t will be followed ui, iuur.eclia LeJ y by our· 
legal counsul, 
~i~n and return this notice. 
Company ila,ll<, _".._1_;,_-<'_·_ .... ,.::J _., 
I 
Name / ... ( i 1< P ,<J 
Order Number 
Karen A. Forcht 
2622 N. Park Drive 
Shllwater, OK 74075 
/) 
/' 
/r'r-S'i 
j I 
___ .::..:. •• ~- J • ---·- - --
) ~-·/ 
} i.1 
., 
, --1 ·="' -~ ,, ~/e 
·-------·-- ~·~-~-,.._~--- ~+--•- -~·---"-·-'··----
I 
, I: ,' { ' ' 
I 
I 
<: / 
The Association Of Information Pmcessing And C:,mpulu t.l.,liJ.t;<'li,clll 
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APPENDIX G 
MEANS OF ADDITIONAL COMPUTER 
SECURITY TOPICS 
The top five topics were chosen from the listing of 19 topics. 
Analysis of these top five topics is given in Section IV. These 
remaining topics are listed in the same order that was used in Section 
IV to facilitate ease of interpretation. 
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TABLE LXIV 
SIZE OF COMPUTER CENTER COMPARED TO SELECTED TOPICS 
Mean Std Dev Cases 
Topic B - Company Computer Security Programs 
3.9032 .9685 248 
1-20 3. 7643 1.0080 140 
21-40 3.8649 .9178 37 
41-60 4.1000 .8522 20 
61-80 4.0000 • 6325 6 
81-100 4.1538 .8987 13 
over 100 4.3125 .8958 32 
Topic C - Embezzlement: Detection and Control 
3.4960 1. 0377 248 
1-20 3.5000 1.0628 140 
21-40 3. 5946 1. 0127 37 
41-60 3.3500 1. 0894 20 
61-80 3.8333 • 7528 6 
81-100 3. 3846 • 7679 13 
over 100 3. 437 5 1.1053 32 
Topic E - Program Error 
3. 5927 .9936 248 
1-20 3.6643 1. 0221 140 
21-40 3.7838 .8211 37 
41-60 3.5500 1.1910 20 
61-80 2.8333 • 7528 6 
81-100 3.3846 .9608 13 
over 100 3,3125 .8958 32 
Topic F - Operator Error 
3. 5927 .9689 248 
1-20 3.6214 1. 0069 140 
21-40 3.8108 .8110 37 
41-60 3.5000 1.1002 20 
61-80 3.0000 .6325 6 
81-100 3. 4615 .8771 13 
over 100 3. 437 5 .9483 32 
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TABLE LXIV (Continued) 
Mean Std Dev Cases 
Topic G - Programmer Fraud 
3. 7137 1.0234 24,8 
1-20 3. 6786 1.1011 140 
21-40 3.8378 1. 0412 37 
41-60 3. 7000 .8645 20 
61-80 3.5000 • 5477 6 
81-100 3.8462 .8006 13 
over 100 3. 7188 .9240 32 
Topic H - Operator Fraud 
3.6694 1. 0395 248 
1-20 3. 6571 1. 0847 140 
21-40 3.7838 1. 0037 37 
41-60 3.6000 .9947 20 
61-80 3.5000 • 5477 6 
81-100 3.9231 .8623 13 
over 100 3. 5625 1. 0758 32 
Topic J - Hardware Protection 
3.9718 • 9325 248 
1-20 4.0000 .9291 140 
21-40 4.1892 .8768 37 
41-60 3. 8500 .9333 20 
61-80 3.5000 • 5477 6 
81-100 3.7692 .8321 13 
over 100 3.8438 1. 0809 32 
Topic M - Insurance Against Loss 
3.4073 1.1201 248 
1-20 3. 3857 1.1727 140 
21-40 3.3784 1.0097 37 
41-60 3.7000 .6569 20 
61-80 3. 5000 .8367 6 
81-100 3. 5385 1.5064 13 
over 100 3.2813 1.1426 32 
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TABLE LXIV (Continued) 
Mean Std Dev Cases 
Topic N - Cryptographic Techniques 
2.7339 1.0347 248 
1-20 2. 6571 1. 0578 140 
21-40 2. 6216 1.0633 37 
41-60 3.0500 .9445 20 
61-80 3.0000 1. 0954 6 
81-100 2.7692 • 7250 13 
over 100 2. 937 5 1. 0453 32 
Topic 0 - Protections When Using Service Bureaus 
3.4534 1. 0461 247 
1-20 3. 5143 1. 0761 140 
21-40 3.3784 1.0633 37 
41-60 3.3500 1. 0400 20 
61-80 3.3333 .8165 6 
81-100 3. 5385 1. 0500 13 
over 100 3.3226 .9794 31 
Topic P - Time-Sharing Protections 
3. 7166 1.0518 247 
1-20 3. 6835 1. 0970 139 
21-40 3.8649 1.0045 37 
41-60 3.7000 .9234 20 
61-80 4.0000 1. 0954 6 
81-100 4. 0005 .9129 13 
over 100 3. 5313 1. 0468 32 
Topic Q - Protection and Privacy Considerations 
3. 7742 .9768 248 
1-20 3. 7000 1. 0086 140 
21-40 3.8919 .9656 37 
41-60 3.5500 .8256 20 
61-80 4.1667 .9832 6 
81-100 4. 5385 .6602 13 
over 100 3. 7188 .8514 32 
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TABLE LXIV (Continued) 
Mean Std Dev Cases 
Topic R - Security Software Packages 
3.2163 .9783 245 
1-20 3.0217 .9776 138 
21-40 3. 5278 .8779 36 
41-60 3.4500 .8870 20 
61-80 3.8333 • 7528 6 
81-100 3.2308 1. 2352 13 
over 100 3. 437 5 .9136 32 
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TABLE LXV 
DESIGNATED SECURITY PERSON COMPARED TO SELECTED TOPICS 
Response Mean Std Dev Cases 
Topic B - Company Computer Security Programs 
3.9032 .9685 248 
Yes 4.0240 • 9711 125 
No 3. 7805 .9542 123 
Topic C - Embezzlement: Detection and Control 
3.4960 1. 0377 248 
Yes 3.4560 1. 0739 125 
No 3. 5366 1. 0024 123 
Topic E - Program Error 
3. 5927 .9936 248 
Yes 3. 5440 1. 0121 125 
No 3.6423 .9762 123 
Topic F - Operator Error 
3. 5927 .9689 248 
Yes 3.6080 .9911 125 
No 3. 5772 .9496 123 
Topic G - Programmer Fraud 
3.7137 1. 0234 248 
Yes 3.7600 1. 0349 125 
No 3.6667 1. 0136 123 
Topic H - Operator Fraud 
3.6694 1. 0395 248 
Yes 3.7440 1. 0310 125 
No 3. 5935 1. 0468 123 
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TABLE LXV (Continued) 
Response Mean Std Dev Cases 
Topic J - Hardware Protection 
3.9718 .9325 248 
Yes 3.9920 .9114 125 
No 3. 9512 .9569 123 
Topic M - Insurance Against Loss 
3. 4073 1.1201 248 
Yes 3. 3680 1. 0891 125 
No 3.4472 1.1538 123 
Topic N - Cryptographic Techniques 
2.7339 1. 0347 248 
Yes 2.7840 1. 0285 125 
No 2.6829 1.0427 123 
Topic O - Protection When Using Service Bureaus 
3.4534 1. 0461 247 
Yes 3.4274 1.1274 124 
No 3.4797 .9611 123 
Topic P - 11me-Sharing Protections 
3. 7166 1. 0518 247 
Yes 3. 6935 1. 0908 124 
No 3.7398 1. 0149 123 
Topic Q - Protection and Privacy Considerations 
3. 77 42 .9678 248 
Yes 3.8480 .9509 125 
No 3.6992 .9829 123 
Topic R - Security Software Packages 
3.2163 .9783 245 
Yes 3.3200 1. 0519 125 
No 3.1083 .8868 120 
Population 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
TABLE LXVI 
NUMBER OF SECURITY PERSONS COMPARED 
TO SELECTED TOPICS 
Mean Std Dev 
Topic B - Company Computer Security Programs 
4.0240 .9373 
3.9828 .9821 
3.9512 .9206 
4.0000 .7385 
4.4444 • 7265 
5.0000 .0000 
4.0000 .0000 
3.5000 2.1213 
Topic C - Embezzlement: Detection and Control 
3.4720 1. 0517 
3. 3793 1.1367 
3.4634 .9246 
3. 7 500 • 7538 
3. 7778 1. 0929 
4.0000 1. 4142 
1.0000 .0000 
4.0000 1. 4142 
Topic E - Program Error 
3. 5760 1. 0101 
3. 5517 .9764 
3. 7073 1.1455 
3.5833 .6686 
3.3333 .8660 
3. 5000 • 7071 
2.0000 .0000 
3. 5000 2.1213 
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Cases 
125 
58 
41 
12 
9 
2 
1 
2 
125 
58 
41 
12 
9 
2 
1 
2 
125 
58 
41 
12 
9 
2 
1 
2 
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TABLE LXVI (Continued) 
Population Mean Std Dev Cases 
Topic F - Operator Error 
3. 7240 .9892 125 
1 3. 5172 .9596 58 
2 3.9024 1. 0441 41 
3 3.6667 • 6513 12 
4 3.3333 .8660 9 
5 3.0000 1. 4142 2 
6 2.0000 • 0000 1 
7 3. 5000 2.1213 2 
Topic G - Programmer Fraud 
3.7520 1. 0133 125 
1 3. 6897 • 9589 58 
2 3.8293 1.1598 41 
3 3.9167 .6686 12 
4 3.5556 1.0138 9 
5 3.5000 2.1213 2 
6 3.0000 .0000 1 
7 4.5000 • 7071 2 
Topic H - Operator Fraud 
3.7600 1.0032 125 
1 3. 5862 1. 0093 58 
2 3. 9268 1.1043 41 
3 3.9167 .6686 12 
4 3. 7778 .8333 9 
5 4.0000 1. 4142 2 
6 3.0000 .0000 1 
7 4.5000 • 7071 2 
Topic I - Hardware Protection 
3.9920 .9025 125 
1 3.9483 .9629 58 
2 4. 0732 .8772 41 
3 4.0000 • 7385 12 
4 4.0000 • 7071 9 
5 3. 5000 2.1213 2 
6 4.0000 .0000 1 
7 4.0000 1. 4142 2 
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TABLE LXVI (Continued) 
Population Mean Std Dev Cases 
Topic M - Insurance Against Loss 
3.3600 1. 0954 125 
1 3.3966 1.0077 58 
2 3.3659 1.1566 41 
3 3. 7500 1.1382 12 
4 2. 7778 1.0929 9 
5 3.0000 1. 4142 2 
6 2.0000 .0000 1 
7 3.5000 2.1213 2 
Topic N - Cryptographic Techniques 
2.8160 1. 0348 125 
1 2.8448 1. 0226 58 
2 2. 7561 1.1786 41 
3 2. 9167 .6686 12 
4 2.8889 .6009 9 
5 2.5000 2.7071 2 
6 1. 0000 .0000 1 
7 3.5000 2.1213 2 
Topic 0 - Protections When Using Service Bureaus 
3.4480 1.1177 125 
1 3.3793 1. 2115 58 
2 3. 5366 1. 0747 41 
3 3.6667 • 7785 12 
4 3.3333 .7071 9 
5 3.5000 2.1213 2 
6 1. 0000 • 0000 1 
7 4.0000 1.4142 2 
Topic P - Time-Sharing Protections 
3. 7177 1. 0711 124 
1 3.6316 1.1593 57 
2 3.7805 1. 0371 41 
3 3.8333 .8348 12 
4 3.8889 .7817 9 
5 3.5000 2.1213 2 
6 2.0000 .0000 1 
7 4.5000 • 7071 2 
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TABLE LXVI (Continued) 
Population Mean Std Dev Cases 
Topic Q - Protection and Privacy Considerations 
3.8320 .9733 125 
1 3. 7586 1. 0141 58 
2 3.8537 1. 0139 41 
3 3. 9167 .9003 12 
4 3.8889 .9280 9 
5 4.0000 .0000 2 
6 4.0000 .0000 1 
7 4.5000 • 7071 2 
Topic R - Security Software Packages 
3.3280 1. 0455 125 
1 3.1897 1. 0338 58 
2 3.3902 1.137 5 41 
3 3.6667 • 7785 12 
4 3.5556 .8819 9 
5 3.5000 • 7071 2 
6 2.0000 .0000 1 
7 3.5000 2.1213 2 
APPENDIX H 
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TABLE LXVII 
RESPONDENT'S PRESENT POSITION COMPARED 
TO SELECTED TOPICS 
Value Mean Std De\/ 
Topic B - Company Computer Security Programs 
3.9032 .9685 
Data Processing 
Management 2.9066 .9844 
Operati anal 
Management 3.8846 .9089 
Security Analyst 3.5000 • 7071 
Other 3. 9211 .9693 
Topic c - Embezzlement: De tee ti on and Control 
3.4960 1. 0377 
Data Processing 
Management 3. 5165 1. 0654 
Operational 
Management 3. 4615 1.0288 
Security Analyst 3.0000 .0000 
Other 3.4474 .9500 
Topic E - Program Error 
3. 5927 .9936 
Data Processing 
Management 3. 5714 1. 0153 
Operational 
Management 3.6438 .8458 
Security Analyst 3.5000 • 7071 
Other 3. 6579 1. 0208 
Topic F - Operator Error 
3. 5927 .9689 
Data Processing 
Management 3. 5824 1. 0144 
Opera ti anal 
Management 3. 6154 .8038 
Security Analyst 3. 5000 • 7071 
Other 3.6316 .8829 
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Cases 
248 
182 
26 
2 
38 
248 
182 
26 
2 
38 
248 
182 
26 
2 
38 
248 
182 
26 
2 
38 
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TABLE LXVII {Continued) 
Value Mean Std Dev Cases 
Topic G - Programmer Fraud 
3.7137 1. 0234 248 
Data Processing 
Management 3.6978 1. 0678 182 
Operational 
Management 3.7308 .9190 26 
Security Analyst 3.0000 .0000 2 
Other 3. 8158 .8961 38 
Topic H - Operator Fraud 
3. 6694 1. 0395 248 
Data Processing 
Management 3. 6758 1. 0613 182 
Operational 
Management 3.6154 .9829 26 
Security Analyst 4.0000 1.4142 2 
Other 3. 6579 .9939 38 
Topic J - Hardware Protection 
3. 9718 .9325 248 
Data Processing 
Management 3.9341 .9611 182 
Opera ti anal 
Management 4.1154 .8162 26 
Security Analyst 3.5000 • 7071 2 
Other 4. 0789 .8817 38 
Topic M - Insurance Against Loss 
3.4073 1.1201 248 
Data Processing 
Management 3.3846 1.1348 182 
Operational 
Management 3.8097 1. 0590 26 
Security Analyst 1. 5000 • 7071 2 
Other 3.3421 .9939 38 
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TABLE LXVII (Continued) 
Value Mean Std Dev Cases 
Topic N - Cryptographic Techniques 
2.7339 1. 0347 248 
Data Processing 
Management 2.6648 1.0043 182 
Opera ti ona1 
Management 3.0385 1.1826 26 
Security Analyst 2.5000 • 7071 2 
Other 2.8684 1. 0698 38 
Topic 0 - Protections When Using Service Bureaus 
3. 4534 1. 0461 247 
Data Processing 
Management 3. 5165 1.0392 182 
Operational 
Management 3.2800 1.1733 25 
Security Analyst 3.5000 • 7071 2 
Other 3.2632 1. 0050 38 
Topic P - Time-Sharing Protections 
3. 7166 1. 0518 247 
Data Processing 
Management 3. 7348 1. 0782 181 
Operational 
Management 3.6538 1. 0933 26 
Security Analyst 3.5000 • 7071 2 
Other 3.6842 .9330 38 
Topic Q - Protec ti on and Privacy Considerations 
3. 7742 .9678 248 
Data Processing 
Management 3.8077 .9812 182 
Operational 
Management 3.7308 1. 0414 26 
Security Analyst 4.0000 1. 4142 2 
Other 3. 6316 .8517 38 
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TABLE LXVII (Continued) 
Value Mean Std Dev Cases 
Topic R - Security Software Packages 
3.2163 .9783 245 
Data Processing 
Management 3.1111 .9966 180 
Operational 
Management 3.6538 .9774 26 
Security Analyst 3.0000 .0000 2 
Other 3.4324 .8007 37 
TABLE LXVIII 
RESPONDENT'S LENGTH OF TIME IN PRESENT POSITION 
COMPARED TO SELECTED TOPICS 
Value Mean Std Dev 
Topic B - Company Computer Security Programs 
3.9032 .9685 
Less 1 year 3. 6970 .8472 
1-2 years 3. 8529 1.2585 
3-4 years 3.9351 .9225 
5-6 years 4.1000 .8412 
Over 6 years 3.8730 .9918 
Topic c - Embezzlement: Detection and Control 
3.4960 1. 0377 
Less 1 year 3. 6970 .9838 
1-2 years 3.1471 1. 2585 
3-4 years 3. 5714 .9094 
5-6 years 3. 5250 1. 0619 
Over 6 years 3. 4762 1.0604 
Topic E - Program Error 
3. 5927 .9936 
Less 1 year 3.6667 1. 0206 
1-2 years 3.3235 1.1990 
3-4 years 3.4805 .9264 
5-6 years 3. 7250 .8767 
Over 6 years 3.7619 .9954 
Topic F - Operator Error 
3. 5927 .9689 
Less 1 year 3.7879 .9273 
1-2 years 3.4412 1.2356 
3-4 years 3.4805 .8827 
5-6 years 3. 67 50 .8590 
Over 6 years 3.6667 1.0000 
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Cases 
248 
33 
34 
77 
40 
63 
248 
33 
34 
77 
40 
63 
248 
33 
34 
77 
40 
63 
248 
33 
34 
77 
40 
63 
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TABLE LXVIII (Continued) 
Value Mean Std Dev cases 
Topic G - Programmer Fraud 
3.7137 1.0234 248 
Less 1 year 3.7879 .8200 33 
1-2 years 3. 5294 1. 0220 34 
3-4 years 3.6494 1. 0484 77 
5-6 years 4.0500 .9044 40 
Over 6 years 3.6508 1.1382 63 
Topic H - Operator Fraud 
3.6694 1. 0395 248 
Less 1 year 3.7273 .87 58 33 
1-2 years 3. 4706 1. 0220 34 
3-4 years 3.6623 1. 0464 77 
5-6 years 4.0000 .8771 40 
Over 6 years 3. 5238 1.17 58 63 
Topic J - Hardware Protec ti on 
3.9718 • 9325 248 
Less 1 year 3. 8788 .9604 33 
1-2 years 3. 7353 .8981 34 
3-4 years 4.0260 .9028 77 
5-6 years 3.9500 .8756 40 
Over 6 years 4. 1111 1. 0018 63 
Topic M - Insurance Against Loss 
3.4073 1.1201 248 
Less 1 year 3.1515 1. 0642 33 
1-2 years 3. 3235 1.1735 34 
3-4 years 3. 5974 1. 0792 77 
5-6 years 3. 4500 1. 0610 40 
Over 6 years 3.3651 1.1681 63 
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TABLE LXVIII (Continued) 
Value Mean Std Dev Cases 
Topic N - Cryptographic Techniques 
2.7339 1.0347 248 
Less 1 year 2.9394 1. 0589 33 
1-2 years 2. 5294 1.2119 34 
3-4 years 2.8701 .9645 77 
5-6 years 2. 77 50 1. 0497 40 
Over 6 years 2.5556 .9801 63 
Topic 0 - Protections When Using Service Bureaus 
3.4534 1. 0461 247 
Less 1 year 3.3333 .8898 33 
1-2 years 3.0882 1.1901 34 
3-4 years 3.5526 .9986 76 
5-6 years 3. 77 50 1. 0739 40 
Over 6 years 3.3810 1. 0384 63 
Topic P - Time-Sharing Protections 
3. 7166 1. 0518 247 
Less 1 year 3. 6970 .8833 33 
1-2 years 3. 6176 1.1014 34 
3-4 years 3.8182 1.0727 77 
5-6 years 3.7949 1. 0306 39 
Over 6 years 3.6032 1.1150 63 
Topic Q - Protection and Privacy Considerations 
3. 7742 .9678 248 
Less 1 year 3.7879 .8200 33 
1-2 years 3. 6176 1. 0449 34 
3-4 years 3. 8052 .9602 77 
5-6 years 3. 92 50 • 9167 40 
Over 6 years 3.6984 1. 0416 63 
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TABLE LXVIII {Continued) 
Value Mean Std Dev Cases 
Topic R - Security Software Packages 
3. 2163 .9783 245 
Less 1 year 3.2121 .9604 33 
1-2 years 3.0303 1.1315 33 
3-4 years 3.1867 .9683 75 
5-6 years 3. 3500 1.1447 40 
Over 6 years 3.2698 .8074 63 
TABLE LXIX 
RESPONDENT'S LENGTH OF TIME IN COMPUTER-RELATED 
POSITION COMPARED TO SELECTED TOPICS 
Value Mean Std Dev 
Topic B - Company Computer Security Programs 
3.8984 .9799 
Less 1 year 3.0000 .0000 
1-2 years 5.0000 .0000 
3-4 years 3. 8571 1. 2150 
5-6 years 3. 8462 .8006 
7-10 years 3.7429 • 7413 
Over 10 years 3. 9255 1. 0105 
Topic c - Embezzlement: Detection and Control 
3. 5041 1. 0371 
Less 1 year 4.0000 .0000 
1-2 years 5.0000 .0000 
3-4 years 3.7143 .4880 
5-6 years 3. 6923 .9473 
7-10 years 3. 4571 .8859 
Over 10 years 3.4734 1. 0819 
Topic E - Program Error 
3. 5976 .9962 
Less 1 year 2.0000 .0000 
1-2 years 3.5000 • 7071 
3-4 years 4.0000 .8165 
5-6 years 3.9231 .8623 
7-10 years 3. 6571 .9375 
Over 10 years 3.5585 1. 0195 
Topic F - Operator Error 
3. 5935 • 9717 
Less 1 year 2.0000 .0000 
1-2 years 4.0000 1.4142 
3-4 years 3. 5714 .9759 
5-6 years 3.8462 .9871 
7-10 years 3.9143 .8869 
Over 10 years 3.5213 .9727 
247 
Cases 
246 
1 
2 
7 
13 
35 
188 
246 
1 
2 
7 
13 
35 
188 
246 
1 
2 
7 
13 
35 
188 
246 
1 
2 
7 
13 
35 
188 
248 
TABLE LXIX (Continued) 
Value Mean Std Dev Cases 
Topic G - Programmer Fraud 
3. 7195 1. 0255 246 
Less 1 year 2.0000 .0000 1 
1-2 years 5.0000 .0000 2 
3-4 years 3.7143 .4880 7 
5-6 years 3. 461 S .8771 13 
7-10 years 3. 7714 .9103 35 
Over 10 years 3. 7234 1.0638 188 
Topic H - Operator Fraud 
3.6667 1. 0394 246 
Less 1 year 2.0000 .0000 1 
1-2 years 5.0000 .0000 2 
3-4 years 3. 8571 • 6901 7 
5-6 years 3. 5385 . 7763 13 
7-10 years 3.8000 .9331 35 
Over 10 years 3.6383 1. 0782 188 
Topic J - Hardware Protection 
3.9797 .9322 246 
Less 1 year 4.0000 .0000 1 
1-2 years 4.5000 .7071 2 
3-4 years 4.2857 .9512 7 
5-6 years 4.2308 1. 0127 13 
7-10 years 4.0000 .8745 35 
Over 10 years 3.9415 .9432 188 
Topic M - Insurance Against Loss 
3.4106 1.1094 246 
Less 1 year 2.0000 .0000 1 
1-2 years 3.5000 • 7071 2 
3-4 years 3. 2857 • 7559 7 
5-6 years 3.9231 1. 0377 13 
7-10 years 3. 2 571 1. 0387 35 
Over 10 years 3.4149 1.1367 188 
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TABLE LXIX (Continued) 
Value Mean Std Dev Cases 
Topic N - Cryptographic Techniques 
2.7439 1. 0319 246 
Less 1 year 2.0000 .0000 1 
1-2 years 4.0000 .0000 2 
3-4 years 2. 8571 .8997 7 
5-6 years 3. 0769 1.187 5 13 
7-10 years 2.7429 .9500 35 
Over 1 O years 2. 7074 1. 0417 188 
Topic 0 - Protections When Using Service Bureaus 
3.4612 1. 0380 245 
Less 1 year 3.0000 .0000 1 
1-2 years 4.0000 .0000 2 
3-4 years 2. 8571 .8997 7 
5-6 years 3.6923 .9473 13 
7-10 years 3. 0571 .9983 35 
Over 10 years 3. 5401 1. 0433 187 
Topic P - Time-Sharing Protections 
3.7265 1. 0415 245 
Less 1 year 3.0000 .0000 1 
1-2 years 4.5000 • 7071 2 
3-4 years 3. 7143 .9512 7 
5-6 years 3. 4615 1.0500 13 
7-10 years 3. 5143 1. 0947 35 
Over 10 years 3. 7807 1. 0370 187 
Topic Q - Protection and Privacy Considerations 
3.7805 .9522 246 
Less 1 year 4.0000 .0000 1 
1-2 years 4.0000 .0000 2 
3-4 years 4.0000 1.0000 7 
5-6 years 3. 4615 .6602 13 
7-10 years 3. 6857 .9000 35 
Over 10 years 3. 8085 .9841 188 
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TABLE LXIX (Continued) 
Value Mean Std Dev Cases 
Topic R - Security Software Packages 
3.2181 .9822 243 
Less 1 year 5.0000 .0000 1 
1-2 years 3.0000 1.4142 2 
3-4 years 3.0000 1.4142 6 
5-6 years 3.2500 .4523 12 
7-10 years 3.1714 .9848 35 
Over 10 years 3.2246 .9907 187 
TABLE LXX 
RESPONDENT 1 S HIGHEST EDUCATION LEVEL 
COMPARED TO SELECTED TOPICS 
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_________________________________ ,,_ 
Value Mean Std Dev Cases 
Topic B - Company Computer Security Programs 
3.9065 • 9707 246 
High School Graduate 4.5556 .7265 9 
Some College 3.7037 .9443 54 
Associate Degree 3.8148 • 7357 21 
Vocational/Trade 
School Certificate 4.0833 .7930 12 
Bachelor's Degree 3.8911 1.0668 101 
Master• s Degree 4. 0714 .9472 42 
Doctoral Degree 4.0000 .0000 1 
Topic c - Embezzlement: Detection and Control 
3.4959 1. 0410 246 
High School Graduate 3. 7778 1.0929 9 
Some College 3. 4815 1.0594 54 
Associate Degree 3.5556 .8916 27 
Vocational/Trade 
School Certificate 4.2500 .8660 12 
Bachelor's Degree 3. 3762 1. 07 57 101 
Master 1 s Degree 3. 4524 .9927 42 
Doctoral Degree 5.0000 .0000 1 
Topic E - Program Error 
3. 6016 .9917 246 
High School Graduate 4.1111 .7817 9 
Some College 3. 7778 .9450 54 
Associate Degree 3. 5926 .8884 27 
Vocational/Trade 
School Certificate 3.9167 • 5149 12 
Bachelor's Degree 3. 5446 1. 0726 101 
Master's Degree 3.3333 1. 0041 42 
Doctoral Degree 3.0000 • 0000 1 
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TABLE LXX (Continued) 
Value Mean Std Dev Cases 
Topic F - Operator Error 
3. 5935 .9633 246 
High School Graduate 4.0000 • 7071 9 
Some College 3. 7778 .9450 54 
Associate Degree 3.4815 1. 0141 27 
Vocational/Trade 
School Certificate 3.8333 • 5774 12 
Bachelor 1 s Degree 3. 5347 1. 0155 101 
Master's Degree 3.4286 .9408 42 
Doctoral Degree 3.0000 .0000 1 
Topic G - Programmer Fraud 
3. 7236 1. 0206 246 
High School Graduate 3. 7778 1. 3017 9 
Some College 3.8333 .9857 54 
Associate Degree 3.6667 1. 0377 27 
Vocational/Trade 
School Certificate 4. 2500 • 7538 12 
Bachelor 1 s Degree 3.6634 1. 0225 101 
Master 1 s Degree 3. 5952 1.0606 42 
Doctoral Degree 4.0000 .0000 1 
Topic H - Operator Fraud 
3. 6789 1. 0373 246 
High School Graduate · 3. 5556 .8819 9 
Some College 3.8148 .9727 54 
Associate Degree 3. 5926 1.1522 27 
Vocational/Trade 
School Certificate 4. 1667 • 7177 12 
Bachelor's Degree 3. 6535 1. 0811 101 
Master I s Degree 3. 5000 1. 0418 42 
Doctoral Degree 4.0000 .0000 1 
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TABLE LXX (Continued) 
Value Mean Std Dev Cases 
Topic J - Hardware Protection 
3. 9715 .9363 246 
High School Graduate 4.1111 .7817 9 
Some College 4.0556 .8777 54 
Associate Degree 4.1111 .8473 27 
Vocational/Trade 
School Certificate 4.0833 1.1645 12 
Bachelor's Degree 3.9010 1. 0050 101 
Master 1 s Degree 3.8810 .8890 42 
Doctoral Degree 4.0000 .0000 1 
Topic M - Insurance Against Loss 
3.4146 1.1207 246 
High School Graduate 4.0000 .8660 9 
Some College 3.3889 1. 0714 54 
Associate Degree 3. 5185 1.1887 27 
Vocational/Trade 
School Certificate 4.1667 • 7177 12 
Bachelor's Degree 3.2178 1.1367 101 
Master 1 s Degree 3. 5238 1.1527 42 
Doctoral Degree 3.0000 .0000 1 
Topic N - Cryptographic Techniques 
2.7398 1. 0368 246 
High School Graduate 2.8889 1.2693 9 
Some College 2.7222 1. 0888 54 
Associate Degree 2.6667 .7845 27 
Vocational/Trade 
School Certificate 3.0000 1.2060 12 
Bachelor's Degree 2. 7 525 1. 0431 101 
Master• s Degree 2.6429 1. 0317 42 
Doctoral Degree 4.0000 .0000 1 
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TABLE LXX (Continued) 
Value Mean Std Dev Cases 
Topic O - Protections When Using Service Bureaus 
3.4612 1. 0458 245 
High School Graduate 3.8889 .7817 9 
Some College 3.4074 1.0554 54 
Associate Degree 3.5556 1. 0860 27 
Vocational/Trade 
School Certificate 3. 5833 1. 3114 12 
Bachelor's Degree 3. 5200 1.0394 100 
Master 1 s Degree 3.2143 1.0009 42 
Doctoral Degree 3.0000 .0000 1 
Topic P - Time-Sharing Protections 
3.7265 1. 0494 245 
H1gh School Graduate 4.0000 1.1180 9 
Sarne Co11 ege 3. 5926 1.0003 54 
Associate Degree 3.8148 1.1448 27 
Vocational/Trade 
School Certificate 3.8333 1.1934 12 
Bachelor's Degree 3.8000 1. 0445 100 
Master's Degree 3. 5476 1. 0170 42 
Doctoral Degree 5.0000 .0000 1 
Topic Q - Protection and Privacy Considerations 
3. 7724 .9715 246 
High School Graduate 4.1111 .7817 9 
Some College 3.6481 .9548 54 
Associate Degree 3. 7778 1. 0500 27 
Vocational/Trade 
School Certificate 3.9167 1.1645 12 
Bachelor's Degree 3.7822 .9654 101 
Master's Degree 3. 7619 .9579 42 
Doctoral Degree 5.0000 .0000 1 
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TABLE LXX (Continued) 
------------------------ '"---·--
Value Mean Std Dev Cases 
·----------------------·------
Topic R - Security Software Packages 
3.2140 .9725 243 
High School Graduate 4.0000 • 7071 9 
Some College 3.3269 1. 0237 52 
Associate Degree 2.9630 .8540 27 
Vocational/Trade 
School Certificate 3. 4167 1. 3114 12 
Bachelor's Degree 3.1100 .9309 100 
Master's Degree 3.2381 .9579 42 
Doctoral Degree 4.0000 .0000 1 
----
APPENDIX I 
MEANS OF ADDITIONAL COMPUTER 
SECURITY COURSES 
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TABLE LXXI 
SELECTED COURSES IN CIS CURRICULUM COMPARED TO NUMBER 
OF PEOPLE EMPLOYED IN RESPONDENT'S COMPUTER CENTER (SECTION I-2 OF QUESTIONNAIRE) 
2 57 
._.., _____ , ___ 
Value Mean Std Dev Cases 
CIS-1 Introduction to Computer-Based Systems 
3. 5344 1.1467 247 
1-20 3.5500 1.1526 140 
21-40 3. 2162 1. 2050 37 
41-60 3. 5500 1. 0990 20 
61-80 3.8333 .9832 6 
81-100 3.8333 1.1146 12 
Over 100 3.6563 1.1248 32 
CIS-2 Applications Program Development I 
3. 0766 1.0600 248 
1-20 3.2143 1.0848 140 
21-40 3. 0541 1. 0527 37 
41-60 2.9500 .8870 20 
61-80 3.3333 1.0328 6 
81-100 2. 6154 1.4456 13 
Over 100 2.7188 .7719 32 
CIS-3 Applications Program Development II 
3.4234 .9991 248 
1-20 3. 5214 1. 0211 140 
21-40 3.4054 • 9267 37 
41-60 3.2000 .8335 20 
61-80 3.0000 .6325 6 
81-100 3.0000 1.4720 13 
Over 100 3.4063 .8747 32 
CIS-4 Systems Analysis Methods 
3. 8057 .9557 247 
1-20 3.8849 .9409 139 
21-40 3.7838 .9757 37 
41-60 3.7000 .9787 20 
61-80 3. 5000 1.0488 6 
81-100 3. 5385 1.1983 13 
Over 100 3. 7188 .8884 32 
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TABLE LXXI (Continued) 
~----··--------
Value Mean Std Dev Cases 
CIS-5 Structured Systems Analys1 s and Design 
3. 7733 1. 0227 247 
1-20 3. 7986 1.0369 139 
21-40 3.8919 .8751 37 
41-60 3. 7500 1. 0699 20 
61-80 3.5000 1.3784 6 
81-100 3. 5385 1.1266 13 
Over 100 3. 687 5 1.0298 32 
CIS-8 Software and Hardware Concepts 
3. 4531 • 9511 245 
1-20 3.4058 .9714 138 
21-40 3.4722 .9407 36 
41-60 3.2000 .8335 20 
61-80 3.8333 .9832 6 
81-100 3.8462 .6887 13 
Over 100 3. 5625 1. 0140 32 
CIS-9 Office Automation 
3. 4268 1.0186 246 
1-20 3.3381 1. 0602 139 
21-40 3. 2778 1.0032 36 
41-60 3.4500 .8870 20 
61-80 3.5000 • 5477 6 
81-100 4.1538 .8987 13 
Over 100 3.6563 .9370 32 
CIS-10 Decision Support Systems 
3. 4653 .9979 245 
1-20 3. 3957 1. 0469 139 
21-40 3.7143 .8935 35 
41-60 3.5000 .8885 20 
61-80 3.5000 1. 0488 6 
81-100 3.3846 .8697 13 
Over 100 3.5000 1.0160 32 
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TABLE LXXI (Continued) 
Value Mean Std Dev CaSt!S 
----"-·=···----·----
CIS-11 Advanced Database Concepts 
3.8130 1. 0130 245 
1-20 3.8489 .9994 139 
21-40 3.8889 1.0631 36 
41-60 4.0000 1. 0260 20 
61-80 3.1667 • 7528 6 
81-100 3.6923 .9473 13 
Over 100 3. 6250 1. 0701 32 
CIS-14 lnformati on Systems Planning 
3.7692 .9582 247 
1-20 3.7842 .9613 139 
21-40 3. 9730 • 9570 37 
41-60 3.6500 .87 51 20 
61-80 3.3333 1.0328 6 
81-100 3. 6154 .9608 13 
Over 100 3. 687 5 .9980 32 
----·- -~----- .. -~ .. -
Value 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
TABLE LXXII 
SELECTED COURSES IN CIS CURRICULUM COMPARED TO 
PRESENCE OF DESIGNATED SECURITY PERSON 
CIS-1 
IN RESPONDENT'S COMPUTER CENTER (SECTION I-3 OF QUESTIONNAIRE) 
Mean Std Dev 
Introduction to Computer-Based Systems 
3. 5344 1. 1467 
3. 5645 1.1351 
3. 5041 1.1621 
CIS-2 Application Program Development I 
3.0766 1. 0600 
3.1280 1.0923 
3.0244 1.0280 
CIS-3 Application Program Development II 
3.4234 .991 
3.4880 1. 0672 
3. 3577 .9244 
CIS-4 Systems Analysis Methods 
3. 8057 .9557 
3.8629 .9313 
3.7480 .9801 
CIS-5 Structured Systems Analysis and Design 
3. 7733 1. 0227 
3.8306 1. 0571 
3. 7154 .9878 
CIS-8 Software and Hardware Concepts 
3.4531 .9511 
3. 5246 .9639 
3.3821 .9367 
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Cases 
247 
124 
123 
248 
125 
123 
248 
125 
123 
247 
124 
123 
247 
124 
123 
245 
122 
123 
Value 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
TABLE LXXII (Continued) 
Mean Std Dev 
CIS-9 Office Automation 
3. 4268 
3.4797 
3. 3740 
1.0186 
1.0191 
1. 0195 
CIS-10 Decision Support Systems 
3.4653 
3.4309 
3.5000 
.9979 
1. 0169 
.9812 
CIS-11 Advanced Database Concepts 
3.8130 
3.8537 
3. 7724 
1. 0130 
1. 0611 
• 9651 
CIS-14 Information Systems Planning 
3.7692 
3.7419 
3.7967 
.9582 
1.0191 
.8959 
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Cases 
246 
123 
123 
245 
123 
122 
246 
123 
123 
247 
124 
123 
Value 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
TABLE LXXII I 
SELECTED COURSE IN CIS CURRICULUM COMPARED TO 
NUMBER OF DESIGNATED StCURITY PERSONS IN 
RESPONDENT'S COMPUTER CENTER (SECTION 
I-4 OF QUESTIONNAIRE) 
Mean Std Dev 
CIS-1 Introduction to Computer-Based Systems 
3. 5403 1.1218 
3.6034 1. 227 5 
3. 5250 .9334 
3.6667 1.1547 
3.2222 1. 3017 
2.5000 • 7071 
5.0000 .0000 
3.0000 .0000 
CIS-2 Applications Program Development I 
3.1200 1. 0969 
3. 0862 1. 0968 
3.1951 1.1229 
2. 9167 1.2401 
3.4444 1. 0138 
2.5000 • 7071 
2.0000 .0000 
3.5000 • 7071 
CIS-3 Applications Program Development II 
3.4960 1. 0748 
3.3448 1.1479 
3.6829 1. 0354 
3. 5833 .9003 
3.5556 1. 0138 
3.0000 .0000 
2.0000 .0000 
4.5000 • 7071 
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Cases 
124 
58 
50 
12 
9 
2 
1 
2 
125 
58 
41 
12 
9 
2 
1 
2 
125 
58 
41 
12 
9 
2 
1 
2 
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TABLE LXXIII (Continued) 
Value Mean Std Dev Cases 
CIS-4 Systems Analysis Methods 
3.8400 .9788 125 
1 3.9138 .9603 58 
2 3.7805 1.1071 41 
3 3. 7500 • 7538 12 
4 4.0000 .8660 9 
5 3.0000 1.4142 2 
6 3.0000 .0000 1 
7 4.0000 .0000 2 
CIS-5 Structured Systems Analysis and Design 
3.8480 1. 0781 125 
1 3.8276 1.1415 58 
2 3.9268 1. 0814 41 
3 3. 5833 .9962 12 
4 3.8889 1. 0541 9 
5 4.0000 .0000 2 
6 3.0000 .0000 1 
7 4.5000 • 7071 2 
CIS-8 Software and Hardware Concepts 
3. 4878 .9613 123 
1 3. 4561 1.0702 57 
2 3.4634 .8396 41 
3 3. 5455 .8202 11 
4 3.8889 .7817 9 
5 2.5000 • 7071 2 
6 4.0000 .0000 1 
7 3.5000 2.1213 2 
CIS-9 Office Automation 
3. 5081 1. 0161 124 
1 3.3684 .9934 57 
2 3.4390 .9759 41 
3 4.0000 1.2060 12 
4 3. 7778 1.0929 9 
5 3. 5000 • 7071 2 
6 4.0000 .0000 1 
7 4.5000 • 7071 2 
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TABLE LXXIII (Continued) 
,. .. ~_..., ~~--.-----
Value Mean Std Dev Cases 
-------~-·-·-
CIS-10 Decision Support Systems 
3. 4597 1. 0073 124 
1 3. 4035 1.0498 57 
2 3. 5854 .9741 41 
3 3.4167 .7930 12 
4 3.5556 1. 2360 9 
5 2.5000 • 7071 2 
6 4.0000 .0000 1 
7 3.0000 1. 4142 2 
CIS-11 Advanced Database Concepts 
3.8790 1.0327 124 
1 3.9474 1. 0423 57 
2 3.8049 1. 077 5 41 
3 3.5000 1. 0000 12 
4 4.0000 .8660 9 
5 4.5000 • 7071 2 
6 3.0000 .0000 1 
7 5.0000 .0000 2 
CIS-14 lnformati on Systems Planning 
3.7280 1. 0110 125 
1 3. 7 586 • 9967 58 
2 3.6829 1. 0592 41 
3 3.9167 1. 0836 12 
4 3.8889 .7817 9 
5 3.0000 1. 4142 2 
6 2.0000 .0000 1 
7 3.5000 • 7071 2 
"---·-----
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TABLE LXXIV 
SELECTED COURSES IN CIS CURRICULUM COMPARED 
TO RESPONDENT'S PRESENT POSITION 
(SECTION II-1 OF QUESTIONNAIRE) 
-·----
Value Mean Std Dev Cases 
CIS-1 Introduction to Computer-Based Sys terns 
3. 5344 1. 1467 247 
Data Processing 
Management 3. 5912 1.1493 181 
Operational 
Management 3. 4615 .9892 26 
Security Analyst 4.5000 • 7071 2 
Other 3.2632 1.2233 38 
CIS-2 Applications Program Development I 
3. 0766 1.0600 248 
Data Processing 
Management 3.1209 1. 0907 182 
Operational 
Management 3. 0769 .7442 26 
Security Analyst 2.0000 1. 4142 2 
Other 2. 9211 1. 07 51 38 
CIS-3 Applications Program Development II 
3.4234 .9991 248 
Data Processing 
Management 3.4341 1. 0478 182 
Operational 
Management 3. 3077 • 6177 26 
Security Analyst 4.5000 • 7071 2 
Other 3.3947 .9737 38 
CIS-4 Systems Analysis Methods 
3. 8057 .9557 247 
Data Processing 
Management 3.8729 .9192 181 
Operational 
Management 3.6923 .9282 26 
Security Analyst 1. 5000 • 7071 2 
Other 3.6842 1. 0162 38 
l66 
TABLE LXXIV (Continued) 
Value Mean Std Dev Cases 
• ._._, ____ ...__Q ____ 
CIS-5 Structured Systems Analysis and Design 
3. 7733 1.0227 247 
Data Processing 
Management 3.8066 1. 0172 181 
Operati anal 
Management 3. 7308 .8744 26 
Security Analyst 3.0000 2.8284 2 
Other 3.6842 1. 0681 38 
CIS-8 Software and Hardware Concepts 
3. 4531 .9511 245 
Data Processing 
Management 3.4413 • 9719 179 
Operational 
Management 3. 4615 .9892 26 
Security Analyst 2.5000 • 7071 2 
Other 3.5526 .8285 38 
CIS-9 Office Automation 
3. 4268 1.0186 246 
Data Processing 
Management 3.4000 1. 0496 180 
Opera ti anal 
Management 3. 5385 .8593 26 
Security Analyst 4.0000 1. 4142 2 
Other 3.4474 .9781 38 
CIS-10 Decision Support Systems 
3.4653 .9979 245 
Data Processing 
Management 3.4611 1. 0214 180 
Operational 
Management 3. 4615 .9047 26 
Security Analyst 3.5000 • 7071 2 
Other 3.4865 .9894 37 
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TABLE LXXIV (Continued) 
--------------------------···----·-·-·-·-·-
Value Mean Std Dev Cases 
C IS-11 Advanced Database Concepts 
3.8130 1. 0130 246 
Data Processing 
Management 3. 7722 1.0348 180 
Opera ti anal 
Management 3.9231 .9767 26 
Security Analyst 2.5000 2.1213 2 
Other 4.000 .8383 38 
CIS-14 Information Systems Planning 
3.7692 .9582 247 
Data Processing 
Management 3. 7 680 .9839 181 
Operational 
Management 3.6538 .9356 26 
Security Analyst 4.0000 1. 4142 2 
Other 3.8421 .8551 38 
- ·- -- --·--··-- , _______ 
Value 
TABLE LXXV 
SELECTED COURSES IN CIS CURRICULUM COMPARED fO 
RESPONDENT'S LENGTH OF TIME AT PRESENT 
POSITION (SECTION 11-2 OF 
QUESTIONNAIRE) 
Mean Std Dev 
268 
----------
Cases 
. ---·----
CIS-1 Introduction to Computer-Based Systems 
3. 5344 1.1467 247 
Less 1 year 3. 4545 • 9712 33 
1-2 years 3.2647 1.2865 34 
3-4 years 3. 4545 1.1647 77 
5-6 years 3. 6154 .9898 39 
Over 6 years 3.7460 1. 2044 63 
5.0000 .0000 1 
CIS-2 Applications Program Development I 
3. 0766 1. 0600 248 
Less 1 year 3.1212 .8200 33 
1-2 years 2.8235 1.1670 34 
3-4 years 3.1818 1.0604 77 
5-6 years 3.1500 1. 2100 40 
Over 6 years 3. 0476 • 9907 63 
1. 0000 .0000 1 
CIS-3 Applications Program Development II 
3.4234 .9991 248 
Less 1 year 3.4242 .8671 33 
1-2 years 3.1176 1. 2001 34 
3-4 years 3. 5325 .8823 77 
5-6 years 3.4000 1.1277 40 
Over 6 years 3.4444 .9801 63 
5.0000 .0000 1 
CIS-4 Systems Analysis Methods 
3. 8057 • 9557 247 
Less 1 year 3.7879 .8200 33 
1-2 years 3.5000 1.1348 34 
3-4 years 3.9481 .8255 n 
5-6 years 3. 97 50 .9997 40 
Over 6 years 3.7419 .9570 62 
1. 0000 .0000 1 
TABLE LXXV (Continued) 
Value Mean Std Dev 
CIS-5 Structured Systems Analysis and Design 
Less 1 year 
1-2 years 
3-4 years 
5-6 years 
Over 6 years 
Less 1 year 
1-2 years 
3-4 years 
5-6 years 
Over 6 years 
Less 1 year 
1-2 years 
3-4 years 
5-6 years 
Over 6 years 
Less 1 year 
1-2 years 
3-4 years 
5-6 years 
Over 6 years 
3. 7733 
3. 57 58 
3. 5294 
3.9221 
3.9000 
3. 7258 
5.0000 
1. 0227 
1. 2255 
1.1074 
1. 0100 
.9554 
.8902 
.0000 
CIS-8 Software and Hardware Concepts 
3. 4531 
3. 4545 
3.4412 
3.3947 
3.5500 
3. 4754 
3.0000 
.9511 
• 7538 
1. 0785 
1. 0077 
.8458 
.9934 
.0000 
CIS-9 Office Automation 
3. 4268 
3.3939 
3.2941 
3.3766 
3. 4250 
3. 5574 
5.0000 
1. 0186 
.9663 
1.2193 
1. 0265 
.9842 
.9403 
.0000 
CIS-10 Decision Support Systems 
3.4653 
3. 5152 
3.1515 
3.4156 
3.5500 
3.6066 
4.0000 
.9979 
.9722 
1.1489 
1. 0046 
1. 0115 
.8996 
.0000 
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Cases 
247 
33 
34 
77 
40 
62 
1 
245 
33 
34 
76 
40 
61 
1 
246 
33 
34 
77 
40 
61 
1 
245 
33 
33 
77 
40 
61 
1 
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TABLE LXXV (Continued) 
Value Mean Std Dev Cases 
C IS-11 Advanced Database 
3.8130 1. 0130 246 
Less 1 year 3.8435 .9722 33 
1-2 years 3.6471 1.1776 34 
3-4 years 3.8701 .9914 77 
5-6 years 3.8250 1. 0099 40 
Over 6 years 3.8033 .9970 61 
4.0000 .0000 1 
CIS-14 Information Systems Planning 
3.7692 .9582 247 
Less 1 year 3. 6061 .9334 33 
1-2 years 3.7647 1.1297 34 
3-4 years 3. 7273 .9684 77 
5-6 years 3.87 50 .9658 40 
Over 6 years 3.8226 .8594 62 
5.0000 .0000 1 
TABLE LXXVI 
SELECTED COURSES IN CIS CURRICULUM COMPARED TO RESPONDENT'S 
LENGTH OF TIME IN COMPUTER-RELATED POSITION 
(SECTION II-3 OF QUESTIONNAIRE) 
Value Mean Std Dev 
CIS-1 Introduction to Computer-Based Systems 
3. 5224 1.1436 
Less 1 year 2.0000 .0000 
1-2 years 4.0000 1.4142 
3-4 years 3.4286 .9759 
5-6 years 3. 4615 1.1983 
7-10 years 3.5588 .9906 
Over 10 years 3. 5266 1.1766 
CIS-2 Applications Program Development I 
3. 0854 1.0560 
Less 1 year 2.0000 .0000 
1-2 years 2.5000 • 7071 
3-4 years 2. 5714 .9759 
5-6 years 2.9231 1.1152 
7-10 years 3.1143 .8668 
Over 10 years 3.1223 1.0900 
CIS-3 Applications Program Development II 
3. 4187 .9977 
Less 1 year 2.0000 .0000 
1-2 years 2.0000 1. 4142 
3-4 years 3. 7143 • 7559 
5-6 years 3. 3077 1.1094 
7-10 years 3.4000 .8812 
Over 10 years 3. 4415 1. 0089 
CIS-4 Systems Analysis Methods 
3.8122 .9395 
Less 1 year 3.0000 .0000 
1-2 years 4.0000 .0000 
3-4 years 3. 5714 • 5345 
5-6 years 3.8462 1. 2810 
7-10 years 3.8286 .9231 
Over 10 years 3.8182 .9385 
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Cases 
245 
1 
2 
7 
13 
34 
188 
246 
1 
2 
7 
13 
35 
188 
246 
1 
2 
7 
13 
35 
188 
245 
1 
2 
7 
13 
35 
187 
272 
TABLE LXXVI (Continued) 
Value Mean Std Dev Cases 
CIS-5 Structures Analysis Methods 
3.7714 1. 0227 245 
Less 1 year 2.0000 .0000 1 
1-2 years 4.0000 1. 4142 2 
3-4 years 4.2857 • 7559 7 
5-6 years 4.3077 .6304 13 
7-10 years 3.8000 1.1061 35 
Over 10 years 3. 7166 1. 0212 187 
CIS-8 Software and Hardware Concepts 
3.4486 .9494 243 
Less 1 year 4.0000 .0000 1 
1-2 years 4.0000 1. 4142 2 
3-4 years 3. 8571 • 6901 7 
5-6 years 3. 6154 • 6504 13 
7-10 years 3. 6857 .8668 35 
Over 10 years 3. 3676 .9808 185 
CIS-9 Office Automation 
3.4139 1. 0127 244 
Less 1 year 2.0000 .0000 1 
1-2 years 1.0000 .0000 2 
3-4 years 3. 2857 • 7559 7 
5-6 years 3.8462 .6887 13 
7-10 years 3. 5143 .8869 35 
Over 10 years 3.4032 1. 0313 186 
CIS-10 Decision Support Systems 
3.4650 1.0009 243 
Less 1 year 2.0000 .0000 1 
1-2 years 1.0000 .0000 2 
3-4 years 2. 8571 .8997 7 
5-6 years 3.6923 .9473 13 
7-10 years 3. 5429 .7005 35 
Over 10 years 3.4919 1. 0221 185 
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TABLE LXXVI (Continued) 
Value Mean Std Dev Cases 
CIS-11 Advanced Database Concepts 
3.8074 1. 0142 244 
Less 1 yea?' 3.0000 .0000 1 
1-2 years 3.0000 2.8284 2 
3-4 years 4. 2857 .4880 7 
5-6 years 3.8462 1.0682 13 
7-10 years 3. 4857 .9813 35 
Over 10 years 3.8602 1. 0037 186 
CS-14 Information Systems Planning 
3. 7592 .9556 245 
Less 1 year 4.0000 .0000 1 
1-2 years 3.5000 • 7071 2 
3-4 years 3.7143 • 9512 7 
5-6 years 3. 8462 1. 0682 13 
7-10 years 3.8286 .8907 35 
Over 10 years 3. 7433 .9719 187 
TABLE LXXVII 
SELECTED COURSES IN CIS CURRICULUM COMPARED TO 
RESPONDENT'S HIGHEST EDUCATION LEVEL 
(SECTION II-4 OF QUESTIONNAIRE) 
Value Mean Std Dev 
CIS-1 Introduction to Computer-Based Systems 
3. 5407 1.1448 
High School Graduate 3. 7778 1.2019 
Some College Work 3.3889 1. 0714 
Associate Degree 3.2963 1.1706 
Vocational/Trade 
School Certificate 3.7500 .8660 
Bachelor's Degree 3.6634 1.1600 
Master's Degree 3. 5000 1. 2543 
Doctoral Degree 3.0000 .0000 
CIS-2 App 1 i cation Program Development I 
3.0894 1. 0537 
High School Graduate 3.3333 .8660 
Some College Work 3.2222 .9842 
Associate Degree 3.1481 .9488 
Vocational/Trade 
School Certificate 3.6667 .9847 
Bachelor's Degree 3.0099 1. 0723 
Master's Degree 2. 8571 1.1806 
Doctoral Degree 3.0000 .0000 
CIS-3 Application Program Development II 
3.4390 .9868 
High School Graduate 3.5556 .7265 
Some College Work 3.5000 .9467 
Associate Degree 3.4444 .8006 
Vocational/Trade 
School Certificate 3.9167 .9962 
Bachelor's Degree 3. 4158 .9926 
Master's Degree 3.2619 1.1699 
Doctoral Degree 3.0000 .0000 
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Cases 
246 
9 
54 
27 
12 
101 
42 
1 
246 
9 
54 
27 
12 
101 
42 
1 
246 
9 
54 
27 
12 
101 
42 
1 
TABLE LXXVII (Continued) 
Value Mean Std Dev 
CIS-4 Systems Analysis Method 
High School Graduate 
Some College Work 
Associate Degree 
Vocational/Trade 
School Certificate 
Bachelor•s Degree 
Master I s Degree 
Doctoral Degree 
3.8082 
4.0000 
3. 7358 
3.9630 
3.8333 
3. 8416 
3.6667 
4.0000 
.9581 
• 7071 
.9638 
.8540 
.9374 
1. 0172 
.9542 
.0000 
CIS-5 Structured Systems Analysis and Design 
High School Graduate 
Some College Work 
Associate Degree 
\locational/Trade 
School Certificate 
Bachelor 1 s Degree 
Master's Degree 
Doctoral Degree 
High School Graduate 
Some College Work 
Associate Degree 
Vocational/Trade 
School Certificate 
Bachelor 1 s Degree 
Master 1 s Degree 
Doctoral Degree 
3. 7796 
3.4444 
3.6038 
4.0370 
3.6667 
4.0099 
3. 3571 
5.0000 
1. 0205 
• 7265 
1.0623 
• 7586 
.9847 
1.0049 
1. 0551 
.0000 
CIS-8 Software and Hardware 
3.4486 
3.6667 
3.4038 
3.4815 
3.5000 
3. 4752 
3.3659 
3.0000 
.9537 
1.0000 
• 9551 
.97 55 
.6742 
.9756 
.9939 
.0000 
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Cases 
245 
9 
53 
27 
12 
101 
42 
1 
245 
9 
53 
27 
12 
101 
42 
1 
243 
9 
52 
27 
12 
101 
41 
1 
276 
TABLE LXXVII (Continued) 
----------------------- ·---"----
Value 
High School Graduate 
Some College Work 
Associate Degree 
Vocational/Trade 
School Certificate 
Bachelor's Degree 
Master I s Degree 
Doctoral Degree 
Mean Std Dev 
CIS-9 Office Automation 
3.4303 
3.1111 
3. 2885 
3.4444 
3.7500 
3.3861 
3.6667 
4.0000 
1. 0180 
1. 6915 
.9359 
.9740 
.8660 
.9692 
1.1189 
.0000 
CIS-10 Decision Support Systems 
High School Graduate 
Some College Work 
Associate Degree 
Vocational/Trade 
School Certificate 
Bachelor's Degree 
Master I s Degree 
Doctoral Degree 
3.4691 
3.6667 
3. 2885 
3. 5926 
4.0000 
3.4400 
3. 4524 
5.0000 
.9969 
1.1180 
1. 0542 
• 9711 
.8528 
.9982 
.9160 
.0000 
CIS-11 Advanced Database Concepts 
High School Graduate 
Some College Work 
Associate Degree 
Vocational/Trade 
School Certificate 
Bachelor's Degree 
Master's Degree 
Doctoral Degree 
3. 8156 
3. 7778 
3.7692 
3.8889 
4.0000 
3.8614 
3.6667 
4.0000 
1. 0157 
.9718 
1.1135 
1.0500 
.7385 
.9902 
1. 0515 
.0000 
Cases 
244 
9 
52 
27 
12 
101 
42 
1 
243 
9 
52 
27 
12 
100 
42 
1 
244 
9 
52 
27 
12 
101 
42 
1 
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TABLE LXXVII (Continued) 
Value Mean Std Dev Cases 
CIS-14 Information Systems Planning 
3. 7673 .9619 245 
High School Graduate 3.8889 • 6009 9 
Some College Work 3.6981 .9320 53 
Associate Degree 3.8148 .8787 27 
Vocational/Trade 
School Certificate 3.8333 .8348 12 
Bachelor's Degree 3.8218 1.0040 101 
Master I s Degree 3.6429 1. 0780 42 
Doctoral Degree 4.0000 .0000 1 
APPENDIX J 
CHI-SQUARE TESTS FOR SIGNIFICANCE 
278 
Know-
ledge 
Yes 
No 
TABLE LXXVIII 
COMPARISON OF WHETHER COMPUTER CENTER EMPLOYEES SHOULD POSSESS 
KNOWLEDGE OF COMPUTER SECURITY AND NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 
IN RESPONDENT'S COMPUTER CENTER 
Number of Employees 
Over 
1 - 20 21 - 40 41 - 60 61 - 80 81 - 100 100 
141 37 20 6 13 31 
56.9 14.9 8.1 2.4 5.2 12. 5 
82.5 92.5 83.3 85.7 100.0 88.6 
48.6 12.8 6.9 2.1 4. 5 10. 7 
30 3 4 1 4 
71.4 7.1 9.5 2.4 9. 5 
17.5 7.5 16.7 14.3 11.4 
10.3 1. 0 1.4 .3 1. 4 
Column 171 40 24 7 13 35 
Total 59.0 13.8 8.3 2.4 4.5 12.1 
p > 
.05 x2 = 5. 42634 
p ) • 01 D.F. = 5 
Significance= 0.3661 
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Row 
Total 
248 
85.5 
42 
14.5 
290 
100.0 
TABLE LXXIX 
COMPARISON OF WHETHER COMPUTER CENTER EMPLOYEES SiiOllLD 
POSSESS KNOWLEDGE OF COMPUTER SECURITY AND 
PRESENCE OF SECURITY PERSON IN 
RESPONDENT'S COMPUTER CENTER 
280 
--------.....-------------- --·-·-----------
Security 
Knowledge Yes 
Yes 125 
50.4 
88.7 
43.1 
No 16 
38.1 
11. 3 
5. 5 
141 
48.6 
P > .o5 x2 = 1.11322 
P > .01 O.F. = 1 
Significance= 0.1906 
Person 
No 
123 
49.6 
82.6 
42. 4 
26 
61.9 
17. 4 
9.0 
149 
51.4 
R1.,W fotdl 
248 
85.5 
42 
14.5 
290 
100.0 
Knowl-
edge 
Yes 
No 
281 
TABLE LXXX 
COMPARISON OF WHETHER COMPUTER CENTER EMPLOYEES SHOULD POSSESS 
KNOWLEDGE OF COMPUTER SECURITY ANO NUMBER OF PEOPLE 
1 
58 
46.4 
90.6 
41.1 
6 
37.5 
9.4 
4.3 
IN RESPONDENT'S COMPUTER CENTER DIRECTLY 
RESPONSIBLE FOR COMPUTER SECURITY 
Number of People 
2 3 4 5 6 
42 12 8 2 1 
33.6 9.6 6.4 1.6 .8 
87. 5 85.7 88.9 100.0 100.0 
29.8 8.5 5.7 1.4 .7 
6 2 1 
37. 5 12.5 6.3 
12.5 14.3 11.1 
4.3 1.4 .7 
Row 
7 Total 
2 125 
1. 6 88.7 
66.7 
1.4 
1 16 
6.3 11. 3 
33.3 
.7 
Column 64 48 14 9 2 1 3 141 
Total 45.4 34.0 9.9 6.4 1.4 .7 2.1 100.0 
p > • 05 x2 = 2. 25705 
p > • 01 D.F. = 65 
Significance= 0.8946 
TABLE LXXXI 
COMPARISON OF WHETHER COMPUTER CENTER EMPLOYEES SHOULD 
POSSESS KNOWLEDGE OF COMPUTER SECURITY AND 
RESPONDENT'S PRESENT POSITION 
Knowl - D. P. Operational Security 
edge Management 
Yes 182 
73.4 
85.4 
62.8 
Management Analyst 
27 
10. 9 
93.1 
9.3 
2 
.8 
100.0 
.7 
Other 
37 
14.9 
80.4 
12.8 
2ti2 
Row 
Total 
248 
85.5 
No 31 2 9 42 
73.8 
14.6 
10. 7 
Column 213 
Total 73.4 
p > .05 x2 = 2.64653 
p > .01 D.F. = 3 
Significance= 0.4494 
4.8 
6.9 
.7 
29 
10.0 
2 
.7 
21.4 14.5 
19.6 
3.1 
46 
15. 9 
290 
100.0 
TABLE LXXXII 
COMPARISON OF WHETHER COMPUTER CENTER EMPLOYEES SHOULD 
POSSESS KNOWLEDGE OF COMPUTER SECURITY ANO 
RESPONDENT'S LENGTH OF TIME IN 
PRESENT POSITION 
2fl3 
----------------------·-·--·----··-··-
Length of Time Knowl - -.-Le_s_s--1---2--3-_-4--5-_-6---ov_e_r ____ . --- Row 
Total edge 1 Year Years Years Years 6 Years 
Yes 33 34 77 40 63 
13.3 13. 7 31. 0 16.l 25. 4 
89.2 79.1 86.5 93. 0 81.8 
11.4 11. 7 26.6 13.8 21. 7 
No 4 9 12 3 14 
9.5 21.4 28.6 7.1 33.3 
10.8 20.9 13.5 7.0 18.2 
1.4 3.1 4.1 1.0 4.8 
Column 37 43 89 43 77 
Total 12.8 14.8 30. 7 14.8 26.6 
p > .05 x2 = 4.89396 
p > • 01 D.F. = 5 
Significance= 0.4290 
1 248 
.4 85.5 
100.0 
.3 
42 
14.5 
1 290 
.3 100.0 
Know-
1 edge 
Yes 
No 
Column 
Total 
p > 
p > 
TABLE LXXXII I 
COMPARISON OF WHETHER COMPUTER CENTER EMPLOYE.LS SHOULD 
POSSESS KNOWLEDGE OF COMPUTER SECURITY AND 
RESPONDENT'S HIGHEST EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 
284 
--•·-v-.,,,-.-.,-,, ~---·--.,.~·-
Educ a ti anal Level 
A. s. some Vo- ~~, .... -.-~-·---- Row 
Grad College A.A. Tech B.A M.A. Ph.D. Total 
----
9 54 27 12 100 43 1 246 
3.7 22.0 11. 0 4.9 40.7 17. 5 .4 85.4 
69.2 84.4 84.4 75.0 89.3 87 .8 50.0 
3.1 18.8 9.4 4.2 34.7 14.9 .3 
4 10 5 4 12 6 1 42 
9.5 23.8 11.9 9.5 28.6 14.3 2.4 14.6 
30.8 15. 6 15. 6 25. 0 10. 7 12.2 50.0 
1.4 3. 5 1. 7 1. 4 4.2 2.1 .3 
13 64 32 16 112 49 2 288 
4.5 22.2 11.1 5. 6 38.9 17. 0 .7 100.0 
. .., _______ ,..,_.,. _____ 
.05 x2 = 7.78645 
.01 D.F. = 6 
Significance= 0.2542 
285 
TABLE LXXXIV 
COMPARISON OF WHETHER COMPUTER CENTER EMPLOYEES Sl10U1 D POSStSS 
KNOWLEDGE OF COMPUTER SECURITY AND RESPONDENT'S 
MAJOR AREA OF STUDY 
·--·--
Major 
Knowl- Comp. Busi- Engineer- Arts & Account:. Row 
edge SC ness ing Math Science ing Other Total 
Yes 56 84 16 22 21 20 9 228 
24.6 36.8 7.0 9.6 9.2 8.8 3.9 86.4 
83.6 90.3 94.1 88.0 80.8 83.3 75.0 
21. 2 31.8 6.1 8.3 8.0 7.6 3.4 
No 11 9 1 3 5 4 3 36 
30.6 25.0 2.8 8.3 13.9 11.1 8.3 13.6 
16. 4 9.7 5.9 12.0 19.2 16.7 25.0 
4.2 3.4 .4 1.1 1. 9 1. 5 1.1 
Column 67 93 17 25 26 24 12 264 
Total 25. 4 35. 2 6.4 9.5 9.8 9.1 4. 5 100.0 
p > .05 x2 = 4.79649 
p > • 01 O.F. = 6 
Significance= 0.5702 
2!36 
TABLE LXXXV 
COMPARISON OF WHETHER COMPUTER CENTER EMPLOYEES 
SHOULD POSSESS KNOWLEDGE OF COMPUTER SECURITY 
AND NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES DIRECTLY 
SUPERVISED BY RESPONDENT 
--·•--,,-....--·,.,--c-
Knowl-
edge 
Number of Emeloyees Supervised 
None 1-5 
Yes 19 97 
7.7 39.1 
79.2 85.8 
6.6 33.4 
No 5 16 
11.9 38.1 
20.8 14.2 
1. 7 5. 5 
Column 
Total 
24 
8.3 
113 
39.0 
P > .o5 x2 = 3.50592 
P > • 01 D. F. = 6 
Significance= 0.7432 
6-10 
45 
18.1 
81.8 
15.5 
10 
23.8 
18.2 
3.4 
55 
19.0 
11-15 16-20 21-25 
34 15 8 
13.7 6.0 3.2 
89.5 83.3 100.0 
11. 7 5.2 2.8 
4 3 
9.5 7.1 
10.5 16.7 
1. 4 1. 0 
38 18 8 
13.1 6.2 2.8 
Over Row 
25 Total 
30 248 
12.1 85.5 
88.2 
10.3 
4 42 
9.5 14.5 
11.8 
1.4 
34 290 
11. 7 100.0 
28/ 
TABLE LXXXVI 
COMPARISON OF WHETHER COMPUTER CENTER Fr4PLOYEES SHOlll O POS')£SS 
KNOWLEDGE OF COMPUTER SECURITY AND RESPOtWENT 'S 
MEMBERSHIPS IN DATA PROCESSING 
PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 
Knowl-
edge DPMA ACM 
Yes 237 1 
98.8 .4 
85. 3 100.0 
84.0 
No 41 
97.6 
14. 7 
14.5 
Column 
Total 
278 
98.6 
P > .os x2 = 2.29928 
P > .01 O.F. = 3 
Significance= 0.5127 
.4 
1 
.4 
Organizations 
Institute 
1 
.4 
100.0 
.4 
1 
.4 
--·-·--... ---·-=·~--~-·-~--···--
-~------·-- Row 
Other Total 
.... __ .. --._. _________ ,,,,. __ 
1 240 
.4 85.1 
50.0 
.4 
l 42 
2.4 14.9 
50.0 
.4 
2 282 
.7 100. 0 
"'-~----...... ----'"" 
288 
TABLE LXXXVII 
COMPARISON OF METHODS RESPONDENTS FELT WOULD BEST DEVELOP COMPUTER 
SECURITY KNOWLEDGE ANO NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES IN 
RESPOUOENTS COMPUTER CENTER 
·-------
Develop Number of Employees 
Knowl- ver Row 
edge 1 - 20 21 - 40 41 - 60 61 - 80 81 - 100 100 Total 
Sec. 60 18 10 4 7 14 113 
Course 53.1 15. 9 8.8 3.5 6.2 12.4 46.3 
& Inc. 42.9 52.9 52. 6 66.7 53.8 43.8 
24.6 7.4 4.1 1.6 2.9 5.7 
Sec. 110 6 2 1 20 
Course 55.0 30.0 10.0 5.0 8.2 
Only 7.9 17.6 10.5 3.1 
4.5 2. 5 .8 .4 
Inc. 68 10 6 2 5 17 108 
Only 63.0 9.3 5.6 1.9 4.6 15. 7 44.3 
48.6 29.4 31. 6 33.3 38.5 53.1 
27.9 4.1 2. 5 .8 2.0 7.0 
Other 1 1 1 3 
33.3 33.3 33.3 1. 2 
.7 5.3 7.7 
.4 .4 .4 
Column 140 34 19 6 13 32 244 
Total 57 .4 13.9 7.8 2.5 5. 3 13.1 100.0 
p > .05 x2 = 19.91897 
p > • 01 D.F. = 15 
Significance= 0.1751 
TABLE LXXXVIII 
COMPARISON OF METHODS RESPONDENTS f LLl. Wf,UUi llFS-1 
DEVELOP COMPUTER SECURITY KNOWLEDGE AND ~~liE rtlER 
RESPONDENT'S COMPUTER CENTER IIAS A DESIGUATED 
PERSON DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE 
FOR COMPUTER SECURITY 
-·~--...... ·-· --~--·~-
Security Person 
Develop Row 
Knowledge Yes No Total 
...... .--,~--------·-·--
Sec. 58 55 113 
Course 51. 3 48.7 46.3 
& Inc. 47. 2 45. 5 
23.8 22.5 
Sec. 9 11 20 
Course 45.0 55.0 8.2 
Only 7.3 9.1 
3.7 4.5 
Inc. 54 54 108 
Only 50.0 50.0 44.3 
43.9 44.6 
22.1 22.1 
Other 2 1 3 
66.7 33.3 1.2 
1. 6 .8 
.8 .4 
Column 123 121 244 
Total 50.4 49.6 100. 0 
----
p > .05 x2 = o. 59663 
p > • 01 D.F. = 3 
Significance= 0.8972 
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TABLE LXXXlX 
COMPARISON OF METHODS RESPONDENTS FEEL WOlH D Lli:Sl OEVtLOP COMPUTER 
SECURITY KNOWLEDGE AND THE NUMBER Of PEOPLE IN R[SPUNDENT I S 
COMPUTER CENTER DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE FOR 
COMPUTER SECURITY 
~ , __ .. , __ , .... _. --------"·--------·-~ 
Develop Number of People 
Knowl- "--- l)ver . Row 
edge 1 - 20 21 - 40 41 - 60 61 - 80 81 - 100 100 Total 
........ _,.__,.. ........ --.... , _____ 
Sec. 21 26 5 5 1 59 
Course 35. 6 44.1 8. 5 8.5 1. 7 48.0 
& Inc. 36.8 65.0 41. 7 55.6 50.0 
17.1 21.1 4.1 4.1 .8 
Sec. 4 3 2 1 10 
Course 40.0 30.0 20.0 10.0 8.1 
Only 7.0 7.5 16. 7 11.1 
3.3 2.4 1. 6 .8 
Inc. 31 10 5 3 l l 52 
Only 59.6 19.2 9.6 5.8 1.9 1. 9 42.3 
54. 4 25. 0 41. 7 33.3 50.0 100. 0 
25. 2 8.1 4.1 2.4 .8 .8 
Other 1 1 2 
50.0 50.0 1. 6 
1.8 2.5 
.8 .8 
Column 57 40 12 9 2 1 123 
Total 46.3 32.5 9.8 7.3 1. 6 .8 100.0 
·-·"-~ -·-----~--s----
p > .05 x2 = 12.10019 
p > 
.01 D.F. = 18 
Significance= 0.8090 
Develop 
Knowl-
edge 
Sec. 
Course 
& Inc. 
Sec. 
Course 
Only 
Inc. 
Only 
Other 
Column 
Total 
TABLE LXXXX 
COMPARISON OF METt-lODS RESPONDfrfrs t-t.Li ~~.JllUl BEST 
DEVELOP COMPUTER SECURITY KNOWl EDGE AND rtiE 
RESPONDENT'S PRESENT POSITION 
>~·----T_, ___ ... ,.,_., .... -----••""'--------~ 
Number of E:mp 1 oyee s _, ____ 
Row 
Op Mgmt Op Mgmt Sec Analyst Other Total 
~---·-,----
81 13 2 17 113 
71. 7 11. 5 1.8 15. 0 46.3 
45. 5 50.0 100.0 44.7 
33.2 5. 3 .8 7.0 
13 1 6 
65.0 5.0 30.0 20 
7.3 3.8 15. 8 8.2 
5.3 .4 2.5 
82 11 15 108 
75.9 10.2 13.9 44.3 
46.1 42.3 39.5 
33.6 4. 5 6.1 
2 1 3 
66.7 33.3 1. 2 
1.1 3.8 
.8 .4 
178 26 2 38 244 
73.0 10.7 .8 15. 6 100. 0 
------------
p > .05 x2 = 8.16828 
p > .01 O.F. = 9 
Significance= o. 5173 
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TABLE LXXXXI 
COMPARISON OF METHODS RESPONDENTS FEEL WOULD BEST DEVELOP 
COMPUTER SECURITY KNOWLEDGE AND THE RESPONDEtH 'S 
LENGTH OF TIME IN PRESENT POSITION 
' ~--------·-
Devel op Length of Time 
Know- Row 
ledge Less 1 1-2 yrs 3-4 yrs 5-6 yrs Over 6 Total 
Sec. 18 13 42 17 22 1 113 
Course 15. 9 11. 5 37. 2 15. 0 19. 5 .9 46.3 
& Inc. 56.3 38.2 55.3 42.5 36.1 100.0 
7.4 5.3 17.2 7.0 9.0 .4 
Sec. 2 2 7 5 4 
Course 10.0 10.0 35.0 25. 0 20.0 20 
Only 6.3 5.9 9.2 12.5 6.6 8.2 
.8 .8 2.9 2.0 1. 6 
Inc. 12 18 26 17 35 108 
Only 11.1 16. 7 24.1 15. 7 32.4 44.3 
37. 5 52.9 34.2 42.5 57. 4 
4.9 7.4 10. 7 7.0 14.3 
Other 1 1 1 3 
33.3 33.3 33.3 1. 2 
2.9 1.3 2.5 
.4 .4 .4 
Column 32 34 76 40 61 1 244 
Total 13.1 13.9 31.1 16.4 25. 0 .4 100.0 
p > .05 x2 = 14.23887 
p > • 01 D.F. = 15 
Significance= 0.5075 
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TABLE LXXXXII 
COMPARISON OF METHODS RESPONDENTS FEEL WOULD BEST 
DEVELOP COMPUTER SECURITY KNOWLEDGE AND THE 
RESPONDENT'S LENGTH OF TIME IN A 
COMPUTER-RELATED POSITION 
--~-·,,·-----·-~--- -
Develop Length of Time 
·-·--···--Knowl- Row 
edge Less 1 1-2 yrs 3-4 yrs 5-6 yrs 7-10 yrs Over 10 Total 
---·---
Sec. 1 6 6 19 79 113 
Course .9 5.4 5.4 17.1 71. 2 45.9 
& Inc. 100.0 85.7 46.2 55.9 42.7 
.4 2.5 2.5 7.9 32. 6 
Sec. 1 1 18 20 
Course 5. 0 5. 0 90.0 8.3 
Only 50.0 7.7 9.7 
.4 .4 7.4 
Inc. 1 1 6 13 87 108 
Only .9 .9 5. 6 12.0 80.6 44.6 
50.0 14.3 46.2 38.2 47. 0 
.4 .4 2. 5 5.4 36.0 
Other 2 1 3 
66.7 33.3 1. 2 
5.9 • 5 
.8 .4 
Column 1 2 7 13 34 185 242 
Total .4 .8 2.9 5.4 14.0 76.4 100.0 
p > 
.05 x2 = 22.68534 
p > 
.01 D.F. = 15 
Significance= 0.0911 
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TABLE LXXXXIII 
COMPARISON OF METHODS RESPONDENTS FEEL WOULD BEST 0£VEUW 
COMPUTER SECURITY KNOWLEDGE AND THE RESPONDENT'S 
HIGHEST EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 
------·--,,-----~-
Develop Educational Level 
Knowl- Some Row 
edge HS Grad College A.A. Vo-Tech B.A. M.A. Ph.D. Total 
Sec. 4 23 10 7 50 18 112 
Course 3.6 20.5 8.9 6.3 44.6 16.1 46.3 
& Inc. 44.4 43.4 37. 0 70.0 50.0 42.9 
1. 7 9.5 4.1 2.9 20. 7 7.4 
Sec. 7 3 1 6 3 20 
Course 35.0 15. 0 5.0 30.0 15. 0 8.3 
Only 13.2 11.1 10. 0 6.0 7.1 
2.9 1. 2 .4 2.5 1. 2 
Inc. 5 23 14 2 43 20 1 108 
Only 4.6 21. 3 13.0 1.9 39.8 18.5 .9 44.6 
55.6 43.4 51.9 20.0 43.0 47 .6 100.0 
2.1 9.5 5.8 .8 17.8 8.3 .4 
Other 1 1 2 
50.0 50.0 .8 
1.0 2.4 
.4 .4 
Column 9 53 27 10 100 42 1 242 
Total 3.7 21. 9 11. 2 4.1 41. 3 17. 4 .4 100.0 
p > .05 x2 = 10.91819 
p > • 01 D.F. = 18 
Significance= 0.8978 
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TABLE LXXXXIV 
COMPARISON OF METHODS RESPONDENTS FEEL WOULD BESf UEVEiOP 
COMPUTER SECURITY KNOWLEDGE AND THE RESPONDfNT 1 S 
MAJOR AREA OF STUDY 
-· ---·------"---------
Devel op Major 
Knowl- Computer Engineer- Arts & Accoun£'------ Row 
edge Science Business ing Math Sci. ing Other Total 
··--· 
Sec. 23 40 6 13 7 10 3 102 
Course 22. 5 39.2 5. 9 12.7 6.9 9.8 2.9 45.5 
& Inc. 43.4 47. 6 37. 5 59.1 35.0 50.0 33.3 
10. 3 17 .9 2.7 5.8 3.1 4. 5 1. 3 
Sec. 2 8 2 1 4 1 1 19 
Course 10.5 42.1 10. 5 5. 3 21.1 5.3 5. 3 8.5 
Only 3.8 9.5 12.5 4.5 20.0 5.0 11.1 
.9 3.6 .9 .4 1.8 .4 .4 
Inc. 27 34 8 8 9 9 5 100 
Only 27. 0 34.0 8.0 8.0 9.0 9.0 5.0 44.6 
50.9 40.5 50.0 36.4 45. 0 45.0 55.6 
12.1 15. 2 3.6 3.6 4.0 4.0 2.2 
Other 1 2 3 
33.3 66.7 1. 3 
1.9 2.4 
.4 .9 
Column 53 84 16 22 20 20 9 224 
Total 23.7 37. 5 7.1 9.8 8.9 8.9 4.0 100. 0 
·----· 
p > .05 x2 = 11. 24798 
p > • 01 D. F. :: 18 
Significance= 0.8835 
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TABLE LXXXXV 
COMPARISON OF METHODS RESPONDENTS FEEL WOULD BLSf DEVLLOP 
COMPUTER SECURITY KNOWLEDGE AND THE RESeONDE1ff I S 
EDUCATION OR TRAINING IN COMPUTER SECURITY 
·--····~·--~--- -----··-
Develop 
Knowl- College In-House Self- No Row 
edge Courses Training Seminars Edu. Traini 119 Total 
··--
Sec. 12 19 30 32 19 112 
Course 10. 7 17. 0 26.8 28.6 17. O 46.1 
& Inc. 52. 2 51. 4 44.1 42.1 48.7 
4.9 7.8 12.3 13.2 7.8 
Sec. 2 3 5 8 2 20 
Course 10.0 15. 0 25.0 40.0 10.0 8.2 
Only 8.7 8.1 7.4 10.5 5.1 
.8 1.2 2.1 3.3 .8 
Inc. 8 15 33 34 18 108 
Only 7.4 13.9 30.6 31. 5 16. 7 44.4 
34.8 40.5 48. 5 44.7 46.2 
3.3 6.2 13.6 14.0 7.4 
Other 1 2 3 
33.3 66.7 1. 2 
4.3 2.6 
.4 .8 
Column 23 37 68 76 39 243 
Total 9.5 15.2 28.0 31. 3 16.0 100.0 
p > • 05 x2 = 7.47495 
p > • 01 O.F. = 12 
Significance= 0.8247 
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TABLE LXXXXVI 
COMPARISON OF METHODS RESPONDENTS FEEL WOULD BEST DEVELOP COMPUTER 
SECURITY KNOWLEDGE AND THE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES DIRECTLY 
SUPERVISED BY THE RESPONDENT 
Develop 
Know- No. of Employees Supervised Row 
ledge Rone I-5 6-10 II-15 16-20 21-25 Over-2"5 Total 
------
Sec. 9 43 25 14 6 3 13 113 
Course a.a 38.1 22.1 12.4 5.3 2.7 11. 5 46. 3 
& Inc. 47 .4 45. 3 54. 3 42.4 40.0 42.9 44.8 
3.7 17.6 10. 2 5.7 2.5 1.2 5.3 
Sec. 2 8 5 1 2 2 20 
Course 10.0 40.0 25.0 5.0 10.0 10.0 8.2 
Only 10. 5 8.4 10. 9 3.0 13.3 6.9 
.8 3.3 2.0 .4 .8 .8 
Inc. 8 43 16 18 7 4 12 108 
Only 7.4 39.8 14.8 16.7 6.5 3.7 11.1 44.3 
42.1 45. 3 34.8 54. 5 46.7 57 .1 41.4 
3.3 17. 6 6.6 7.4 2.9 1. 6 4.9 
Other 1 2 3 
33.3 66.7 1. 2 
1.1 6.9 
.4 .8 
Column 19 95 46 33 15 7 29 244 
Total 7.8 38.9 18.9 13.5 6.1 2.9 11.9 100.0 
p > .05 x2 = 14. 83 545 
p > .01 D. F. = 18 
Significance= 0.6732 
TABLE LXXXXVll 
COMPARISON OF METHODS RESPONDENTS FEEL WOUI D IJL::i r Ul VEl.lH> LOMPUHR 
SECURITY KNOWLEDGE AND RESPONDENT I S MEMBCRSHIP IN OATA 
PROCESSING PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 
____ ,,, __ ..... _._ .. _._, ________ ..,.. ____ ,_.., __ 
Develop 
Knowl- DS Row 
edge DPMA ACM lnsti tute Other Total 
-----~---------
Sec. 109 1 110 
Course 99.1 .9 46.6 
& Inc. 46.8 100.0 
46.2 .4 
Sec. 19 19 
Course 100. 0 8.1 
Only 8.2 
8.1 
Inc. 103 1 1 105 
Only 98.1 1. 0 LO 44.5 
44.2 100.0 100.0 
43.6 .4 .4 
Other 2 2 
100.0 .8 
.9 
.a 
Column 233 1 1 l 236 
Total 98.7 .4 .4 .4 100.0 
··-·-~·-------·--~ 
p > .05 x2 = 3.64986 
p > • 01 O.F • = 9 
Significance = 0.9329 
TABLE LXXXXVIII 
COMPARISON OF WHETHER COMPUTER Ci NlLH t:i-H't flYl:i:S 
SHOULD POSSESS SOME KNOWLEDGE AND METHODS 
TO BEST DEVELOP KNOWLfDGE 
-··-~- ... - .. .-. .. -.-......__.~ ... -· .... ~ ....... ~ 
Develop 
Knowl- Row 
edge Yes Ho Total 
,«··-·=,,-..,,.· __ ,.., ___ ,. 
Sec. 113 113 
Course 100.0 46.3 
& Inc. 46.5 
46.3 
Sec. 20 20 
Course 100.0 8.2 
Only 8.2 
8.2 
Inc. 107 1 108 
Only 99.l .Y 44.3 
44.0 100.0 
43.9 .4 
Other 3 3 
100.0 1. 2 
1. 2 
1.2 
Column 244 
Total 100.0 
·--·-----· 
p > .05 x2 = 1. 26444 
p > • 01 D.F • = 3 
Significance= o. 7376 
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